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Abstract
Structured text helps readers to better understand the content of documents. In classic
newspaper texts or books, some structure already exists. In the Web 2.0, the amount of
textual data, especially user-generated data, has increased dramatically. As a result, there
exists a large amount of textual data which lacks structure, thus making it more difficult to
understand. In this thesis, we will explore techniques for automatic text structuring to help
readers to fulfill their information needs. Useful techniques for automatic text structur-
ing are keyphrase identification, table-of-contents generation, and link identification. We
improve state of the art results for approaches to text structuring on several benchmark
datasets. In addition, we present new representative datasets for users’ everyday tasks.
We evaluate the quality of text structuring approaches with regard to these scenarios and
discover that the quality of approaches highly depends on the dataset on which they are
applied.

In the first chapter of this thesis, we establish the theoretical foundations regarding
text structuring. We describe our findings from a user survey regarding web usage from
which we derive three typical scenarios of Internet users. We then proceed to the three
main contributions of this thesis.

We evaluate approaches to keyphrase identification both by extracting and assigning
keyphrases for English and German datasets. We find that unsupervised keyphrase extrac-
tion yields stable results, but for datasets with predefined keyphrases, additional filtering
of keyphrases and assignment approaches yields even higher results. We present a de-
compounding extension, which further improves results for datasets with shorter texts.

We construct hierarchical table-of-contents of documents for three English datasets
and discover that the results for hierarchy identification are sufficient for an automatic
system, but for segment title generation, user interaction based on suggestions is required.

We investigate approaches to link identification, including the subtasks of identifying
the mention (anchor) of the link and linking the mention to an entity (target). Approaches
that make use of the Wikipedia link structure perform best, as long as there is sufficient
training data available. For identifying links to sense inventories other than Wikipedia,
approaches that do not make use of the link structure outperform the approaches using ex-
isting links. We further analyze the effect of senses on computing similarities. In contrast
to entity linking, where most entities can be discriminated by their name, we consider
cases where multiple entities with the same name exist. We discover that similarity de-
pends on the selected sense inventory.

To foster future evaluation of natural language processing components for text struc-
turing, we present two prototypes of text structuring systems, which integrate techniques
for automatic text structuring in a wiki setting and in an e-learning setting with eBooks.
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Zusammenfassung
Ein strukturierter Text hilft Lesern den Inhalt eines Dokuments besser zu verstehen. Bei
herkömmlichen Textmedien wie Zeitungsartikeln oder Büchern ist bereits eine Struktur
vorgegeben. Im Web 2.0 hat sich die Menge an Texten, insbesondere der von Nutzern
erstellten, dramatisch erhöht. Ein großer Teil dieser Texte ist daher unstrukturiert und ihr
Verständnis dadurch erschwert. In dieser Arbeit werden wir Techniken zur Textstrukturie-
rung untersuchen, um Lesern bei der Erfüllung ihres Informationsbedürfnisses zu helfen.

Nützliche Techniken für die automatische Textstrukturierung sind die Identifikation
von Schlüsselphrasen, die Generierung von Inhaltsübersichten und die Identifikation von
Verlinkungen. Wir konnten die Resultate für den aktuellen Forschungsstand im Bereich
der Ansätze zur Textstrukturierung bei mehreren der üblichen Datensätze verbessern.
Darüber hinaus präsentieren wir neue repräsentative Datensätze für häufige Szenarien,
in denen Nutzer nach Informationen suchen. Wir evaluieren die Qualität der Ansätze zur
Textstrukturierung in Bezug auf diese Szenarien und stellen fest, dass diese stark von dem
jeweils gewählten Datensatz abhängt.

Zu Beginn dieser Arbeit, beschäftigen wir uns mit den theoretischen Grundlagen der
Textstrukturierung. Wir erläutern unsere Ergebnisse aus einer Nutzerumfrage zu dem Ge-
brauch des Internets, woraus wir drei typischen Szenarien von Internetnutzern ableiten.
Anschließend beschäftigen wir uns in drei Kapiteln mit den zentralen Inhalten dieser Ar-
beit.

Wir evaluieren Ansätze zur Identifikation von Schlüsselphrasen, sowohl durch Extrak-
tion als auch durch Zuordnung von Schlüsselphrasen für englische und deutsche Daten-
sätze. Wir beobachten, dass nicht überwachte Ansätze zur Identifikation von Schlüssel-
phrasen stabile Ergebnisse liefern. Bei Datensätzen mit vordefinierten Schlüsselphrasen
werden sie jedoch von Ansätzen mit Filterung oder Zuordnung übertroffen. Wir präsentie-
ren eine Erweiterung dieses Ansatzes, bei dem die Komposita getrennt werden. Hierdurch
werden die Resultate bei Datensätzen mit kürzeren Texten weiter verbessert.

Wir konstruieren hierarchische Inhaltsverzeichnisse für drei englische Datensätze und
stellen fest, dass die Resultate für die Identifikation der Hierarchie für ein automatisches
System ausreichend sind. Allerdings ist für die Generierung von Titeln eine Nutzerinter-
aktion notwendig.

Weiterhin untersuchen wir Ansätze für die Identifikation von Links. Diese müssen
zwei Aufgaben erfüllen, zum einen die Identifikation von Erwähnungen (Anker) des
Links und zum anderen Verlinkung der Erwähnung zu einer Entität (Ziel). Ansätze, die
auf der Linkstruktur von Wikipedia beruhen, liefern die besten Resultate, sofern genü-
gend Trainingsdaten zur Verfügung stehen. Um Links zu anderen Bedeutungsinventaren
zu identifizieren, erweisen sich Ansätze, die nicht auf der Linkstruktur basieren, überlegen
gegenüber linkbasierten Ansätzen. Weiter analysieren wir den Effekt von Bedeutungen
auf die Berechnung von Ähnlichkeiten. Im Gegensatz zu der Verlinkung von Erwähnun-
gen, wo viele Entitäten anhand ihres Namens unterschieden werden können, betrachten
wir Fälle, in denen mehrere Entitäten mit identischem Namen existieren. Wir beobachten,
dass die Ähnlichkeit von dem gewählten Bedeutungsinventar abhängt.

Um die zukünftige Evaluation von Komponenten der natürlichen Sprachverarbeitung
zur Textstrukturierung zu fördern, präsentieren wir zwei Prototypen von Textstrukturie-
rungssystemen. Diese integrieren Techniken zur automatischen Textstrukturierung in ei-
ner Wiki-Umgebung bzw. einem E-Learning Szenario mit eBooks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Knowledge is of two kinds. We know a subject ourselves,
or we know where we can find information on it.

Samuel Johnson

Information has become one of the most valuable goods in today’s society. With the
Internet, information can be transmitted within seconds across the world and people can
fulfill their information need globally. Important events are usually covered by several
news agencies, which allows for reporting on an event from different perspectives. A
large proportion of the world’s knowledge is available online. Literature is digitalized by
Google Books1 or the Gutenberg project2 and made freely available. With the advent
of the Web 2.0, huge amounts of user-generated data became available. Looking for
information on a holiday trip to California reveals not only facts about the state and its
interesting sites, but also hotel offers, travel reports, and lots of reviews.

The kind of information available is very heterogenous, some of it is of high qual-
ity and written by domain experts, while other content is highly-opinionated or contains
many grammatical and orthographical errors. Nevertheless, all texts may contain relevant
information and it is a tedious task to find documents fulfilling an information need satis-
factory. Depending on the scenario, a user might be interested in different types of text.
Somebody interested in news events will search on websites of newspapers or agencies
to find high-quality content. Researchers are mostly interested in non-opinionated factual
information from academic literature, or Internet encyclopedias. Companies are often in-
terested in users’ opinions about their products. And finally, employees of companies are
probably interested in specific information about the company, which is only to be found
in internal documents.

With so many potentially relevant documents, it becomes vital for users to quickly
gain an overview of the documents’ contents. A structured representation of a document
helps users to better understand what the document is about. Some texts are structured
in some way, e.g. books are structured in chapters and sometimes include a table-of-
contents. Other texts, e.g. reviews, may contain keyphrases, or tags, to support catego-
rizing them. Encyclopedias3 and other web documents contain links that connect articles,
which allow users to quickly explore a large set of articles for a specific topic. However,

1http://books.google.com/
2https://www.gutenberg.org/
3E.g. the collaboratively constructed encyclopedia Wikipedia.4
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: The beginning of the altered Wikipedia article about the giant panda. On the left side
the text is unstructured and on the right side it is structured with a table-of-contents (on the left),
keyphrases (bold), and links (underlined).

not all documents contain this kind of structuring information, thus making it harder to
find information in heterogenous documents. Figure 1.1 shows the beginning of the al-
tered Wikipedia article about the giant panda with and without any additional structure.
As the article is much longer as shown here, the table-of-contents (left) helps to quickly
jump to the most interesting segment, even if it appears much later. The keyphrases (bold)
help to quickly get an overview of the content and the links (underlined) enable readers
to browse to related articles and understand important related concepts.

Forcing writers to structure every text is infeasible. In corporate scenarios, employees
can be required to follow certain guidelines and other employees can be hired to ensure
that contributors follow these guidelines. In an open setting, e.g. private websites or
blogs, writers cannot be forced to structure their texts. Automatically structuring such
texts will allow users to include them into their information search and quicker fulfill
their information need.

In this thesis, we analyze keyphrase identification, table-of-contents generation, and
link identification as techniques for text structuring. We describe in which scenarios these
techniques can be applied in order to structure text. Our main contributions are novel
approaches to automatic text structuring. For each of the text structuring techniques, we
present approaches and evaluate those on existing and new datasets. The datasets repre-
sent different types of documents, which allow for evaluating text structuring approaches
in different scenarios.
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Scenarios

Keyphrases

Table-of-Contents

Links
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O pen D o m ain
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Figure 1.2: Graphical overview of the thesis’ contributions. Starting on the left side, the graphic
shows the open and closed domain (highlighted light grey) scenarios in which text structuring is
beneficial (red), techniques for text structuring which are then shown as the three vertically aligned
boxes (blue). Then the prototype systems (green) developed throughout this work visualize the text
structure to the user (dark grey) on the right side.

As part of this thesis, we define scenarios, in which approaches to automatic text
structuring are beneficial. We define these scenarios based on previous findings and a
survey in which we ask Internet users about the ways they use the Internet and the tasks
they tackle. These scenarios accompany the evaluation of approaches and allow us to
show in which scenarios an approach is best suited for automatic text structuring.

Figure 1.2 shows a graphical structure of the thesis’ content. We present different en-
vironments (highlighted light grey) and select scenarios in which we test the applicability
of techniques for text structuring (highlighted red). We present three techniques for text
structuring (highlighted blue), which will in turn be visualized in prototypes (highlighted
green) to a user (dark grey).

1.1 Main Contributions
In this thesis we have the following main contributions:

Present scenarios for text structuring: We conduct a survey asking participants about
their web usage and based on our findings, we derive three scenarios for search
tasks in specific environments.

Develop approaches to keyphrase identification: We present both unsupervised and su-
pervised approaches to keyphrase identification. The unsupervised approaches are
based on extracting keyphrases which are present in the document and the super-
vised approaches are based on assigning keyphrases to a document from a label set.
In addition, we present a decompounding extension for keyphrase extraction ap-
proaches. For German datasets, we apply decompounding as a preprocessing step
and can rely on improved frequency counts.

Develop approaches to table-of-contents generation: We generate a hierarchical table-
of-contents by identifying segment titles and putting them in a hierarchical order.
We present a supervised approach for the task of hierarchy identification and both
supervised and unsupervised approaches for segment title generation.
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Develop approaches to link identification: We present an unsupervised alternative for
link identification, which contains the subtasks mention identification (finding good
anchors) and entity linking (linking to target). Existing supervised approaches rely
on the Wikipedia link structure. We further present means to transform a word
similarity metric to a sense similarity metric. This is a special case of entity linking,
where several entities share the same name.

Analyze applicability of approaches in scenarios: We analyze approaches for text struc-
turing by taking the user scenarios into consideration. One approach might be ade-
quate in one scenario, however lacking required resources in another scenario. We
thus analyze which approach is best suitable for a specific scenario. We create rep-
resentative datasets for these scenarios and evaluate existing and our approaches
with these datasets.

Create user-friendly structuring prototypes: We show how to integrate techniques for
text structuring in end-user applications. We present two prototypes in which we
applied these text structuring applications in educational settings. In Wikulu (Bär
et al., 2011a), we integrated components in a wiki setting, which is useful in an
education or corporate environment (Buffa, 2006; Ravid et al., 2008; Désilets et al.,
2005). With open window5, we integrated a link discovery system in an eBook
setting which is designed for Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).

1.2 Thesis Organization

In the remainder of this chapter, we give an overview of the organization of this disserta-
tion.

Chapter 2 presents related work which has shown the benefit of additional text struc-
ture. We further present typical environments in which a user searches for information
and the tasks she/he is faced with. We conduct a user survey to verify previous findings of
Internet user behavior. Based on the environments and the tasks, we define three scenarios
to represent common searching situations.

Chapter 3 presents keyphrase identification approaches, including extraction and as-
signment approaches. We analyze the performance of approaches on different datasets:
datasets with a predefined set of keyphrases and keyphrases for an open domain. We
further evaluate a decompounding extension to improve the results.

Chapter 4 shows how a table-of-contents can be automatically generated to structure
a document better. We apply a supervised approach to identify the hierarchy relation of
two neighboring segments and apply both unsupervised and supervised approaches for
generating titles for the segments.

5https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/research/current-projects/
open-window/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/research/current-projects/open-window/
https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/research/current-projects/open-window/
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Chapter 5 provides an overview of the process of identifying links and classifies ex-
isting approaches. We also evaluate state of the art link identification approaches to Wi-
kipedia articles and then reduce the number of links in the training data to inspect the
influence on the approach’s results.

Chapter 6 presents two prototypes integrating natural language processing components
for text structuring. The first user interface deals with users in a wiki setting, especially
corporate wikis. The second user interface integrates a link identification system into an
e-learning scenario for eBooks.

Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the preceding chapters and summarizes both the
findings of our analysis for text structuring in the defined scenarios and challenges that
still remain to be addressed in future work.

Appendix A gives a description of the software packages developed during the course
of the thesis.





Chapter 2

Text Structuring

In this chapter, we will present environments and tasks in which text structuring helps
users to fulfill their information need. Environments reflect types of textual data a user
is dealing with. Based on the environments and tasks we present scenarios to analyze
approaches for text structuring. We further introduce techniques for text structuring and
their prerequisites in terms of processing input text. We will deal with the following
questions to provide the foundation for this thesis:

• Which environments and tasks can be defined to describe Internet users and which
scenarios can be defined?

• Which techniques for text structuring do already exist?

• Which preprocessing is needed for automatic text structuring?

A fourth question, which we try to answer in this thesis, is how results for approaches
to text structuring depend on the selected scenario. For example, we believe that ap-
proaches making use of the domain of the text1 perform better. Related work has shown
that results improve if systems make use of topic or domain knowledge, e.g. the Watson
system (Ferrucci et al., 2010) for question answering in Jeopardy,2 returns significantly
better answers after adapting the system to the domain of the questions. Accordingly, we
expect that approaches to text structuring largely depend on the task and environment.
Thus, we describe common tasks and environments for Internet users.

User survey We conducted a user survey to understand where and why people use the
Internet. In addition, we asked participants which kind of techniques for text structuring
they would like to use. We recruited volunteers by posting a link to a web-based form3 on
the author’s Facebook timeline. The survey contained English questions, however, most
of the participants were German. In total, 88 people (47 male and 41 female) took part
in the survey. The age of the participants had a range from 19 to 52 years (median of
29 years). Of the 88 volunteers, 59 were employed and 22 were students. The remain-
ing participants were self-employed (3) or did not make any statement (4). Most of the

1Assuming that the entire text belongs to a single domain.
2http://www.jeopardy.com/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
3We used Google Forms http://www.google.com/forms/about/ (last accessed: 2014-12-

07).

7

http://www.jeopardy.com/
http://www.google.com/forms/about/
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participants have an academic background. 15 have a College degree, or similar, as the
lowest degree. All of the remaining participants have a higher degree.

2.1 Environments
In this section, we present web environments in which working with texts is important
and we describe characteristics for these environments. We compare analysis from related
work with findings, which are based on a user survey we conducted.

The Internet has become a huge repository of information, which contains very dif-
ferent types of texts and not only high-quality textual content. Flanagin and Metzger
(2001) provide “empirical confirmation that the Internet is a multidimensional communi-
cation technology used to fulfill well-understood needs in novel ways”. Especially, due
to the increasing amount of user-generated data (UGD)4 and social media in particular,
the Internet represents an important source for information. Organizations make use of
these social media channels. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) investigate six types of social
media channels: collaborative projects, blogs, content communities, social networking
sites, virtual game worlds, and virtual social worlds. They present ways in which compa-
nies can efficiently make use of these channels. Dinkelacker and Garg (2001) propose to
have a corporate source for software development in companies to combine the strengths
of open-source development with the intellectual property requirements in companies.
Treem and Leonardi (2012) analyze the usage of social media in organizations. They re-
flect which social media technologies (e.g. wikis) can be used in organizations and which
implications their usage has on visibility, persistence, editability, as well as association
of co-workers, their communication, and their work. Damianos et al. (2007) present a
system for social bookmarking in corporate environments for global knowledge manage-
ment, other works focus on the individual knowledge worker (Richter and Riemer, 2009;
Schneckenberg, 2009).

In this thesis, we go beyond the usage of approaches in a single environment. To better
assess the scenarios in which people use the Internet, we conducted a user survey.

User survey results In the survey, we asked in which environments participants use the
Internet. Figure 2.1 shows the answer distribution. Almost all participants use the Internet
at home (87 or 99%) and at work (81 or 92%). Most of the participants are students or
employed, which explains the high number of participants using the Internet at work. The
number of participants using the Internet while traveling (71 or 81%) or waiting (70 or
80%) is lower. Only five participants selected the option others.

Based on the distribution in Figure 2.1, we identified two environments in which al-
most all participants make use of the Internet: At work and at home. Additionally, partic-
ipants use the Internet while traveling and waiting.5 We further differentiate between two

4According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (Vickery and Wunsch-
Vincent, 2007), UGC needs to fulfill three basic requirements in order to be considered as such: first, it
needs to be published either on a publicly accessible website or on a social networking site accessible to a
selected group of people; second, it needs to show a certain amount of creative effort; and finally, it needs
to have been created outside of professional routines and practices.

5We did not ask participants about the device they use when accessing the Internet. However, it certainly
influences the way the Internet is used. Nylander et al. (2009) present a study with the focus of using cell
phones to access the Internet.
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Figure 2.1: Absolute number of answers in our survey for question “Where do you use the Inter-
net?” for four different answer options and a free text field (88 participants and multiple answers
allowed).

possible environments of the data: Open domain and closed domain. Information in an
open domain environment is not restricted to a single topic or any format, while in closed
domain environments, there are requirements regarding topic or style to be met. In this
thesis, we will make use of the classification into open domain and closed domain envi-
ronments. The corporate environment is a special case of the closed domain environment.
We will now describe these environments in more detail.

2.1.1 Open domain environment
In general, the Internet is an open domain environment as it covers basically any topic
and there are no constrains to website owners regarding the topic or style of a website.
Authors of texts are free to express their opinions6 and they can select any style to do
so. This has resulted in many people writing on blogs, using chat programs, or creating
whole websites for topics they are interested in.

Recently, the question has been raised whether the Internet is still open and free.7

The question of a free Internet is out of scope of this thesis as it is rather a political one.
However, the question of the Internet being open is valid, as many of the most popular
webpages (e.g. Facebook)8 impose some sort of structure when writing content. Twitter
only allows for messages up to 140 characters and Instagram requires a single photo.
Still, in terms of textual content, the Internet is an open domain environment as most of
the constraints are rather technical ones.

Wikipedia can also be considered an open domain environment. Wikipedia’s topics
are not restricted, however, there exist policies and guidelines9 on how to write articles.

6With limitations based on the location, e.g. restrictive countries.
7A movement of Internet users trying to restrict control of Internet traffic by few companies which

created the Free Internet Act.
8Full list at http://www.alexa.com/topsites (last accessed 2014-08-14)
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Policies_and_guidelines (last ac-

cessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.alexa.com/topsites
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Policies_and_guidelines
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It specifies that authors should follow the neutral point of view and it imposes a specific
structure, including the commonly used sections references, see also, and external links.
Nov (2007) found that the highest motivation for Wikipedia users to contribute is fun10

and ideology11, whereas social and career factors seem not to be correlated with the level
of contribution.

2.1.2 Closed domain environment

In a closed domain environment, there are typical constraints regarding the topic of con-
tent. Examples are fan pages for sports clubs like the Los Angeles Lakers12 or fictional
movie series like the Star Wars fan page13, which cover only information about a specific
topic. People who set up fan pages or contribute to these pages do it because they like to
share their interest on these topics.14

A collection of many closed domain environments, e.g. a website hosting fan pages
about any topic, can be considered an open domain environment.

Corporate environment

The corporate environment is a special case of a closed domain environment.15 A com-
pany creates an environment where employees can freely share information. A very com-
mon platform for corporate knowledge sharing are corporate wikis or content manage-
ment systems. Buffa (2006) shows that using collaborative tools like wikis enables know-
ledge sharing and creativity. The domain in such an environment is focused on the domain
of the company’s products. Internal corporate websites and further internal resources are
often referred to as Intranet.

Contributors in corporate environments sometimes need to be motivated extrinsically
in order to contribute in a wiki (Bughin, 2007). Munson (2008) conducted interviews
with corporate wiki users and reports that contributors want to manage their reputation in
the company, increase the influence of their work, and avoid duplication of efforts. Ma-
jchrzak et al. (2006) conducted a survey among users in corporate wikis and suggests the
user categories synthesizers and adders. Synthesizers organize content such as correcting
minor mistakes or adding links, adders create content. One difference to other closed do-
main environments is that in a corporate environment contributors are uncomfortable with
editing content they perceive as belonging to others (Munson, 2008). In Wikipedia, on the
other hand, conflicting edits of authors are common and thus reverting articles sometimes
leads to edit wars (Kittur et al., 2007).

10The authors give the example statement: “Writing/editing in Wikipedia is fun.”
11The authors give the example statement: “I think information should be free.”
12http://www.lakersnation.com/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
13http://www.theforce.net/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
14Wilkins (2012) describe the loyalty of professional sport fans.
15In case of very large companies, the content increases to a level where it is hard to differentiate between

open and closed domain.

http://www.lakersnation.com/
http://www.theforce.net/
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Figure 2.2: Absolute number of answers in our survey for question “If you use the Internet, what
do you do?” across seven different answer options and a free text field (88 participants and multiple
answers allowed).

2.2 User Tasks
In this thesis, we are interested in the tasks users tackle while using the Internet. In an
earlier study, Brandtzaeg et al. (2011) analyze user demographics from 2005 and 2006.
They cluster users in five categories: Non-users (42%), sporadic users (18%), instrumen-
tal users (18%), entertainment users (10%), and advanced users (12%). These categories
partially separate users by the amount of time they spend online. They also separate be-
tween the reason for using the Internet as instrumental (goal-oriented activities, such as
searching for information about goods or services) and entertainment-related (watching
videos, downloading games, or using chat). Singer et al. (2012) follow the categorization
with small-scale and large-scale user types oriented towards work, entertainment, and
practical information.

When focusing only on heavy web users,16 Assael (2005) identifies six key web usage
categories: web generalists, downloaders, self-improvers, entertainment seekers, stock
traders, and socializers. These six categories are partially overlapping with the five cate-
gories from Brandtzaeg et al. (2011). Both categorizations share an entertainment-related
user type, but they disagree on the broadness of categories. For example, the category
stock traders is contained in the category instrumental users covering work-related user
types. In all three categorizations, there exists a category for entertainment-related user
types.

User survey results We conducted our own experiment to investigate which tasks In-
ternet users perform. In the user survey presented in Section 2, we asked participants to

16According to Assael (2005) these are those using the web for 20 hours a week or more
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Scenarios

Keyphrases

Table-of-Contents

Links
Prototypes

O pen D o m ain
Closed Domain

Figure 2.3: We apply techniques for text structuring to scenarios.

select what they do when using the Internet. Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of the par-
ticipants’ answers. Of 88 participants, 84 selected communication with others, searching
for answers to a question, and using social media. Our results confirm that many users
perform entertainment-related tasks, e.g. watching videos (64) and listening to music
(57). The options reading about broader topic (54) and reading up-to-the-minute news
(66) are—depending on their content—either entertainment-related or instrumental. The
option searching for answer to a question falls in the instrumental category.

All of the presented studies and our own survey identified entertainment and instru-
mental tasks as frequently performed activities on the Internet. Based on these findings,
we present three scenarios of Internet usage related to textual data, reflecting instrumental
and entertainment user types in open domain and closed domain environments as pre-
sented in Section 2.1.

2.3 Scenarios

To better analyze approaches to text structuring in several environments and for several
user tasks, we define scenarios for Internet usage. Figure 2.3 shows the role of scenar-
ios, which are the connection of text structuring techniques to the textual content in the
environments.

Figure 2.4 shows the combination of environments and user tasks with the resulting
scenarios. We selected three scenarios for Internet usage related to textual data. The
scenarios are influenced by the user types identified in related work and derived from our
user survey.

2.3.1 Focused searcher (instrumental user type)

We define this scenario to model a focused Internet user, whose main objective is to get
information regarding a specific question or topic. This is a very common scenario in
educational settings, where a student needs to answer a question or needs to get informed
about a specific topic. A starting point for such a query is very often a search engine. The
student then needs to refine the query, or investigate the search results. While investigat-
ing the search results from a search engine, there is need for automatic text structuring
approaches that allow to decide quickly, (i) whether a document is relevant, (ii) where
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Open domain
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domain

Searching for an-
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Focused searcher
(Section 2.3.1)

Recreational news
reader (Section 2.3.2)

Knowledge worker
(Section 2.3.3)

Figure 2.4: Combination of environments and user tasks leads to multiple scenarios.

the relevant information can be found in, and (iii) which other documents may provide
further relevant information.

The focused searcher uses open domain environments for starting a search and she/he
is likely to end searching in closed domain environments, which are focused on the re-
spective topic. Hölscher and Strube (2000) performed studies regarding the search be-
havior of experts and new users. Both groups start composing a query in a search engine
(81% of less experienced users and 67% of experts), then they rephrase queries, and after
examining results rephrase queries again (53% of beginners and 42% of experts). After
browsing a document,17 72% of all further actions of less-experienced users and 70%
of expert’s actions correspond to further browsing until the information need is fulfilled.
There is a high proportion of continuous browsing because once a website is open, the
user continues browsing this website by using the links on a page.

2.3.2 Recreational news reader (entertainment user type in a closed
domain environment)

Since searching the web has become easy (Hurtienne and Wandke, 1997), there is an
increasing number of people reading news online, while time spent reading newspapers
is decreasing (Nie and Erbring, 2000). A recreational news reader has access to the entire
news information on the Internet and does not necessarily read news articles in a linear
order (from the beginning to the end of the newspaper). On the contrary, the Internet
“provides audiences with substantially more control over the news selection process than
they enjoyed with the traditional media” (Tewksbury, 2003). However, a recreational
news reader tends to stay on one website with many articles, where she/he wants to get
informed about world news in general and topic-specific news in more detail. Related
work has investigated why users tend to frequently visit certain pages (Li et al., 2006).
They use the term stickiness to express this habit. They report that stickiness is highly
correlated with trust in relation to the web site.

We define this scenario as a user starting her/his information process with a few news

17Browsing means using links within the document.
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pages, e.g. the BBC18 for world news, or very specific news pages like MacRumors19 for
news about technology from Apple. The news are from a closed domain because they are
topically focused and highly interconnected, which means that a user can easily get ’lost’
and learn more about the topic.

2.3.3 Knowledge worker in a company (instrumental user type)

The third scenario is a knowledge worker in a company, most likely in a research and
development department. According to Singer et al. (2012), such a user type is a work-
oriented Internet user, who is mainly information-oriented. This user consumes informa-
tion, rather than editing existing text.20 In contrast to the focused searcher, the knowledge
worker is only interested in very detailed information, while the focused searcher needs
to get informed about a whole topic.

The information need of a knowledge worker is very often specific to the company,
e.g. specification of a company’s product, and thus the user will search in the corporate
environment. Wikis are a good source of information in corporate environments (Buffa,
2006), because employees can share sensitive information in a corporate wiki without the
threat of revealing company secrets to anyone outside of the company.

2.4 Techniques for Text Structuring

Previously, we identified three scenarios for Internet users. For each of the scenarios, a
user can apply techniques for text structuring supporting users to deal with their tasks.
One of the key contributions of this thesis is to connect text structuring techniques with
the scenarios and analyze which approaches work best for each scenario. Thus, we first
present existing techniques for text structuring. Techniques for text structuring include—
among others—keyphrases, summaries, concept maps, table-of-contents, and links. Text
structuring techniques support users in organizing a textual document.21 In this section,
we provide an overview of related work on techniques for text structuring. In particu-
lar, we present work showing that structure in a text helps readers to faster and better
understand the content of a document.

When looking at a quite uniform collection of documents, people usually rather skim
through the collection, instead of reading every single document (Nielsen, 1997). To make
information easier to capture, it needs to be highlighted—or simply, be different—in some
way. This is “a bias in favor of remembering the unusual”, also called the von Restorff
effect (von Restorff, 1933). Recent studies have verified this effect for highlighting parts
of documents. Chi et al. (2007) present an eye-tracking study in which they found that
subjects focused on highlighted areas when highlighting cues are present.

There exist a variety of approaches for highlighting data, in particular for textual data.

18http://www.bbc.co.uk/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
19http://www.macrumors.com/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
20Munson (2008) reports that users in corporate environments are uncomfortable with editing content

written by others.
21In the educational domain, text structure also stands for a variety of strategies to comprehend written

text (Calfee and Drum, 1986; Stanovich, 2000; Sweet and Snow, 2003).

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.macrumors.com/
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A continuous zoom22 is well suited for hierarchical data, e.g. a network plan of a power
grid (Bartram et al., 1995). The zoom allows users to see the complete hierarchy and at
the same time to focus on one specific area in the hierarchy. For textual data, Fowler and
Barker (1974) report that highlighting is suitable because it helps users to better under-
stand the text. Underlining text also helps users to remember facts (without reducing the
ability to remember non-underlined text) because it focuses the reader’s attention to the
most important facts (Hartley et al., 1980; Nist and Hogrebe, 1987).

Other techniques for text structuring include keyphrases, for which Guillory (1998)
found that they support foreign language learners to understand videos, vocabulary mean-
ings (McDaniel and Pressley, 1989), and lectures (Barnett, 2003). Concept maps connect
a set of concepts according to their relationship in a structured manner (Novak and Cañas,
2008). Concept maps also provide support in learning and research scenarios (Gordon,
1995; Cicognani, 2000). Another technique for better learning results are summaries.
Learning performance of a group using good summaries without attending a lecture out-
performs a control group attending the lecture (Kiewra et al., 1995). Providing students
with a table-of-contents has shown to improve the notes they take in lectures (Kiewra
et al., 1995) and has shown to improve test performance (Kiewra et al., 1988).

Structure in a text is not only helpful for users, but is also valuable information for
automatic approaches, e.g. text classification. Fürnkranz (1999) exploits links—one tech-
nique for text structuring—pointing to a page by extracting the link anchor, the paragraph
heading or the whole paragraph text in which the link appears. This is additional con-
text to enrich the text of a page. It allows for classifying documents without any textual
content, e.g. pages with images. The PageRank algorithm (Page et al., 1999), which is a
fundamental part of Google’s search algorithm, is also based on the link structure.

So far, we have presented related work about the usefulness of text structuring tech-
niques. Text structuring is relevant for both automatic approaches and humans. In the
following, we present techniques for text structuring that help users to acquire the infor-
mation contained in a text faster. There are several techniques for text structuring based
on extracting parts of the text (keyphrases and headlines), on visualizing information in
a different manner (concept maps, summaries, and a table-of-contents), and on enriching
the text with additional background information (links and link types). In the following,
we will introduce these approaches in more detail, however, in this thesis we will further
analyze approaches only for keyphrases, table-of-contents, and links as they are—as we
will show—among the most popular text structuring techniques in our user study.

2.4.1 Keyphrases
A very common technique for working with textual documents is highlighting relevant
passages in a text with a marker. Fowler and Barker (1974) found that highlighting helps
students to better understand the text.23 Hartley et al. (1980) investigate the effect of
underlining and showed that it helps sixth-grade students both for short-term memory and
long-term memory. The length of relevant passages varies. We focus on short phrases, so
called keyphrases. Keyphrases are extracted from the text to help users by (i) providing a

22A continuous zoom (dynamic zoom) increases the size of a particular passage or document, while
decreasing the size for more distant text.

23They found that actively highlighting passages is better than reading documents, where passages have
previously been highlighted. However, both techniques help students.
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Figure 2.5: A word cloud of keyphrases from text about keyphrases and key-
words. Obtained from the web log article http://beauzartes.com/2011/
keywords-keywords-keywords/ with the tool Wordle (http://www.wordle.net/)
(last accessed: 2014-09-04).

summary of the document (Tucker and Whittaker, 2009), (ii) improving the search process
(Song et al., 2006), and (iii) allowing for a dynamic partitioning of topics (Gutwin, 1999).

Figure 2.5 shows a visualization of keyphrases as a word cloud.24 Such a word cloud
is just one possible visual representation of keyphrases. Highlighting or underlining
keyphrases are methods used on paper but also in online documents. In this thesis, we
will analyze approaches for identifying keyphrases.

2.4.2 Headline generation

The purpose of a headline is twofold: Raising the reader’s interest for reading the text,
and giving insights about the contents of the text. A headline is either a very short sum-
mary of a document, or a short expression to capture the reader’s attention. In contrast
to a summary, a headline does not necessarily need to follow the grammar of a language.
A headline may also be a sentence stub: A concatenation of a few words (e.g. “Obama
in Berlin”). Grammatical correctness often is in conflict with the brevity of the headline.
Publishers try to bring the reader’s attention to the articles with sensation-seeking head-
lines. Those headlines are not necessarily informative. It is an open question if a headline
should be informative or provocative. According to Zajic et al. (2002), the characteristics
of headlines can be summarized as follows: (i) Headlines are rather short. They appear to
contain between 5 and 15 words. Longer or shorter headlines are unusual. (ii) Headlines
reflect the most important facts, which are usually in the beginning of an article. The first
few sentences of a text often contain a short description of the whole article. Words from
the headline are more likely to appear at the beginning of the text. (iii) Headlines are
often built from concatenated words in the text. They form an expression, which should
not be split. (iv) Headlines, generated by humans, may be composed of words, which do
not appear close to each other in the text (large location gap). Zajic et al. (2002) report
that a computer-based system is very bad at generating those headlines. Automatically
generated headlines are typically formed by adjacent words and not by words distant to

24A word cloud is a visual representation of textual data. The size of the phrase scales with their impor-
tance or frequency.

http://beauzartes.com/2011/keywords-keywords-keywords/
http://beauzartes.com/2011/keywords-keywords-keywords/
http://www.wordle.net/
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Figure 2.6: Concept map about Saint Nicolas (Lanzing, 1998).

each other in the document.

2.4.3 Concept maps

Concept maps connect a set of concepts according to their relationship in a structured
manner. The concepts can be entities or any other phrase with a meaning to the author.
A relationship in a concept map defines how two concepts influence or interact with each
other, e.g. is important for. Novak and Cañas (2008) present a technical report about
the foundation of concept maps and include a systematic description about how to use
and construct these. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a concept map about Saint Nicolas.
It lists figures, places, and things in some way related to Saint Nicolaus and shows the
relations between them, e.g. Santa Claus lives at the north pole. Such a concept map can
be perceived as another way to understand a document or a collection of documents.

Such a construct is similar to the Resource Description Framework25 (RDF), where
a statement is constructed by a subject, verb, and object. Furthermore, a concept map
allows to combine many RDF-tuples to one connected map. There are numerous tools to
create and manage concept maps, promising to help users in managing their knowledge.
Examples are the open-source tools iMapping (Haller and Abecker, 2010) and Protégé 26.

The purpose of a concept map is to help users to structure their knowledge. They
can also be used to represent information in a text in a structured way, or as Kommers and
Lanzing (1997, p. 424) phrase it: “Constructing concept maps stimulates us to externalize,
articulate, and pull together information we already know about a subject and understand
new information as we learn [...].” The advantages of using concept maps in educational

25http://www.w3.org/TR/PR-rdf-syntax/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
26http://protege.stanford.edu (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.w3.org/TR/PR-rdf-syntax/
http://protege.stanford.edu
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scenarios have been shown in studies with multi-dimensional concept maps (Huang et al.,
2012), computer-based concept maps for complex tasks (Tergan, 2004), learning in sport
technology (Taşkin et al., 2011), and different coloring techniques (Chiou et al., 2012).
Especially with so much information available on the Internet, such a structuring tech-
nique helps users in organizing information.

Mind maps (Buzan, 1984) are a similar way to represent the content of a document.
They are visualizations of important terms in a hierarchical structure. In contrast to con-
cept maps, they just contain is-a relations between their nodes. A hierarchical table-of-
contents can be considered as a special representation of a mind map. Like in a mind map,
entries in a table-of-contents are ordered in a hierarchy. Additionally, entries in a table-
of-contents follow the order of the segments in the document. User generated mind maps
can be used to retrieve additional information about the connection between certain topics
or important terms. Both, mind maps and table-of-contents should contain no stopwords
to use entries as high quality clues for keyphrases and topics.

2.4.4 Segmentation

Segmenting a long text into paragraphs is, according to Purver et al. (2006), the “division
of a text or discourse into topically coherent segments”. Segmentation is useful in the
web when a searcher can be directly guided to the corresponding segment containing the
information one is looking for. Otherwise, a user needs to browse manually through the
entire document (Salton et al., 1993). Previous work has shown that a segmented text is
often easier to process for further natural language processing tasks. Summarization im-
proves on a segmented text, as segments are often created when a new lexical chain starts
(Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997).27 For anaphora detection, segments represent boundaries
which are rarely crossed because they could irritate readers (Kozima, 1993).

There are systems for text segmentation based on word reiterations only, such as
Hearst’s TextTiling (Hearst, 1993) or also Choi’s C99 (Choi, 2000). Other algorithms
consider word categories from dictionaries such as the approach by Okumura and Honda
(1994), or co-occurrence frequencies such as the approach by Ferret (2007).

2.4.5 Table-of-contents

Large documents tend to cover more than one topic, or at least several subtopics. How-
ever, a reader is usually not interested in all of those topics to the same extent. The
Wikipedia article about strawberry (see Figure 2.7) contains many segments and a reader
who is interested into nutrition details can directly jump to the 4th segment. An overview
with a table-of-contents helps the reader to go directly to the segment about the topic
she/he is interested in.

Constructing such a table-of-contents automatically imposes the issues of deciding
which hierarchy exists between two segments in the document. For some documents, the
hierarchy of segments can be induced using HTML-based features (Pembe and Güngör,
2010), in other cases it can be derived by certain cue phrases such as back to top. Feng
et al. (2005) train a classifier to detect semantically coherent areas on a page. However,

27A lexical chain is a range of text which excels in a high lexical cohesion which means that many of the
tokens contained in the chain are lexically related to each other (Morris and Hirst, 1991).
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Figure 2.7: The table-of-contents of the English Wikipedia article about strawberry from http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberry (last accessed 2014-09-04).

they make use of the existing HTML markup and return areas of the document instead of
identifying hierarchical structures for segments. With hierarchy identification, it is pos-
sible to create a hierarchical table-of-contents which enables readers to quickly see the
document structure. The idea of a table-of-contents reaches back a long time and was
introduced to facilitate the reading of longer books. A table-of-contents gives a brief de-
scription of different chapters in a document, optionally with its position in the document.

2.4.6 Link identification

Links in documents help users to quickly get an overview of a broader topic. Users are
not restricted to a single document, but can quickly jump to documents giving further
information about a mentioned anchor. The anchor represents the source of the link and
points to a target. Using link identification, such anchors are automatically identified and
linked to the adequate target. Getoor and Diehl (2005) give a survey of different kinds
of link identification applications ranging from group identification in social networks to
co-reference resolution. In this thesis, we focus on the identification of links from text to
other documents. A link connects a mention in the source document to a target document.
More than one mention can link to the same target document but a single mention can have
at most one target document. A mention usually contains one to four words. Figure 2.8
shows the beginning of the English Wikipedia article about the fruit strawberry. The blue
marked phrases lead to further articles inside Wikipedia giving more information about
the corresponding phrase.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberry
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Figure 2.8: An excerpt of the English Wikipedia article about strawberry from http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberry (last accessed 2014-09-04).

2.4.7 Link typing

Link typing helps users in understanding what information can be expected before actu-
ally opening a page and reading it. This saves time and reduces frustration in case many
links lead to less helpful documents for the user. When considering links in text, several
types can be distinguished (external links, image links, reference links, ...). Wikipedia
pages have special sections listing links following these purposes.

Even links, as they are shown in Figure 2.8 (text phrases linking to a document), may
be distinguished in categories. Several previous works undermined the effort to create a
taxonomy of link types: Kopak (2000) created a taxonomy differentiating 26 types, which
was based on the taxonomies from Trigg (1983), Parunak (1991), and Baron et al. (1996).
Kopak’s taxonomy contains very specific types which require a manual annotator to have
a deep knowledge of the work and the document to be linked, e.g. differentiating between
an explanation and a definition. All taxonomies have at least one type of definition link
and some differentiate between several types of definitions.

Allan (1996) created yet another taxonomy differentiating three main types of links:
Pattern-matching Links, Manual Links, and Automatic Links. This classification is mainly
motivated from the programmers’ point of view and subject to the capability of the au-
tomatic classification approaches. One could consider links created according to simple
rules, often referred to as bots, as automatic links.

2.5 Selecting Techniques for Further Analysis

We have presented nine text structuring techniques.28 Analyzing approaches for all nine
techniques in detail would go beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus, we select three

28We merge headlines into table-of-contents and we merge Wikipedia and internal links into single cate-
gories.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberry
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Figure 2.9: The participants’ average ratings of different techniques for text structuring on a scale
from 0 to 4.

techniques for further analysis. We select them based on previous work (see Section 2.2)
and the results from our user survey, which we present in the following.

User survey results In the previously described part of the user survey (see Section 2.1
and Section 2.3), we asked Internet users about environments and tasks when using the
Internet. In a separate part of the survey, we firstly asked which techniques for structuring
they find useful and secondly, we asked them to rate each technique for text structuring
on a scale from 0 to 4. Figure 2.9 shows the ratings of techniques for text structuring.29

The standard deviation of the ratings is quite high (between .78 and 1.11) which is due to
the subjective nature of the question. The use of headlines received the highest rating, and
summaries are selected as most useful. Keyphrases and sections are also among the four
highest rated and most useful techniques for structuring, followed by table-of-contents
and Wikipedia links. Link types, internal links, and a concept map receive a lower rating
and are considered less useful by the participants.

According to the findings from the user survey, we disregard concept maps and link
types because they were not considered to be helpful by many participants. We will focus
on keyphrases as one of the text structuring techniques with a high rating. We will cover
headlines and sections as part of the text structuring techniques with table-of-contents.
Another focus will be links, primarily to Wikipedia but also, to some extent, to internal
sources. We leave summaries to future work.

29In a separate question, we asked participants to select useful techniques. Selecting and rating techniques
were two distinct questions in the survey, however, there is a strong correlation between rating on a linear
scale and assessing techniques for text structuring as useful. The Spearman’s rank correlation reaches a
value of .91 and Pearson’s correlation reaches a value of .90. This shows that users select the highest rated
techniques.
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2.6 Prerequisites
In order to apply techniques for text structuring, we need to be able to process textual
data, thus we will define basic concepts of textual data and describe how to deal with
inflection30 in language. For humans, understanding natural text usually is trivial. Com-
puter algorithms, however, need to perform several steps of analysis in order to determine
the meaning of a sentence, e.g. analyzing dependencies and senses. In the first step, auto-
matic processing requires to transform the sequence of characters to a sequence of words.
In many languages, a simple splitting at whitespaces is mostly sufficient to identify words.
In the following, we describe techniques to identify words, their lemma, and their sense.
First, we define the terms word and sense in more detail.

2.6.1 What is a word?
POLONIUS: What do you read, my lord?
HAMLET: Words, words, words.

William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 2, Scene 2, Page 8

A word is not consistently defined in related work. As Bauer (1983) points out “The
definition of the word has been, for a long time, a major problem for linguistic theory
because, however the term word is defined, there are some items in some languages
which speakers of those languages call words but which are not covered by the defini-
tion.” Matthews (1972) defines a word as “what a native speaker thinks a word is”. The
flexibility of this definition is quite appealing, but it is not clear what happens if two native
speakers disagree.

The Merriam-Webster dictionary describes a word as “the entire set of linguistic forms
produced by combining a single base with various inflectional elements without change
in the part-of-speech elements”.31 This definition reflects lemmas with different suffixes,
which are all part of a single word. This corresponds to Peirce’s type-token distinction
(Peirce, 1906), in which a word type is considered to be the class of its tokens.

The Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary (Cobuild, 2006) gives
the following definition: “[A] word is a single unit of language that can be represented in
writing or speech. In English, a word has a space on either side of it when it is written.”
This definition is more like an instruction how to identify a word in a text based on spaces.
This definition is somewhat problematic, as there are many cases when this definition
leads to undesired words, e.g. “future—however”. Punctuation marks are not considered
as spaces, which means that every last word in a sentence will contain a punctuation mark.
We have not tackled issues like don’t which can also be written as two words do not or
differences in language variants. Depending on the language and the task or context, any
definition of a word will be subject to discussion.

Hofland and Johansson (1982) include punctuation marks and hyphens in their defi-
nition of a word. This could be driven by the scope of their system, which collects word
lists: “A ’word’ may contain punctuation marks, as in 2.1 or 3,000. Hyphenated sequences
are treated as words [...].” Concerning capitalization they state: “Words which are spelled

30Inflection is the modification of a word to express tense, gender, number, or other grammatical cate-
gories.

31http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/word (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/word
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with capitals in all their occurrences in the material are reproduced with capitals in the
lists. The others are spelled with lowercase letters.” Capitalization is a useful characteris-
tic of English to distinguish between proper and common nouns. However, this does not
capture cases when a word is both a proper and a common noun. Apple and Windows are
either the brand or product name if they are capitalized, or the fruit or the part of a house
if they are not capitalized.32

The example sentence “A rose is a rose is a rose”33 shows the difficulty of counting
words. Some might state it contains eight words, others may say it contains three words.
Depending on the definition of a word, both may be correct. A word can be defined as the
occurrence or manifestation of a character sequence, or as a unique character sequence.
Peirce (1974) called words in the first sense tokens and words in the second sense types.
Lyons (1977, p. 28) claims that the linguist is interested only in types.34 To differentiate
between tokens and words, we will use one definition of word throughout the thesis. We
apply the definition of Bauer (1983) for a word:

A word is all possible representations of the various inflectional cate-
gories attached to the base form that is under consideration. For the particular
shape that a word has on a particular occasion, the term word form is used.
Word forms have a phonological shape or orthographic shape, while a word
is a much more abstract unit.

2.6.2 What is a sense?

As opposed to words which are subject to inflections, senses are not inflected. However,
different words may have the same sense. Considering the sense of the city of New York,
the terms NYC and Big Apple also refer to the same sense.35 The same words can also
have multiple senses, e.g. the word Washington has multiple senses, including the first
president of the USA, the US state, the capital, or the actor. Words are thus always subject
to interpretations. If a word has multiple interpretations, it is called ambiguous, otherwise
monosemous. We refer to the different interpretations of words as senses. In cases of
real-world objects we also use the term entity, e.g. when considering people or cities.

Specifying the sense of some words, especially for verbs and adjectives, is not straight-
forward. In annotation studies, it has been shown that allowing multiple senses for one
word increases inter-annotator agreement. Jurgens (2014) describe that this might be due
to the lack of sufficient context available to select a single sense, or due to different inter-
pretations which are possible. In the example sentence “Rooms are classically decorated
and warm”, the word warm may be used in a sense of the comfortable heat level, or in the
sense of being colored in such a way to evoke warmth. Very often, there is only a subtle
difference between senses, e.g. between the 39 different senses listed for the word go in
WordNet version 3.1. They differentiate the meaning of go e.g. in the sense of moving
and departing. In the example sentence “I go to the bakery to buy some bread”, annotators

32There are many cases where people are named after common nouns, e.g. the daughter of Kim Kar-
dashian and Kanye West named “North West”.

33Gertrude Stein in the 1913 poem Sacred Emily
34This distinction of types and tokens is similar to the distinction of two cars of the same model. Are

they actually one car, or are they two cars of the same model?
35This may depend on the context, though. One could also talk about a big tasty apple.
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might select the sense of go, which is related to move, or the sense, which is related to
depart. Depending on the context, both senses can be correct.

In this thesis, we make use of so called sense inventories (see Section 5.3.1 for details)
to support discrimination of different senses. These sense inventories are lists of senses
that can be derived from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), Wiktionary (Meyer and Gurevych,
2012b), or GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997). Some sense inventories encode words
with their part-of-speech along with other linguistic information. In contrast, Wikipedia36

is more focused on entities (Miller and Gurevych, 2014). It contains less common nouns
and more persons, places, and events since it is an encyclopedia.

2.6.3 Dealing with Inflection
Morphology is inherently messy.

Hooper (1979, p. 113)

A very common phenomenon in many languages is inflection. In the example below,
the word goals is the plural of goal and the verb scored is the past tense of its base form
score. Automatic processing needs to map the actual words—the inflected forms—to
their base forms. Among others, languages differ to what extent they apply inflection.
English is a language, which is only weakly inflected. In contrast to that, German words
are inflected more often, some Asian languages use even more inflection. In the German
sentence the verb schoss (Engl.: scored) and the noun Tore (Engl.: goals) are inflected.
The Spanish translation to the given example sentence follows the same grammatical
structure. The word anotó (Engl.: scored) reflects the tense, and the inflected noun goles
(Engl.: goals) represents the number of goals.

English: The soccer player scored two goals.

German: Der Fußballspieler schoss zwei Tore.

Spanish: El futbolista anotó dos goles.

Automatic stemming and lemmatization

We show that stemming and lemmatization are two basic linguistic processing techniques
to normalize inflected words, thus enabling better text structuring. The idea of stemming
and lemmatization is to map different words to a unified base representation, indepen-
dent of their inflected forms. With stemming, words are reduced to a stem which is not
necessarily a correct word, while a lemma is the base form of a word.

Lovins (1968) claims that automatic stemming is useful for many tasks in Natural
Language Processing. He proposes a two-step algorithm using lists of suffixes and trans-
formation rules. The Porter stemmer (Van Rijsbergen et al., 1980; Porter, 1980) is one of
the earliest automatic systems for stemming. It is based on hand-crafted rules for reduc-
ing words to stems. The Porter stemmer reduces the sentence “The police officers stopped
many cars for speeding” to “The polic offic stop mani car for speed”. Stemming many
creates the non-existent word mani and the stem of officers is offic, which is—among
others—the stem of office.

36en.wikipedia.org/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

en.wikipedia.org/
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Lemmas are the base form of word, but many words are ambiguous, e.g. the term
saw. It can either be the past tense of see or the tool. In the example sentence “Yesterday,
I saw Jim”, the lemma of saw is see because it is used as a verb. Opposed to stemming,
with lemmatization, first, the part-of-speech tag of a word needs to be identified and
then the lemma is assigned. This enables dealing with syntactic ambiguity, which is a
special case of ambiguity that can be resolved by considering the syntactic structure of
a sentence. The term saw can either be present tense of the verb see or the noun for the
tool. Thus, lemmatization includes part-of-speech tagging enabling a system to identify
the base form.

Stemming and lemmatization in text processing

Bubenhofer (2009) discusses the usefulness of applying linguistic preprocessing (includ-
ing lemmatization) to NLP tasks. Using lemma frequencies, instead of token frequencies
has the potential to improve performance for several tasks, including searching. Tognini-
Bonelli (2001) argues that this means loosing information. She presents the examples
facing and faced, which have both the base form face. Their meaning differ depending on
the context in which they are used. Tognini-Bonelli (2001) uses the Birmingham corpus
and a combination of the Economist and Wall Street Journal corpus. The term facing is in
most cases used with the physical meaning indicating position and direction (e.g. facing
the table). The term faced is almost exclusively used in a sense indicating the connection
with problems and difficulties (e.g. faced crisis). Tognini-Bonelli (2001, p. 94) further
states:

“One glance at the collocation profiles [...] dispels any possible illu-
sion that inflected forms are grammatical variations of certain base forms,
but broadly share the same meaning of the base form and have a similar be-
havior.”

In her opinion, inflected forms may share the same lemma and have a similar meaning,
but reducing them to their lemma would partially remove their meaning. The example of
faced and facing supports this opinion, however, one could also consider that both forms
share the same lemma, but have different senses. Thus, the issue of reducing inflected
forms to their lemma is the loss of information about their sense. Sinclair (1991, p. 7)
tackles this issue by pointing out that form determines the meaning:

“Soon it was realized that form could actually be a determiner of mean-
ing, and a causal connection was postulated, inviting arguments from form to
meaning. Then a conceptual adjustment was made, with the realization that
the choice of a meaning, anywhere in a text, must have a profound effect on
the surrounding choices. It would be futile to imagine otherwise. There is
ultimately no distinction between form and meaning.”

Sinclair argues that the form of a word includes valuable information for further pro-
cessing. It is important to use lemma information as additional information (e.g. for
resolving syntactic ambiguity), but it is equally important to keep the form of the word as
a valuable source for identifying its meaning. For information retrieval, reducing query
words to their lemma is a good starting point, because a relevant document might contain
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Language #Tokens #Types TTR #Lemmas #Lemmas
#Tokens #Stems #stems

#tokens

English 1,771 530 .30 482 .27 481 .27
German 1,777 645 .36 616 .35 574 .32
Spanish 2,086 558 .27 516 .25 485 .23
Turkish 1,430 691 .48 668 .47 577 .40

Table 2.1
Use of inflection in languages in the united declaration of human rights.37

the words in a different tense. However, reducing the entire query and all documents to
lemmas, impedes the extraction of keyphrases as they might be ungrammatical. Having
annotations with additional linguistic information, e.g. as described in Apache UIMA
(Ferrucci and Lally, 2004), allows for adding information without removing existing in-
formation.

2.6.4 Influence of inflection on corpus statistics

We will now analyze how stemming and lemmatization affect statistics of a corpus across
different languages.

Table 2.1 shows inflection statistics in the united declaration of human rights37 (UDHR).
The size of the UDHR is similar across languages. The Spanish edition has the most and
the Turkish edition has the fewest tokens. The type-token-ratio (TTR)38 is lowest for
Spanish and highest for Turkish, even though the Spanish dataset contains more tokens.
This shows that the variety of different tokens is higher for Turkish, thus showing that
Turkish is highly inflected. The type-token-ratio is lower for English than for German
with almost the same number number of tokens (1,771 compared to 1,777). A higher
type-token-ratio shows that a language contains more inflected words.

The number of different lemmas39 is lower than the number of types because differ-
ent types of the same lemma are now counted as one. Again, the ratio of lemmas per
tokens is lowest for English and highest for Turkish. The same applies to the number
of different stems.40 The number of stems is lower than the number of lemmas, because
rule-based stemming might reduce two words with different senses to the same stem, e.g.
the Porter stemmer reduces both information and informed to the stem inform. The dif-
ference of number of lemmas and number of stems is smallest for English (only one)
and largest for Turkish (approximately 14% less stems than lemmas). A larger difference
shows that using lemmatization instead of stemming has a stronger effect on the processed
text. In time-critical applications, stemming has the advantage of faster processing, but in
less time-critical applications, lemmatization yields better results (Kettunen et al., 2005;
Toman et al., 2006). We thus use lemmatization for all further experiments, especially
considering the difference of 8% fewer stems in German.

37Taken from http://nltk.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/nltk_data/packages/
corpora/udhr.zip (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

38Number of types (set of all words) divided by number of tokens (all words with duplicates).
39Identified using the Stanford Core NLP lemmatizer (Manning et al., 2014) from DKPro Core (Eckart

de Castilho, 2014)(version 1.5.0) with standard configuration.
40Identified using the Snowball stemmer from DKPro Core 1.5.0 with standard configuration.

http://nltk.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/nltk_data/packages/corpora/udhr.zip
http://nltk.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/nltk_data/packages/corpora/udhr.zip
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2.7 Chapter Summary
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

Contribution 2.1: We presented a classification into open domain and closed domain
environments.

Contribution 2.2: We conducted a user survey assessing typical tasks of Internet users.
Contribution 2.3: We defined scenarios, for which we will analyze the approaches to

text structuring in this thesis.
Contribution 2.4: We presented techniques for text structuring and selected three for

further analysis in this thesis.
Contribution 2.5: We defined prerequisites in terms of natural language processing to

apply approaches to text structuring.

In this chapter, we have presented environments and tasks that Internet users tackle.
We analyzed related work and conducted an independent user survey and defined scenar-
ios to further analyze strengths and shortcomings of text structuring approaches in each
scenario. We defined three scenarios: (i) a focused searcher who is interested in answer-
ing question, or finding information about a specific topic, (ii) a recreational news reader
looking for information about a broader topic, and (iii) a knowledge worker in a company
looking for very specific information.

We described techniques for text structuring and presented work which has shown to
support users in several tasks. Keyphrases and table-of-contents (which requires segments
and headlines) have shown to help users in better grasping the content of a document. Link
identification and typing help users to inspect further relevant documents. Concept maps
provide another representation of the information in a document. We selected keyphrase
identification, table-of-contents generation, and link identification for further analysis in
this thesis.

In addition, we describe prerequisites for preprocessing text to enable approaches to
automatic text structuring. Approaches to automatic text structuring may require anno-
tations for words, lemmas, or senses for best results. We have shown that the effect of
preprocessing differs depending on the processed language.





Chapter 3

Text Structuring through Keyphrases

The assumption of a correlation between the frequency of a linguistic
feature and its significance in a text or corpus is one of the basic principles
of corpus linguistics.

Sinclair (1991)

In this chapter, we deal with text structuring through keyphrases as a way to provide a
reader with insights into the document’s content. Figure 3.1 shows keyphrases as one of
the techniques for text structuring.

3.1 Introduction
Sinclair mentions one of the principles that will guide us through this chapter: The fre-
quency of a phrase (or any other selected linguistic feature) correlates with its signifi-
cance. In this context, significant phrases are those that reflect most of the document’s
content, or in other words, are keys to the document. In the remainder of this chapter we
will thus use the term keyphrase. It covers words, or a sequence of words, which are also
refereed to as keywords (Toolan, 2004), key words (Scott, 1996), and index terms (Erbs
et al., 2013a) that are keyphrases in the special use case of libraries.

Keyphrases are useful as they provide a summary of the document (Tucker and Whit-
taker, 2009), which makes it easier to decide whether a document contains relevant in-
formation for a reader. Keyphrases improve searching (Song et al., 2006) because of
keyphrases of higher ranked documents match the query. They also allow for browsing
large document collections by their topics, which are defined by their keyphrases (Gutwin,
1999). Typically, only a small fraction of documents share the same keyphrases which
allow for fast searching of the whole collection (Song et al., 2006).

Amazon uses statistically improbable phrases1 to give a glimpse into the contents of
a book. Toolan (2004) states that keyphrases “[...] are pointers to the topics and thus
the content of a literary text”. Automatic identification of keyphrases is not only useful
in an end user application, but also for research. Baker (2004, p. 347) points out that
keyphrases “direct the researcher to important concepts in a text”.

Scott (1996, p. 53) consolidates Sinclair’s quote about the correlation of frequency
and significance by defining keyphrases as those which frequency is unusually high in

1Statistically improbable phrases (SIP) are bigrams, which appear infrequently http://www.
amazon.com/gp/search-inside/sipshelp.html (last accessed Sep. 30, 2014).
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Scenarios

Keyphrases

Table-of-Contents

Links
Prototypes

O pen D o m ain
Closed Domain

Figure 3.1: Graphical overview of the contents which are covered in this thesis with text structuring
through keyphrases highlighted blue.

comparison with some norm. He later specifies this by stating that not the frequency itself
is important, but rather an unusual high frequency: A keyphrase “[...] may be defined
as a word which occurs with unusual frequency in a given text. This does not mean
high frequency but unusual frequency, by comparison with a reference corpus of some
kind” (Scott, 1997, p. 236). The choice of a reference corpus is obviously an important
criterion, hence the selection of a keyphrase is never absolute. Keyphrases “[...] do not
form absolute lexical patterns in a text or corpus, as they depend on the choice of the
reference corpus.” (Fischer-Starcke, 2010, Chapter 5, p. 65)

The process of identifying keywords used to be a manual process. Ladendorf (1906)
created the Historisches Schlagwörterbuch (Engl.: book of historic keywords), and Lepp
(1908) compiled a list of headwords of the reformation period. The lists consist of
phrases, which have been popular in the respective time, but have been used less fre-
quently later. In addition to the word lists, they give description and usage examples. For
example, Lepp lists the German word Sophist (Engl.: Sophist) for a person arguing in
a hairsplitting manner. Eventually, the process of identifying keywords became an auto-
matic process, making use of computers to count frequencies of phrases. In the following,
we will define the task in more detail and present our approaches for automatically iden-
tifying keyphrases.

3.2 Task Definition and Characteristics
The identification of keyphrases in documents is mathematically defined as creating a set
of phrases (or keyphrase candidates) p ∈ P , for which every phrase has a score s(p, d)
typically—but not necessarily—between 0 and 1. The score depends on the phrase p and
the document d.2 The set of phrases will be ranked according to this score and the top-n
phrases or the ones above a certain threshold will be considered keyphrases. Figure 3.2
gives an example of a document with keyphrases. The keyphrases on the right side have
a score assigned to them, thus leading to a ranked list.

In keyphrase identification, we distinguish between extraction and assignment ap-
proaches. For keyphrase extraction, a phrase needs to appear in the document text, while
for keyphrase assignment, the phrase does not necessarily need to appear in the document

2Approaches may have further parameters, which we will describe for every approach in detail.
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Es gibt eine neue Bildungsdebatte in Deutsch-
land, und nicht nur in Deutschland, sondern
weltweit. Auslöser ist die Erkenntnis, dass Wis-
sen das Wichtigste ist, was ein Mensch, was
eine Gesellschaft besitzen kann. Bildung ist der
Schlüssel zum Arbeitsmarkt und die beste Vorbeu-
gung gegen Arbeitslosigkeit. Bildung ermöglicht
die Teilnahme am sozialen und gesellschaftlichen
Leben und Bildung bietet Orientierung . . .

Erkenntnis (.84)
Bildung (.65)

Gesellschaft (.61)
Arbeit (.58)

Deutschland (.43)

Figure 3.2: A document from the peDOCS dataset with German text (left) and five manually
identified keyphrases with scores (right). If an identified keyphrase appears in the document text,
it is marked bold. The term Arbeit only appears as part of other words in the snippet.

text. In the assignment case, a list of keyphrases must be available. In an extreme case
scenario, such a list contains all possible phrases. However, it is obvious that using such
a list is unfeasible if not impossible.

The distinction in extraction and assignment approaches has implications on the en-
vironments for which these approaches are suitable. In an open domain environment, it
is basically impossible to create a keyphrase inventory used for assigning keyphrases. On
the contrary, it is possible to create such a keyphrase inventory for a closed domain envi-
ronment with limited effort. Especially in a corporate environment, it is feasible to con-
struct such a list. In the following section, we further describe both types of approaches
and give examples for both types.

3.3 Resources

In this section, we describe datasets for keyphrase identification consisting of textual doc-
uments and keyphrases for these documents. The English datasets are commonly used
ones and the German datasets have been constructed in the course of this thesis. The
English datasets are Inspec (Hulth, 2003), DUC-2001 (Wan and Xiao, 2008a,b), and SP
(Scientific Papers) (Nguyen and Kan, 2007). We further created three German datasets:
peDOCS, MedForum, and Pythagoras.

We will first describe the structure of all datasets in detail and then analyze character-
istics of the datasets in a quantitative analysis.

3.3.1 Inspec, DUC-2001, and SP

All three English datasets (Inspec, DUC-2001, and SP) are commonly used datasets for
evaluating keyphrase experiments (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004a; Hasan and Ng, 2010;
Zesch, 2009; Hasan and Ng, 2014). This enables us to compare experimental results
for a large variety of approaches. These corpora include the document text and a list
of keyphrases for every document. They differ by means of which type of text in the
document and the method the keyphrases are annotated.

The Inspec dataset, introduced by Hulth (2003), consists of 2,000 abstracts of journal
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papers from the years 1998 to 2002. They are extracted from the Inspec3 database, a col-
lection of journals for research literature in physics and engineering. The abstracts were
taken from the disciplines “Computers and Control” and “Information Technology”. For
every document, there exist two sets of keyphrases annotated by professional indexers:
(i) controlled terms, and (ii) uncontrolled terms. Controlled terms are keyphrases that are
present in an Inspec thesaurus, while uncontrolled terms do not follow this restriction.
Thus, the proportion of terms included in the text is lower for controlled terms (18.1%),
as opposed to many (76.2%) uncontrolled terms.4 An example for an abstract (including
the title in the first paragraph) is the following:

Adaptive state feedback control for a class of linear systems with unknown
bounds of uncertainties

The problem of robust stabilization for a class of linear time-varying
systems with disturbance and nonlinear uncertainties is considered. The
bounds of the disturbance and uncertainties are assumed to be unknown, be-
ing even arbitrary. For such uncertain dynamical systems, the adaptive ro-
bust state feedback controller is obtained. And the resulting closed-loop
systems are asymptotically stable in theory. Moreover, an adaptive robust
state feedback control scheme is given. The scheme ensures the closed-loop
systems exponentially practically stable and can be used in practical engi-
neering. Finally, simulations show that the control scheme is effective.

In the shown example, the uncontrolled keyphrases are marked bold and the controlled
keyphrases are underlined. The keyphrases in the set of uncontrolled terms are not influ-
enced by a potentially incomplete or outdated thesaurus. Thus, we use the uncontrolled
gold standard5 for evaluating keyphrase identification approaches.

Over and Yen (2004) originally created the DUC-2001 dataset for evaluating sum-
marization systems. Later, this dataset was extended with keyphrase annotations (Wan
and Xiao, 2008a,b). Two graduate students annotated keyphrases in all documents in the
dataset and then resolved conflicts through discussion. The reported Kappa inter-rater
agreement of .70 (Wan and Xiao, 2008a) can be considered substantial. No further re-
sources, such as a thesaurus, were used in the annotation process.

The third English dataset we use in this thesis is composed of scientific papers. It
is often referred as NUS Keyphrase Corpus. We refer to it as SP (Scientific Publica-
tions) to—uniformly with the other datasets—depict the source of the text. Nguyen and
Kan (2007) constructed the SP corpus from 211 documents obtained by searching with
Google for PDFs matching the search query “keywords general terms”. Only scientific
conference papers with a length between 4 and 12 pages were considered. All PDFs were
converted into plain text documents and manually annotated by volunteers. Every vol-
unteer annotated three documents, and the union of all annotations for every document
compose the final gold standard.6 We use a random subset of 134 documents from the
complete dataset in our experiments (omitting the previously seen development set).

3http://www.theiet.org/resources/inspec/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
4This is self-evident because there are only few terms (if there are any at all) which are both in the text

and in the thesaurus.
5“A gold standard dataset or corpus is the one, whose annotation has been checked and corrected. This

is typically carried out in order to evaluate automatic annotation systems [...].” (Baker et al., 2006, p. 78)
6No statistics regarding inter-annotator agreement were given.

http://www.theiet.org/resources/inspec/
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Vocabulary # Terms keyphrases covered

Extended thesaurus 8,487 .499
Core thesaurus 974 .263

Table 3.1
Statistics of controlled vocabularies (thesauri) for annotating keyphrases.
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Figure 3.3: The frequency distribution of keyphrases in peDOCS follows a power-law distribution.

3.3.2 peDOCS

peDOCS consists of peer-reviewed articles, dissertations, and books from the educational
research domain published by researchers. We first introduced this dataset in Erbs et al.
(2013a). We extract all documents from the database dump of peDOCS7 and select all
German documents (91% of all documents). Documents span all topics related to educa-
tion, e.g. historical and general education, pedagogy of media, and environment. They
are a valuable resource for teachers looking for teaching material and researchers as a
starting point for their research. Hence, the collection is heterogeneous in terms of style,
length, and level of detail. Professional indexers assigned keyphrases for every peDOCS
document. Due to the size of the corpus, every document was annotated by only one
indexer. All indexers follow certain guidelines and apply them to every document in the
collection, and the keyphrases should thus be of high quality.

Controlled vocabularies

In addition to the documents of the peDOCS dataset, professional indexers have two the-
sauri from which they can select keyphrases. Indexers are not restricted to keyphrases
from these thesauri; however, the thesauri were constructed by constantly adding fre-
quently assigned keyphrases. This leads to the construction of a core thesaurus with 974
terms and an extended thesaurus of 8,487 terms. The core thesaurus captures 26.3% and
the extended thesaurus captures 49.9% of all identified keyphrases.

7http://www.pedocs.de/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.pedocs.de/
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Driven by the high coverage of terms in the set of gold standard keyphrases, we further
analyze the frequency of keyphrases in peDOCS. Figure 3.3 shows the frequency distri-
bution of keyphrases. We first rank keyphrases according to their frequency and then
plot the resulting distribution. It follows a power-law distribution which proves that few
keyphrases are used for many documents and many keyphrases are used only once. Ex-
amples of the most frequently used keyphrases are Deutschland (Engl.: Germany), Schule
(Engl.: school), and Schüler (Engl.: pupils). These rather general terms do not capture
the specific topic of the document, but give readers a coarse-grained classification of the
document. A possible use case is to filter a list of keyphrase candidates according to these
frequently assigned keyphrases in order to create a clustering of the document collection.

3.3.3 MedForum and Pythagoras
We present two novel keyphrase datasets consisting of German texts. MedForum is com-
posed of posts from a medical forum.8 Users of this forum describe their medical prob-
lems, seek for advice, give advice, and discuss medical experiences. We selected only
posts with a length of 700-800 characters. The following quotation shows the beginning
of a critical post about acupuncture:

“Ich kann mir irgwie nie so richtig Vorstellen das Akkupunktur wirksam
ist! lg Es gibt ein paar enge Indikationen bei denen es eine gewisse Wirk-
samkeit zu geben scheint. Dabei wurde aber auch schon mehrfach nachgewiesen,
daß es völlig egal ist, wohin die Nadeln gestochen werden, also letztendlich,
daß dieser mystische Überbau mit Fluss des Chis völliger Humbug ist. [...]”

The post shows that the dataset cannot be considered clean. It contains spelling errors
and informal words, such as Humbug (Engl.: nonsense). To our knowledge, it is the first
dataset with keyphrase annotations from user-generated data in German. It allows for a
more realistic evaluation of keyphrase identification approaches in the social media envi-
ronment where text quality usually is lower, e.g. due to wrong grammar and misspelled
words (Eisenstein, 2013; Drouin and Davis, 2009; Walther and D’Addario, 2001; Brody
and Diakopoulos, 2011; Dresner and Herring, 2010).

Two German annotators with university degrees identified a set of keyphrases for ev-
ery document and following Nguyen and Kan (2007), the union of both sets are the final
gold keyphrases. For training, the annotators first annotated three documents and dis-
cussed differences. These documents were later excluded from the final dataset.

The Pythagoras dataset contains summaries of lesson transcripts compiled in the
Pythagoras project.9 We selected those documents that were transcriptions of lessons
in the German classes (documents from the Swiss German classes were dismissed due to
language variations).10 Two annotators identified keyphrases after a training phase with a
discussion of three documents. Both annotators were undergraduate students and native
German speakers.11 As in the MedForum dataset, the gold standard consists of the union
of lemmatized keyphrases from both annotators.

8http://www.medizin-forum.de/
9http://www.dipf.de/en/research/projects/pythagoras

10Instead of working on the transcribed lecture, we decided to avoid any issues with analyzing the dia-
logue structure and used the summaries of the transcripts.

11There was no overlap of annotators for the Pythagoras and MedForum dataset.
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3.3.4 Dataset statistics
Table 3.2 lists characteristics of keyphrase assignment datasets including the German
datasets peDOCS, MedForum, and Pythagoras. For comparison, the commonly used En-
glish datasets Inspec (Hulth, 2004), DUC-2001 (Wan and Xiao, 2008a,b), and SP (Nguyen
and Kan, 2007) are shown. We compare all six datasets with respect to three character-
istics: (i) The type and language of documents, (ii) the size of the set of keyphrases, and
(iii) the characteristics of the keyphrases in the datasets.

Of the six datasets, three are composed of scientific text. One contains full journal
articles (SP), one paper abstracts (Inspec), and one a manifold spectrum of types including
articles, full books, and reviews (peDOCS). Two further datasets are composed of text
which can be expected to be of high quality, as they are news text (DUC-2001) or created
by experts (Pythagoras). In comparison to that, MedForum is the only dataset which is
composed of potentially noisy user-generated data. We divided the datasets in Table 3.2
in the German and English datasets. We will see that the language of the dataset has an
influence on the characteristics.

Regarding the dataset size, we see that peDOCS and INSPEC are the largest in terms
of the number of documents and Pythagoras is the smallest with only 60 documents. In-
spec and peDOCS are by far the largest of the sets, since they have been created over
the course of several years. Creating a huge dataset with keyphrase annotations is a te-
dious tasks, which explains the smaller size of all datasets with multiple annotators for
each document. In the case of peDOCS and Inspec, each document was annotated by a
single annotator, and the resulting dataset is used commercially or by official institutions.
The other datasets are created for the purpose of evaluating keyphrase identification ap-
proaches.

The peDOCS dataset contains the longest documents on average, followed by SP.
MedForum and Inspec are comparable in terms of document length as they contain forum
posts and abstracts. The standard deviation of document length of MedForum and SP is
relatively low compared to the other datasets because they were intentionally filtered by
length. The peDOCS has the highest standard deviation of the document length, hence,
making it a realistic dataset for a resource without any length requirements. The high
deviation is due to few extremely long documents (i.e. dissertations that can easily cover
several hundreds of pages).

The average number of keyphrases per document is comparable on all six datasets
(ranging from 8.07 to 11.37). Documents in peDOCS have on average slightly more
keyphrases (11.37 keyphrases). In the case of peDOCS, annotators were asked to add as
many keyphrases as possible, while in the case of MedForum only the key aspects of a
document should be extracted as keyphrases. There is no consistent correlation between
the number of keyphrases and the document length for all datasets. In case of Inspec, this
would be misleading, since in the annotation phase the whole paper was available, but
only the abstract was included in the final dataset.

We see a major difference between German and English datasets in terms of the aver-
age number of tokens per keyphrase. Keyphrases in German datasets are on average very
short (ranging from 1.07 to 1.30 tokens or 10.28 to 13.27 characters per keyphrase). In
English datasets, the number of tokens per keyphrases are rather stable with 2.03 to 2.09
and 15.97 to 17.33 characters per keyphrase. This difference can be explored by consid-

12Document length in number of tokens.
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Figure 3.4: Overview of approaches to keyphrase assignment.

ering the potential keyphrase Nachhilfelehrer (Engl.: private tutor). It is a rather specific
keyphrase which, however, consists of only one token in German, but two tokens in En-
glish (although the number of characters in this case is higher for German). Compounds
are frequent as keyphrases in German. In English, keyphrases are rather noun phrases
longer than a single token.

3.3.5 Dataset-specific user scenarios

We decided to use a rather broad selection of keyphrase datasets to cover the different
scenarios described in Section 2.3 for German and English. The focused searcher (in-
strumental user type) is typically interested in highly-specific resources such as scientific
papers (peDOCS, Inspec, SP) or specialized forums (MedForum). The recreational news
reader would rely on news articles (DUC-2001) as a starting point. A knowledge worker
in a company (instrumental user type, too) very often deals with an unorganized collec-
tion of diverse documents, best represented by the peDOCS dataset. In this scenario,
the Pythagoras dataset represents a collection of summaries for meetings, e.g. business
meetings. There is no one-to-one relation from datasets to scenarios as this is just an ap-
proximation of users, and the tasks are too manifold to be represented by a single dataset.

3.4 Approaches to Keyphrase Identification

Figure 3.4 follows the distinction of extraction and assignment approaches given in the
previous section. In addition, we divide in unsupervised and supervised approaches. Un-
supervised approaches do not require any further annotated data, while supervised ap-
proaches rely on existing data with annotated keyphrases.

We can extract keyphrases both in an unsupervised and supervised manner. For
assignment, we apply multi-label classification based on training data with annotated
keyphrases as labels. In contrast to supervised keyphrase extraction, the set of labels
is predefined and cannot be extended by other phrases appearing in previously unseen
documents. For supervised keyphrase extraction, the classification is based on a phrase’s
characteristics. For every candidate keyphrase, a set of features are extracted (Witten
et al., 1999). Unsupervised approaches do not require any training data, while all super-
vised approaches consist of a training phase to create a model and a testing or evaluation
phase, where the trained model is applied to new documents.
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3.4.1 Keyphrase extraction

Keyphrase extraction approaches rank terms from the document according to a metric.
They are based on phrases that appear in the document text. One very versatile metric
for ranking terms, or in this case phrases, is the tf-idf13 metric. For tf-idf, there exist
different configurations, depending on the weighting of text and document frequency in
the document collection.

In this section, we focus on approaches specifically applied to keyphrase extraction.

tf-idf

Salton and Buckley (1988) present the foundation of keyphrase extraction with the intro-
duction of the tf-idf metric. The tf-idf metric relates the term frequency inside a document
with the number of documents in the collection containing the term. Equation 3.1 shows
the definition of tf-idf. In this formula f(t, d) is the frequency of term t in document
d, |D| is the number of documents and |d ∈ D : t ∈ d| is the number of documents
mentioning term t.

tf-idf(t, d) = f(t, d) · log
|D|

|d ∈ D : t ∈ d|
(3.1)

The term tf measures the importance of the phrase inside the current document; the term
idf measures the distinctiveness of the term. Distinctive phrases are less frequently used
in other documents. Phrases that appear frequently inside a document but infrequently in
other documents of the collection have a high tf-idf value. Common phrases like stop-
words (and, but) have a high frequency in all documents and thus have a lower tf-idf
value. Phrases with a medium to high tf-idf value receive a higher score.

Tomokiyo and Hurst (2003) use language models to compute informativeness, i.e.
terms with high information content and phraseness, i.e. terms that appear often as a mul-
tiword. Csomai and Mihalcea (2007) adopt this idea and use tf-idf values as a measure for
informativeness. The phrase “Soccer World Cup” has high tf-idf values (informativeness)
and the words are often used in this combination (phraseness), hence making it a good
keyphrase.

Different configurations of the tf-idf metric have shown to perform better in differ-
ent scenarios (Manning et al., 2008). As a modification to tf-idf, the inverse document
frequency can be replaced with the text frequency in a background corpus D′ (Rayson
and Garside, 2000) such as the web (cf. Equation 3.2). The modified inverse document
frequency is more like a background text frequency. Instead of counting the frequency in
the corpus itself, the frequency in a—usually larger—background corpus14 is computed.
This has the advantage that no complete corpus needs to be processed in advance to apply
this metric, or it can be applied to a single document. Results obtained are independent
of the other documents in the collection.

Further modifications of tf-idf include Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4. The metric
in Equation 3.3 applies the inverse document frequency without taking the logarithm of
the inverse document frequency. In Equation 3.4, the metric sets the inverse document

13The abbreviation describes the formula: text frequency times inverse document frequency
14In this thesis, we use Web1T (Brants and Franz, 2006) as the background corpus.
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frequency to a constant value of 1. The latter configuration corresponds to text frequency.

tf-idfweb(t, d) = f(t, d) · log
∑
d′∈D′

f(t, d′) (3.2)

tf-idfnormal(t, d) = f(t, d) · |D|
|d ∈ D : t ∈ d|

(3.3)

tf-idfconstant(t, d) = f(t, d) · 1 (3.4)

tf-idf is one of the key approaches used in this thesis. We use different configurations
of tf-idf in this thesis for keyphrase identification, table-of-contents generation, and link
discovery.

Further approaches

Mihalcea and Tarau (2004a) introduce the unsupervised graph-based approach TextRank
to extract keyphrases: A graph is created with keyphrase candidates as nodes. An edge
is added if two keyphrase candidates co-occur in a certain context window (e.g. 3 words
left or right of the anchor candidate, or in the same sentence as the anchor candidate) in
the document. The weight of the edge is defined as the number of co-occurrences. The
graph centrality measure PageRank (Page et al., 1999) is then used to rank the nodes in
the graph. The highest ranked nodes are then selected as keyphrases. This approach is
corpus-independent; no information from external resources is taken into account.

Supervised approaches are able to create a model for given training data and rely on
a combination of metrics. In a training phase, a model specific to the dataset is learned
and in the second phase, it is applied to new documents. Supervised approaches apply
machine learning algorithms, e.g. decision trees (Turney, 2000) or Naïve Bayes (Witten
et al., 1999), to solve this problem.15

For supervised approaches, tf-idf values and co-occurrence (TextRank) information
can be used as features. The position of a candidate is also a good feature as a good
keyphrase might be introduced early in the document. Machine learning allows for using
many features, for which their importance is learned in a training phase. Using more fea-
tures may further improve results. Part-of-speech information is valuable, as nouns are
more likely keyphrases than prepositions (Hulth, 2003). Additionally, acronym identifi-
cation techniques can be applied as they may also be good keyphrases (Nguyen and Kan,
2007).

Csomai and Mihalcea (2008) apply approaches from keyphrase extraction to the task
of back-of-the-book indexing. They incorporate knowledge resources such as Wikipedia
to compute the keyphraseness16 of phrases. Hulth (2003) trains a supervised system for
keyphrase extraction using linguistic features such as part-of-speech patterns. Supervised
approaches often outperform unsupervised systems (Kim et al., 2010) for keyphrase ex-
traction, as they can better capture characteristics of keyphrases in the dataset, e.g. using
information about their length and part-of-speech tags.

15For an overview of machine learning algorithms, see (Kupietz and Belica, 2010).
16The keyphraseness is specified as how often a term is used as a keyphrase compared to the overall

frequency.
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Controlled vocabulary

An additional source of information is a controlled vocabulary, often referred to as a
thesaurus. It is a list of previously collected terms which indexers often use for assigning
keyphrases to documents. Medelyan and Witten (2006) state that the usage of a controlled
vocabulary “eliminates the occurrence of meaningless or obviously incorrect phrases”.
Lopez and Romary (2010) use the existence of a term in domain-specific vocabulary as a
feature. The thesaurus can be collected independently from the current collection as long
as there is a high overlap of domains. This leads to many good keyphrases present in the
thesaurus.

3.4.2 Keyphrase assignment
A controlled vocabulary is useful if there is an overlap between the terms in this vo-
cabulary and the keyphrases in the document. In an extreme case, all keyphrases are
present in this vocabulary. This might be due to an annotation policy, which allows only
keyphrases from this vocabulary, or a procedure in which human annotators first try to se-
lect keyphrases provided by this vocabulary. In this case, keyphrases from the vocabulary
can be automatically assigned, which can be done with multi-label classification. With
multi-label classification, we assign one or more labels from a predefined label set to a
document.

Documents can be clustered by their labels which allows creating overview pages and
browsing through the collection (Jäschke and Marinho, 2007). These labels are similar to
tags or categories (Sebastiani, 2002) and the set of all possible labels is also referred to as
a tag set.17 Instead of extracting keyphrases from the document only, any label from the
label set can be assigned (Lipczak, 2008), thus performing keyphrase assignment.

Multi-label classification (Madjarov et al., 2012) first learns a classification model for
the labels based on features. There are approaches for learning a model for the combina-
tion of labels18 and approaches for learning a model for every label individually.19 As an
example, a classifier will most likely learn that a document containing the word professor
should be assigned with the label university education if many training documents with
the label university education contain the word professor. This requires that the classifier
has a feature for the usage of the word professor. The document itself does not need to
explicitly contain the phrase university education.

Figure 3.4 lists no approaches for unsupervised keyphrase assignment. However, there
exist unsupervised document classification approaches which we chose not to present in
this thesis, e.g. Slonim et al. (2002). Instead of assigning labels directly, the document
collection is clustered based on the document texts. In the second step, topics for the
clusters are assigned and can then be used as keyphrases (Blei et al., 2003).

3.4.3 Decompounding
Many approaches to automatic extraction of keyphrases are based on the assumption that
frequent terms are more important to a document. To better compute these frequency

17In case of user-generated tags, they are often referred to as a folksonomy.
18So called ensemble methods (Tsoumakas et al., 2011).
19Referred to as binary relevance method (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007; Read et al., 2011).
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counts, we apply some kind of normalization, e.g. lemmatization or noun chunking
(Hulth, 2003; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004a), in order to arrive with more accurate counts.
However, especially in German the frequent use of noun compounds has an adverse ef-
fect on the reliability of frequency counts. Consider for example a German document
that talks about Lehrer (Engl.: teacher) without ever mentioning the word Lehrer at all,
because it is always used inside compounds like Nachhilfelehrer (Engl.: private teacher)
or Gymnasiallehrer (Engl.: grammar school teacher). Thus, we argue that we can rely on
more accurate frequency counts by splitting compounds in meaningful parts, i.e. by per-
forming decompounding. We introduce approaches for decompounding in the following
section.

The benefit of decompounding has been shown in previous work. Koehn and Knight
(2003) improve machine translation on German-English by using a frequency based de-
compounding approach. Although this is not the most accurate approach according to
Koehn and Knight (2003)’s experiments for decompounding German compounds, it pro-
duces the best outcome for the German-English translation task. Baroni et al. (2001)
report an improvement in terms of keystroke saving rate for predicting the next words and
characters. Hollink et al. (2004) apply decompounding to improve information retrieval
in selected European languages (not including English) and report significant improve-
ment for German and Swedish. Ordelman (2003) is able to improve the results for Dutch
speech recognition, by using a data-driven decompounding algorithm. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to examine the influence of decompounding on keyphrase
extraction.

3.5 Dealing with Compounds

Compounds are words which are composed of at least two other words and the meaning of
the compound is given by the meaning of its parts. The German word Abendessen (Engl.:
dinner) consists of Abend (Engl.: evening) and Essen (Engl.: food). In many languages,
compounds make up a large proportion of the overall number of types. Based on an in-
vestigation of the APA corpus,20 about half (47%) of the types in German are compounds
(7% of the tokens) (Baroni et al., 2001). We differentiate here between tokens and types.
The proportion of compounds in the overall number of tokens is much lower, because
they are less frequently used. However, most of these compounds appear infrequently
with 83% appearing less than five times. Schiller (2006) identified 43% of 420,000 types
from German newspaper articles as compounds (5.5% of 9.3 million tokens). Depending
on the text type, the ratio of compounds vary. In a manual for printers, 12% of all tokens
were compounds (Schiller, 2006).

In some languages, e.g German, it is possible to construct words of unlimited length.
The famous example Donaudampschiffahrtskapitän... (Engl.: captain of a steam boat on
the river Danube ...) can easily be further extended. Compounds are convenient for hu-
mans to express their thoughts, but they impose a challenge for automatic text processing.
They are hard to split automatically and even sometimes cannot be split accurately with-
out any context. The German word Wachstube is ambiguous and can, depending on the
context, be split as Wach-stube (Engl.: guard room), or as Wachs-tube (Engl.: wax tube).

20The corpus of the Austria Presse Agentur (APA) consists of 28 million words.
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Nachhilfelehrer

Nachhilfe

nach Hilfe

Lehrer

Figure 3.5: Decompounding of German term Nachhilfelehrer (Engl.: private tutor).

Ögonläkare

Ögon Läkare

Figure 3.6: Decompounding of Swedish term Ögonläkare (Eng: eye doctor).

Figure 3.5 shows an example of a German compound, which can be split in a hierar-
chy. A hierarchy can be constructed by splitting compounds recursively. It contains the
words Nachhilfe (Engl.: private lesson) and Lehrer (Engl.: teacher). Nachhilfe can again
be split in Nach (Engl.: ∅21) and Hilfe (Engl.: help). Instead of processing the word Nach-
hilfelehrer, an automatic system can make use of the identified compound parts, which
allows searching for any mentions of Lehrer and still finding the compound. Compound-
ing is not specific for German, but exists in several germanic languages like Swedish as
shown in Figure 3.6. The Swedish word Ögonläkare (Engl.: eye doctor) consists of the
words Ögon (Engl.: eye) and Läkare (Engl.: doctor).

3.5.1 Approaches to compound splitting

Decompounding is usually performed in two steps: (i) a splitting algorithm creates can-
didates, and (ii) a ranking function decides which candidates are best suited for splitting
the compound. For example, Aktionsplan has two splitting candidates: Aktion(s)+plan
(Engl.: action plan) and Akt+ion(s)+plan (Engl.: nude ion plan).22 After generating the
candidates, the ranking function assigns a score to each splitting candidate, including the
original compound. The original compound must be included, because in some cases,
a compound has such strong inherent semantics that splitting it would not be reason-
able. This is the case for Deutschland (Engl.: Germany), for which a splitting algorithm
might generate the candidates Deutsch (Engl.: German) and Land (Engl.: country). In
this case, a good ranking function would assign a higher score to Deutschland than to
Deutsch+land. We will now take a closer look on possible splitting algorithms and rank-
ing functions.

21A prefix – without sensible translation into English in this context.
22The additional ‘s’ is a linking morpheme (Langer, 1998)
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Splitting algorithms

Left-to-Right grows a window over the input from left to right. When a word from a dic-
tionary is found a split is generated. The algorithm is then applied recursively to the
rest of the input. The stopping criterion is when no further words are found. Among
the splitting approaches, this is the one which generates the most candidates.

JWord Splitter23 performs a dictionary look-up from left to right, but continues this pro-
cess if the remainder of the word cannot be found in the dictionary. After it finds
words in both parts (left and right), it creates a split and stops. If there is more
than one possibility to split the compound, then the split which goes furthest to the
right is the generated candidate. For instance, Grundschullehrer (Engl.: elemen-
tary school teacher) would generate the candidate Grundschul(e) + Lehrer (Engl.:
elementary school + teacher).

Banana Splitter24 searches for the word from the right to the left, and if there is more
than one possibility, the one with the longest split on the right side is taken as
candidate. For instance, Grundschullehrer would generate the candidate Grund +
Schullehrer (Engl.: basic + school teacher).

Data Driven counts the number of words in a dictionary, which contain a split at this
position as prefix or suffix for every position in the input. A split is made at the
position with the largest difference between prefix and suffix counts (Larson and
Willett, 2000).

ASV Toolbox25 uses a trained Compact Patricia Tree to recursively split parts from the
beginning and end of the word (Biemann et al., 2008). Unlike the other algorithms,
it generates only a single split candidate at each recursive step. For that reason,
it does not need a ranker. It is also the only supervised (using lists of existing
compounds) approach tested.

Ranking functions

As stated earlier, the ranking functions are as important as the splitting algorithms, since
a ranking function is responsible for assigning scores to each possible decompounding
candidate. For the ranking functions, Alfonseca et al. (2008) use a geometric mean of
unigram frequencies (Equation 3.5), and a mutual information function (Equation 3.6).

rFreq() =

 N∏
i

f(wi)

 1
N

(3.5)

rM.I.() =

−f(c) log f(c) if N = 1
1

N−1
∑N−1

i log bigr(wi,wi+1)
f(wi)f(wi+1)

otherwise
(3.6)

23https://github.com/danielnaber/jwordsplitter (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
24http://niels.drni.de/s9y/pages/bananasplit.html (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

https://github.com/danielnaber/jwordsplitter
http://niels.drni.de/s9y/pages/bananasplit.html
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In these equations, N is the number of fragments the candidate has, w is the fragment
itself, f(w) is the relative unigram frequency for that fragment w, bigr(wi, wj) is the
relative bigram frequency for the fragment wi and wj , c is the compound itself without
being split.

The geometric mean as described in Equation 3.5, assigns a lower rank to split can-
didates with one very unlikely fragment. An unknown fragment has the frequency 0 and
thus, the split candidate receives the lowest score. Using mutual information as in Equa-
tion 3.6, incorporates probabilities that certain fragments appear as bigrams in a back-
ground corpus. The higher the average frequency of a bigram compared to their unigram
frequency is, the higher the candidate is ranked.

3.5.2 Decompounding Experiments

The corpus created by Marek (2006) is used as a gold standard to evaluate the performance
of the decompounding methods. This corpus contains a list of 158,653 compounds, stat-
ing how each compound should be decompounded. The compounds were obtained from
the issues 01/2000 to 13/2004 of the German computer magazine c’t26 in a semi-automatic
approach. Human annotators reviewed the list to identify and correct possible errors. This
dataset is extensive, however, it does not contain any non-compounds. We use the iger-
man98 dictionary27. For calculating the required frequencies, we used the Web1T 5-gram
corpus (Brants and Franz, 2006).

Koehn and Knight (2003) use a modified version of precision and recall for evaluat-
ing decompounding performance. We decided to apply these metrics for measuring the
splitting algorithms, and ranking the functions’ performance. The following counts were
used for evaluating the experiments on the compound level: correct compound (cc), a
compound which was correctly split (including all fragments); wrong faulty compound
(wfc), a compound which was wrongly split; wrong non compound (wnc), a compound
which was not split. The adaptation for decompounding is necessary because there is not
only a division in relevant and irrelevant, but a compound can also be wrongly split.

Furthermore, we also count on a split level: correct split (cs), a split fragment which
was correctly identified; wrong split (ws), a split fragment which was wrongly identified.

Pcomp and Rcomp evaluate decompounding on the level of compounds, and we propose
Psplit to evaluate on the level of splits. There are no non-compounds in the dataset, which
eliminates any false positives. One could also consider any missed compound as a wrong
split, thus adding wfc and wnc.

Pcomp =
cc

cc + wfc
(3.7)

Rcomp =
cc

cc + wfc + wnc
(3.8)

Psplit =
cs

cs + ws
(3.9)

26http://www.heise.de/ct/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
27https://www.j3e.de/ispell/igerman98/index_en.html

http://www.heise.de/ct/
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Splitter Ranker Pcomp Rcomp Psplit

Banana
Freq. .70 .40 .83
M.I. .66 .16 .81

Data Driven
Freq. .49 .18 .70
M.I. .40 .04 .58

JWord
Freq. .67 .63 .79
M.I. .59 .20 .73

Left-to-right
Freq. .64 .58 .71
M.I. .26 .08 .33

ASV ToolBox .80 .75 .87

Table 3.3
Evaluation results of state of the art decompounding systems.

As we focus in this work on the influence of decompounding on improving the ac-
curacy of frequency counts, Psplit is the best metric in our case. For instance, Semester-
wochenstunde (Engl.: weekly hours per semester) is correctly split as Semester + Woche(n)
+ Stunde. If it is split like Semester+Wochenstunde, at least one split fragment is correct,
still influencing the frequency counts. We can see in Table 3.3 that the ASV Toolbox
splitting algorithm is the best performing system in respect to Psplit.

In this section, we have analyzed decompounding as an extension to frequency-based
keyphrase extraction approaches. We have shown that we can achieve high precision and
recall for decompounding and can use decompounding for text structuring with keyphrases.

3.6 Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe the setup for the keyphrase identification experiments, includ-
ing evaluation metrics, datasets, and approaches.

3.6.1 Evaluation Metrics

For the keyphrase experiments, we compare results in terms of precision and recall of
the top-5 keyphrases (P@5), Mean Average Precision (MAP), and R-precision (R-p).28

Precision@5 is the ratio of true positives in the set of extracted keyphrases when five
keyphrases are extracted. Recall@5 is the ratio of true positives in the set of gold keyphrases
when five keyphrases are extracted. MAP is the average precision of extracted keyphrases
from 1 to the number of extracted keyphrases, which can be much higher than ten. R-
precision29 is the ratio of true positives in the set of extracted keyphrases when as many

28Using the top-5 keyphrases reflects best the average number of keyphrases in our evaluation datasets
(between 8.07 and 11.37) and is common practice in related work (Kim et al., 2013).

29This is a commonly used measure in information retrieval and first used for keyphrase identification in
Zesch (2009)
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keyphrases as there are gold keyphrases are extracted. R-precision focuses more on the
ranking of keyphrase candidates if less than ten gold keyphrases exist.30

3.6.2 Datasets

We use the datasets presented in Section 3.3 for our experiments. We primarily focus on
the dataset peDOCS, which we presented in earlier work (Erbs et al., 2013a). This dataset
has a large number of documents (2,644) and keyphrases are annotated by experts. As the
peDOCS dataset contains German documents, we can compare results for German and
English datasets (even when having different properties). For comparison with English
documents, we rely on Inspec, DUC-2001, and SP.

We further use two newly created domain-specific German datasets: (i) MedForum
contains forum posts from the medical domain, and (ii) Pythagoras consists of lesson
summaries. We use these datasets to evaluate the benefit of decompounding for keyphrase
identification.

3.6.3 Preprocessing

For preprocessing, we rely on components from the DKPro Core framework (Eckart de
Castilho and Gurevych, 2014) and on DKPro Lab (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych,
2011) for building experimental pipelines. We use the Stanford Segmenter31 for tokeniza-
tion, TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) for lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging of German
text. For English text, we use tagging and lemmatization (Toutanova and Manning, 2000;
Toutanova and Klein, 2003) and named entity recognition (Finkel et al., 2005) compo-
nents from Stanford Core NLP (Manning et al., 2014). Finally, we perform stopword
removal and decompounding as described in Section 3.5.

It should be noted that in most preprocessing pipelines, decompounding is the last
step, as it heavily influences part-of-speech tagging. Consider for example the noun com-
pound Nachhilfe, which is split into the prefix Nach and the noun Hilfe. Performing
part-of-speech tagging after decompounding would yield inferior results, as the noun is
replaced with a preposition-noun combination that cannot be properly analyzed by the
part-of-speech tagger.

3.6.4 Approaches to keyphrase identification

We divide the selected approaches into categories to allow for an isolated evaluation of
their effect on keyphrase identification. We follow the categories described in Section 3.4.

Keyphrase extraction

We extract all lemmas in the documents as keyphrase candidates and rank them based
on frequency counts and their position in the document. We also experiment with other
keyphrase candidates, such as noun phrases, tokens, and named entities.

30Refer to Buckley and Voorhees (2000) for an overview of evaluation measures and their characteristics.
31http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.shtml
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It has been shown that position and frequency heuristics are very strong baselines
(Zesch, 2009). We thus use the position of a phrase32 and the text frequency as baselines
in our experiments. We normalize by the number of phrases. We compute upper bounds
based on keyphrases assigned by the expert annotators. If two or more annotators identi-
fied gold keyphrases for a dataset, we measure the average performance of one annotator
compared to the remaining annotators in terms of the evaluation metrics.

We evaluate the following ranking methods: tf-idf, tf-idfweb with different weighting
strategies as described in Section 3.4.1. We further evaluate the graph-based approach
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004a).

Controlled vocabulary Previous work (Medelyan and Witten, 2006; Lopez and Ro-
mary, 2010) states that domain-specific or controlled vocabularies further improve the
performance of keyphrase extraction. Thus, we use the described thesauri for peDOCS
(c.f. Table 3.1) as a filter for our extracted keyphrases. This filter checks whether an
identified keyphrase appears in the thesaurus and rejects it if it is not included. Only
keyphrases which are included in the thesaurus are accepted. This limits keyphrases to a
predefined set of keyphrases, but the score for each keyphrase remains unchanged.33

Keyphrase assignment

As shown in Figure 3.3, keyphrases are not equally distributed. Some keyphrases are
used only once, while few are used very frequently. These frequently used keyphrases
can be assigned with multi-label classification. Instead of using a thesaurus, we use the
most frequent keyphrases as labels for classification. We introduce the parameter n as the
size of our label set. More keyphrases can be covered if n is set to a higher value but
on average fewer examples will be available for each label. Examples are documents for
which an indexer has assigned the corresponding labels. Classification algorithms require
positive (documents with a specific label) and negative (documents without this label)
examples to learn a model. In case of labels with few positive examples (documents with
label), the training data is not sufficient to train a reliable model.34

We evaluate results for the multi-label classification approach under identical condi-
tions as done for keyphrase extraction. We compare classified labels to manually assigned
keyphrases and measure results in terms of precision, recall, and R-precision.35 We use
the open source software tool Mulan (Tsoumakas et al., 2010) based on WEKA (Hall
et al., 2009) and apply cross-validation to avoid leaking information from the learning to
the evaluation phase. We use the top-500 most frequent n-grams36 from the dataset as
features. We use two frequently used classification approaches: support vector machines

32The closer the keyphrase is to the beginning of the text, the higher it is ranked. This is not dependent
on frequency counts, but decompounding can also have an influence if a compound that appears early in the
document is split into parts that are now also possible keyphrase candidates.

33In contrast to keyphrase assignment, no training data is required for filtering with a controlled vocabu-
lary.

34There is no fixed number of positive examples required for classification, but with increasing sample
size the probability of the model is better increases (Beleites et al., 2013).

35We do not report the accuracy for each of the labels, as we are interested in the overall performance for
keyphrase assignment.

36We use unigrams, bigrams and trigrams.
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Approach Precision@5 Recall@5 R-precision MAP

Upper bound .856 .393 .614 .614

Position (baseline) .096 .042 .092 .083
tf-idfconstant .170 .075 .127 .123
tf-idf .148 .065 .115 .112
tf-idfnormal .006 .003 .005 .009
tf-idfweb .188 .083 .139 .139
TextRank .153 .067 .112 .116

Table 3.4
Results for keyphrase extraction approaches on peDOCS using lemmas as potential keyphrases.
Best results are marked bold.

(SVM)37 (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) and decision trees (J48)38 (Quinlan, 1992).

Decompounding

We test each of the keyphrase ranking methods with (w) and without (w/o) decompound-
ing. For our evaluation, we could not rely on English datasets, as they contain only few
compounds and thus the expected effect of decompounding is small. German is a good
choice, as it uses compounds extensively.

3.7 Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, we describe and discuss experimental results obtained with different ap-
proaches based on the categories described in Section 3.4.

3.7.1 Keyphrase Extraction Experiments
We first analyze results on the largest German dataset. peDOCS contains 2,644 documents
of variable length (see Section 3.3.2) and is an example of dataset in the educational
domain. We select all lemmas as potential keyphrases and filter these by their part-of-
speech. A preliminary analysis has shown that nouns and adjectives yield best results.
We lemmatize39 extracted and manually assigned keyphrases to map different forms of
the same word to the base form.

Table 3.4 displays the results for keyphrase extraction on the peDOCS dataset. We
provide information for the upper bound for precision and recall among the top five
keyphrases, R-precision, and mean average precision (MAP). The upper bound for pre-
cision@5 is limited to .856 because not for every document, there are five manually
assigned keyphrases. It is further reduced by some manually assigned keyphrases not
contained in the document text and thus impossible to capture by extraction approaches.
The upper bound for recall@5 is limited by documents having more than five manually

37Using RakEL (Tsoumakas et al., 2011) as meta algorithm.
38Using BRkNN (Spyromitros et al., 2008) as meta algorithm.
39As stated in section 3.6.3, we use the TreeTagger trained on the German data (Schmid, 1994).
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assigned keyphrases. The upper bound for R-precision and mean average precision is
limited by the ratio of keyphrases appearing in the document.

We compare keyphrase extraction approaches to the position baseline (the earlier in
the document a phrase appears, the higher it is ranked). Many scientific documents in-
clude an abstract, containing many keyphrases, thus making the position a strong base-
line. We present results for different configurations for the tf-idf metric, and TextRank as
another state of the art approach (cf. Section 3.4.1). Our evaluation of different modifi-
cations of tf-idf (see Section 3.4.1 for details) shows that using the tf-idfweb as defined in
Equation 3.2 performs best across all evaluation metrics. tf-idfconstant (see Equation 3.4)
yields second best results.

Analyzing the difference with respect to precision and R-precision, we see that overall
results for R-precision are lower than for precision. This is due to the different number of
extracted keyphrases considered for evaluation. With precision, the number of extracted
keyphrases is fixed (in our case 5) and with R-precision, it is dependent on the num-
ber of gold keyphrases (equal number of gold and extracted keyphrases). Lower values
for R-precision indicate that the higher ranked keyphrases are indeed more likely gold
keyphrases (manually assigned keyphrases).

tf-idfweb and tf-idfconstant perform better than tf-idf. The weaker performance of clas-
sic tf-idf might be due to many keyphrases that are used throughout the dataset, e.g.
Deutschland and Bildung, which lead to a high document frequency and thus to a low
tf-idf value. This is an issue of the domain-specific nature of the peDOCS dataset. The
document collection is not a reliable source for document frequencies as most of the
documents share a set of keyphrases. tf-idfweb uses document frequencies from another
source—in this case the web through the Web1T corpus—and can thus provide more re-
liable document frequencies. tf-idfconstant sets the normalization factor to 1, hence solely
relying on the text frequency. tf-idfnormal does not use any normalization for the docu-
ment frequency. This emphasizes the issue of having many documents containing many
keyphrases. Even worse, terms are not normalized by the logarithm of their frequency,
but just by their frequency. This results in most frequently used keyphrases to be ranked
very low. TextRank yields results comparable to tf-idfweb in terms of precision and recall,
but lower results in terms of R-precision. TextRank creates a graph representation of the
document based on co-occurrences and does not normalize scores in any way.

The overall results are rather low, but they confirm state of the art results in Hasan
and Ng (2010). Further, computing precision and recall within the first five keyphrases
leads to a low upper bound for recall (.393). A manual error analysis revealed that the
task of keyphrase extraction is indeed a very hard one. Many extracted keyphrases are
only a partial match to manually assigned keyphrases, other extracted keyphrases are
semantically similar to manually assigned keyphrases, and further extracted keyphrases
might not be included in the list of manually assigned keyphrases, but nevertheless be
valuable keyphrases. Our manual error analysis shows all three cases of misses of ex-
tracted keyphrases. To investigate these issues further, we compare results on peDOCS
with results on English data.

Comparison to results on English data

Table 3.5 compares results on the German dataset peDOCS with the three English datasets
INSPEC, DUC, and SP. It shows results obtained with TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau,
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Dataset Approach Precision@5 Recall@5 R-precision MAP

peDOCS

Upper bound .856 .393 .614 .614
Position (baseline) .096 .042 .092 .083
tf-idfconstant .170 .075 .127 .123
tf-idf .137 .060 .107 .112
tf-idfweb .188 .083 .139 .139
TextRank .153 .067 .112 .116

Inspec

Upper bound .912 .409 .690 .690
Position (baseline) .140 .063 .130 .175
tf-idfconstant .146 .065 .134 .170
tf-idf .160 .071 .154 .190
tf-idfweb .169 .075 .153 .188
TextRank .140 .062 .128 .166

DUC-2001

Upper bound .990 .555 .851 .851
Position (baseline) .084 .053 .073 .090
tf-idfconstant .102 .065 .088 .092
tf-idf .154 .097 .129 .139
tf-idfweb .116 .073 .103 .106
TextRank .092 .058 .077 .081

SP

Upper bound .949 .538 .808 .808
Position (baseline) .107 .064 .079 .095
tf-idfconstant .008 .048 .073 .089
tf-idf .071 .043 .063 .064
tf-idfweb .102 .061 .094 .104
TextRank .080 .048 .073 .084

Table 3.5
Results of unsupervised keyphrase extraction across all datasets. We use lemmas for peDOCS and
n-grams (with n ≤ 3) for the English datasets.

2004a) and the various configurations of the tf-idf approach. For the peDOCS dataset,
we have previously shown that tf-idfweb yields best results, followed by tf-idfconstant and
tf-idf.

For the Inspec dataset, tf-idfweb yields best results across all evaluation metrics, out-
performing tf-idfconstant and tf-idf. Again, TextRank performs slightly worse than the
tf-idf configurations, but still outperforms the position baseline. The Inspec dataset con-
tains scientific abstracts of few domains, making it a closed domain dataset. As in the
peDOCS dataset, having a closed domain dataset is an issue for the classic tf-idf con-
figuration. Domain-specific terms are lower ranked because they are normalized by the
document frequency.

For the DUC-2001 dataset, tf-idf yields best results, while tf-idfweb yields second
best results. The dataset consists of news articles covering multiple topics. Thus, tf-
idf performs better, as normalization (the idf-term) has a positive effect on the ranking
of keyphrases. The position baseline yields the worst results in terms of precision@5
among the English datasets. Both other English datasets comprise scientific text, only the
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DUC-2001 dataset comprises news text. Non-scientific text apparently does not start with
mentioning keyphrases.

Only for the SP dataset, the position baseline yields best results in terms of precision
and recall with five extracted keyphrases. They slightly outperform tf-idfweb, which yields
best results in terms of R-precision and mean average precision. The SP dataset con-
sists of full scientific papers, thus starting with an abstract containing many keyphrases.
The position baseline benefits from this. tf-idfweb performs better than the position base-
line in terms of R-precision and mean average precision. Within the five highest ranked
keyphrases, the position baseline performs better, while the remaining keyphrases are
ranked worse. A scientific paper starts with an abstract containing many keyphrases, but
then continues with a broader introduction containing fewer keyphrases. After extracting
the first few keyphrases with a position approach, tf-idfweb yields better results. Surpris-
ingly, tf-idfconstant yields very poor results for this dataset, as opposed to very good results
for peDOCS. This is due to the different selection of candidates for keyphrases. For En-
glish datasets, n-grams (with n ≤ 3) yield best results, but weighting n-grams by their
text frequency yields bad results. Common, yet unimportant, n-grams are weighted high-
est. As all n-grams with n ≤ 3 are potential keyphrases, all frequent words40 are ranked
highest.

The ranking of the keyphrase extraction approaches is rather stable across the datasets
A direct comparison of the results across languages is hard because preprocessing (e.g.
POS tagging) for different languages does not perform equally well. Overall, results are
very low which might be due to skipping filtering techniques41 and keeping manually
assigned keyphrases which do not appear in the document as part of the gold standard.
tf-idf yields best results on the open domain datasets, while tf-idfweb yields better results
for closed domain datasets. Approaches yield higher results for datasets with shorter
documents.

Controlled vocabulary

Table 3.6 shows results of keyphrase extraction approaches on the peDOCS dataset. As
described in Section 3.3.2, professional indexers for the peDOCS dataset had two con-
trolled vocabularies available. The controlled vocabularies help them to select keyphrases
for a document, however they are not restricted to these vocabularies. The extended list
contains 8,487 keyphrases and covers 49.9% of the used keyphrases. The core list is much
smaller with 974 keyphrases and covers only 26.3% of the used keyphrases. As shown in
Table 3.6, reducing the number of potential keyphrases also decreases the upper bound.
For the core list, the upper bound for precision@5 is reduced to .552.

Without using any filter42, tf-idfweb yields highest results with a R-precision of .139.
With both filters, tf-idfweb yields even better results (.201 with the extended list and .175
with the core list), however, it is outperformed by classic tf-idf. Using the extended list
improves results of all approaches across all evaluation metrics. Using the even smaller
core list does not improve results any further for all approaches. Only the position baseline
yields better results in terms of R-precision. Additionally, results in terms of mean average

40At least those that are not filtered out by our stopword filter.
41See Kim et al. (2013) for an overview of filtering techniques.
42We perform a look-up of the lemma of the extracted keyphrase and remove it if it is not included in the

vocabulary.
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Vocabulary Approach Precision@5 Recall@5 R-precision MAP

None
(30,051
keyphrases)

Upper bound .856 .393 .614 .614
Position (baseline) .096 .042 .092 .083
tf-idfconstant .170 .075 .127 .123
tf-idf .137 .060 .107 .112
tf-idfweb .188 .083 .139 .139
TextRank .153 .067 .112 .116

Extended list
(8,487
keyphrases)

Upper bound .793 .322 .499 .499
Position (baseline) .195 .086 .127 .118
tf-idfconstant .269 .118 .192 .181
tf-idf .298 .131 .211 .197
tf-idfweb .282 .124 .201 .188
TextRank .255 .112 .182 .173

Core list
(974
keyphrases)

Upper bound .552 .170 .263 .263
Position (baseline) .168 .074 .137 .163
tf-idfconstant .258 .113 .170 .185
tf-idf .279 .123 .181 .194
tf-idfweb .268 .118 .175 .190
TextRank .252 .111 .166 .180

Table 3.6
Results of keyphrase extraction approaches using a controlled vocabulary for the peDOCS dataset.

precision improve for all approaches but tf-idf.
The greater improvement of tf-idf compared to tf-idfweb when using a controlled vo-

cabulary is due to a better ranking of the remaining keyphrases. Without any controlled
vocabulary, tf-idf ranks many irrelevant terms higher because their document frequency is
low. These irrelevant terms are not included in the controlled vocabulary and thus filtered
out.

3.7.2 Multi-label Classification Experiments
So far, we have investigated keyphrase extraction approaches. These approaches have an
upper bound, because keyphrases not included in the document text cannot be extracted.
For the peDOCS dataset, only 61% of all keyphrases are contained in the document text.
We thus apply multi-label classification on the peDOCS dataset.

Table 3.7 shows evaluation results for multi-label classification depending on the la-
bel set size n. The label set is constructed by taking the n most frequent keyphrases as
labels.43 The size of the label set determines the upper bound for assigning keyphrases.
The upper bound for recall@5 is higher the more labels are used because only those
keyphrases which are used as labels can be extracted. However, using more labels de-
creases precision@5, because there is less training data available for less frequent labels.
Extending the label set allows a higher recall (increase from .113 for 10 labels to .316 for

43The frequency of a label is counted in the development set, which was kept separate from the remaining
dataset.
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Label set n Algorithm Precision@5 Recall@5 R-prec.

10
Upper bound .969 .113 .113
J48 .358 .043 .058
SVM .501 .032 .051

20
Upper bound .969 .154 .154
J48 .309 .055 .066
SVM .406 .039 .055

50
Upper bound .969 .234 .234
J48 .305 .063 .065
SVM .337 .050 .058

200
Upper bound .969 .316 .316
J48 .330 .061 .066
SVM .322 .060 .063

Table 3.7
Results for multi-label classification approaches for peDOCS dataset.

200 labels). However, precision decreases for a larger label set size, especially, in case of
SVM for which precision drops from .501 (10 labels) to .322 (200 labels). A label set size
of 200 is a good trade-off between precision and recall. Although, larger label sets are
possible, we limit the label set size to 200 as computation time increases with size.44 We
also omit reporting results for mean average precision as multi-label classification returns
only few keyphrases, thus making precision, recall, and R-precision better suitable.

The classification algorithms J48 and SVM perform almost on par. J48 provides better
results in terms of recall and R-precision, while SVM performs better in terms of preci-
sion. For label set size of 10, using SVM reaches the best results in terms of precision
(.501).

Overall, results in Table 3.7 show that multi-label classification assigns keyphrases
(labels) with higher precision but lower recall compared to keyphrase extraction. The low
results in terms of recall and R-precision are due to a lower number of classified labels:
Recall is limited if less than ten labels are classified. However, in order to effectively use
multi-label classification, the dataset needs to be from a closed domain. In the peDOCS
dataset, many documents share common keyphrases, which can then be used as labels. In
open domain datasets, fewer keyphrases are shared among many documents, hence, the
upper bound for different label set sizes will decrease.

3.7.3 Manual error analysis on peDOCS

Previously, we analyzed keyphrase extraction and multi-label classification approaches.
We have seen that both approaches have their advantages and their shortcomings. Ex-
traction approaches yield better results in terms of recall, while multi-label classification
approaches yield better results in terms of precision. We will now investigate this with
one example document.

4410-fold cross-validation takes about 18 hours on a workstation with quad-core processor.
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Manually assigned
keyphrases

Keyphrase extraction
(tf-idfweb)

Multi-label classification
(J48, 200 labels)

Bildungsforschung Promotion Statistik (1.0)
Wissenschaft Schulbereich Bildungspolitik (0.75)
Hochschullehrerin Wissenschaft Schule (0.40)
Berufung Männer Berufsbildung (0.33)
Professur Frauenanteil
Hochschule Frau
Forschung Hochschule
Frau Kulturwissenschaft
Bildungsstatistik Hausberufung
Statistik Deutschland
... ...

Table 3.8
Manually and automatically identified keyphrases for an example document. Correctly assigned
keyphrases are marked bold, and scores for multi-label classification are given in parentheses.
The first five extracted and classified keyphrases are separated to show the cut-off for computing
precision@5 and recall@5.

Table 3.8 provides manually assigned keyphrases for an example document45 and
keyphrases assigned with supervised keyphrase extraction and multi-label classification.
In total, 21 keyphrases are manually assigned to this documents (we listed the first ten).
Some keyphrases are very similar, e.g. Statistik (Engl.: statistics) is the general term for
Bildungsstatistik (Engl.: educational statistics). Keyphrase extraction returns a weighted
list which is cut-off after ten keyphrases. Multi-label classification only assigns four
keyphrases to this document.

Keyphrase extraction successfully identifies three keyphrases within the top-10 list
and multi-label classification correctly assigns the highest ranked keyphrase. We observe
several near misses46 of keyphrases, e.g. the extracted keyphrase Hausberufung (Engl.:
internal appointment) is a near miss for the gold keyphrase Berufung (Engl.: appoint-
ment). Additionally, we observe that most of the extracted and classified keyphrases
not appearing in the list of keyphrases, are still good keyphrases for the document, e.g.
Frauenanteil (Engl.: percentage of women) and Bildungspolitik (Engl.: education policy).
Hence, the list of gold keyphrases cannot be considered complete and further identified
keyphrases are not necessarily incorrect.47 Rather than counting matches of keyphrases,
we believe that an extrinsic evaluation of their usefulness could provide better insights
into the system’s quality.

In the list of extracted keyphrases, we see a special case of near misses: Hausberu-
fung (Engl.: internal appointment) is a compound, having as one part the gold keyphrase
Berufung (Engl.: appointment). In the following, we analyze the effect of a prior decom-
pounding and show that it influences results on a German dataset.

45Title: Chancengleichheit in Wissenschaft und Forschung (Engl.: Equal Opportunities in Science and
Research)

46Near misses are identified keyphrases which partially cover or are covered by a gold keyphrase in terms
of meaning.

47This has further implications on the creation of datasets for keyphrase identification.
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Method ∆ precision@5 ∆ recall@5 ∆ R-precision ∆ MAP

Position (baseline) .000 .000 .000 .000
tf-idfconstant .039 .030 .022 .012
tf-idf .031 .024 .025 .015
tf-idfweb .035 .021 .024 .012
TextRank .000 .000 .000 .000

Table 3.9
Improvement with decompounding on the MedForum dataset with all lemmas as potential
keyphrases.

3.7.4 Decompounding
In order to assess the influence of decompounding on keyphrase extraction, we evaluate
the selected extraction approaches with (w/) and without (w/o) decompounding. In addi-
tion to the previously used peDOCS dataset, we apply keyphrase extraction approaches
to the German datasets MedForum and Pythagoras. The final evaluation results will be
influenced by two factors:

More accurate frequency counts As we have discussed before, the frequency counts
will be more accurate, which should lead to higher quality keyphrases being ex-
tracted. This affects frequency-based rankings.

More keyphrase candidates The number of keyphrase candidates might increase, as it
is possible that some of the parts created by the decompounding were not mentioned
in the document before. This is the special case of a more accurate frequency count
going up from 0 to 1.

We perform experiments to investigate the influence of both effects, first, the more accu-
rate frequency counts, and second, the newly introduced keyphrase candidates.

More Accurate Frequency Counts

In order to isolate the effect, we limit the list of keyphrase candidates to those that are
already present in the document without decompounding. We selected the MedForum
dataset for this analysis, because a preliminary analysis has shown that it includes many
compounds.

Table 3.9 shows improvements of evaluation results for five keyphrase extraction ap-
proaches on the MedForum datasets. The improvement is measured as the difference of
evaluation metrics of using extraction approaches with decompounding compared to not
using any decompounding. This table does not show absolute numbers, instead it shows
the increase of performance. Absolute values are not comparable to other experimental
settings, because all gold keyphrases that do not appear in the text as lemmas are disre-
garded. We can thus analyze the effect of more accurate frequency counts in isolation.

Results show that for tf-idfconstant, tf-idf, and tf-idfweb our decompounding extension
increases results. Decompounding does not affect results for the position baseline and
TextRank as they are not based on frequency counting. For the frequency-based ap-
proaches, the effect is rather small in general, however consistent across all metrics and
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Decompounding
Dataset w/o w ∆

peDOCS .614 .632 .018
MedForum .592 .631 .038
Pythagoras .624 .625 .002

Table 3.10
Maximum recall for keyphrase extraction with and without decompounding for the datasets and
all lemmas as candidates.

methods. We have thus shown that decompounding has indeed the potential to improve
the performance of frequency-based keyphrase extraction approaches.

More keyphrase candidates

The second effect of decompounding is that new terms are introduced that cannot be
found in the original document. Table 3.10 shows the maximum recall for lemmas with
and without decompounding on all German datasets. Keyphrase extraction with decom-
pounding increases the maximum recall on all datasets by up to 3.8% points. The increase
is higher for the MedForum dataset while it is low for Pythagoras. Pythagoras comprises
summaries of lesson transcripts for students in the ninth grade, thus teachers are less
likely to use complex words which need to be decompounded. The smaller increase for
peDOCS compared to MedForum is due to longer peDOCS documents. The longer a doc-
ument is, the more likely a part in a compound also appears as an isolated token which
limits the increase of maximum recall. peDOCS shows to have a higher maximum recall
compared to collections with shorter documents because documents with more tokens
also have more candidates. MedForum comprises forum data, which contains both med-
ical terms and informal description of such terms. Furthermore, gold keyphrases were
assigned to assist others in searching. This leads to having documents containing terms
like Augenschmerzen (Engl.: eye pain) for which the gold keyphrase Auge (Engl.: eye)
was assigned.

Combined results

Previously, we analyzed the effects of decompounding in isolation, now we analyze the
combination of more accurate frequency counts and more keyphrase candidates on the
overall results. Table 3.11 shows the complete results for the presented German datasets,
described keyphrase extraction methods, and with and without the decompounding exten-
sion.

For the peDOCS dataset, we see a negative effect of decompounding. Only the po-
sition baseline and tf-idfconstant benefit from decompounding in terms of mean average
precision (MAP), while they yield lower results in terms of the other evaluation metrics.
The improvement of the position baseline in terms of MAP might be to several correctly
extracted keyphrases which have a lower rank. Precision and recall consider only the top-
5 ranked extracted keyphrases, but R-precision considers the same number of extracted
keyphrases as there are gold keyphrases. MAP, however, still considers lower ranked
keyphrases (with lower influence) and can thus consider lower-ranked keyphrases. We
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have previously discussed that peDOCS has on average the longest documents and most
likely contains all gold keyphrases multiple times in the document text. For this reason,
frequency-based approaches do not benefit from additional frequency information ob-
tained from compounds. On the contrary, more common keyphrases are weighted higher,
which hurt results in the case of peDOCS with highly-specialized and longer keyphrases.
As can be seen in Table 3.2, peDOCS has the keyphrases with most characters among the
German datasets.

For the MedForum dataset, results improve with decompounding for tf-idfconstant and
tf-idf. As can be seen in Table 3.10, more accurate frequency counts improve results,
and lead to a higher maximum recall (see Table 3.10). This also yields an improvement
of results for the combination. Contrary to the other tf-idf configurations, results for
tf-idfweb decrease with decompounding. This leads to the observation that, besides the
effect of more accurate ranking and more keyphrase candidates, a third effect influences
results of keyphrase extraction methods: The ranking of additional keyphrase candidates
obtained from decompounding. These candidates might appear infrequently in isolation
and are ranked high if external document frequencies (df values) are used. Compound
parts which do not appear in isolation48—hence, no good keyphrases—are ranked high in
case of tf-idfweb because their document frequency (df value) from the web is very low.
In case of classic tf-idf they are ranked low because they are normalized with a frequency
resource containing compound parts. In a preliminary step, the decompounding extension
is applied to the entire document collection and used for normalizing term frequencies.

For the Pythagoras dataset, keyphrase extraction approaches yield similar results as
for peDOCS. Decompounding decreases results, only results for tf-idf stay stable. As
seen earlier (see Table 3.10), decompounding does not raise the maximum recall much
(only by .002). As before in the case of the MedForum dataset, tf-idfweb is influenced
negatively by the decompounding extension. Results for tf-idfweb decrease by .103 in
terms of R-precision, which is a reduction of more than 50%. The ranking of keyphrases
is hurt by many keyphrases, which appear as parts of compounds. They are ranked high
because they infrequently appear as separate words.

Considering the characteristics of keyphrases in Pythagoras, we see that keyphrases
are rather long with 12.22 characters per keyphrase. This is fewer than for the peDOCS
dataset (12.27) but more than for the MedForum dataset (10.28). This leads to the obser-
vation that the style of the keyphrases has an effect on the applicability of decompound-
ing. Datasets with more specific keyphrases are less likely to benefit from decompound-
ing. For more general keyphrases, we see that decompounding improves the results of
frequency-based approaches if their text frequencies are normalized with decompounded
document frequencies.

Error analysis

To further gain insights into the effect of decompounding on keyphrase extraction, we
analyze one example document from MedForum in detail. The document starts with the
following;

“Buchempfehlung: Stopp Diabetes
Ernährungsempfehlung: Auf Menge und Qualität der KH achten, also die KH

48The verb begießen (Engl.: to water) can be split into the verb gießen (Engl.: to pour) and the prefix be
which does not appear as an isolated word.
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Decompounding
Precision@5 Recall@5 R-precision

Method w/o w/ w/o w/ w/o w/

Upper bound 2/5 3/5 2/3 3/3 2/3 3/3

Position (baseline) 1/5 2/5 1/3 2/3 1/3 0/3
tf-idfconstant 2/5 3/5 2/3 3/3 0/3 0/3
tf-idf 1/5 1/5 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3
tf-idfweb

1/5 1/5 1/3 1/3 0/3 0/3

Table 3.12
Results for one example document from MedForum.

moderat reduzieren und wenn dann bevorzugt auf Vollkornprodukte zurück-
greifen...”

The document’s gold keyphrases are Diabetes (Engl.: diabetes), Bewegung (Engl.:
movement), and Ernährung (Engl.: nutrition). The document contains the two keyphrases
as words and the keyphrase Ernährung as a part in the compounds Ernährungsempfehlung
(Engl.: nutrition advice) and Ernährungsumstellung (Engl.: nutrition change).

The recall for the methods without decompounding is limited to 2/3 because Ernährung
cannot be extracted as a keyphrase candidate. With our decompounding processing, the
recall can reach the maximum value of 1 because Ernährung has been split from the
compounds.

Table 3.12 gives keyphrase extraction results for the mentioned example document in
terms of precision, recall, and R-precision. Precision ranges from 1/5 to 3/5 as at maximum
three of the 5 extracted keyphrases can be correct. tf-idfconstant performs best in this
example in terms of precision and recall. It achieves the maximum recall without and
with decompounding processing. All correct keyphrases are in the top-5 most frequent
terms in this document.

R-precision returns the precision of the top-3 extracted keyphrases (as there are three
gold keyphrases). Position achieves a non-zero value only without decompounding, as the
first three words of the document are Buchempfehlung, Stopp, and Diabetes, covering one
of the gold keyphrases. When decompounding is used, the first word Buchempfehlung is
split into the parts Buch and Empfehlung. Hence, Diabetes is no longer one of the first
three keyphrase candidates in this document.

Most methods extracted KH (abbreviation for Kohlenhydrat (Engl.: carbohydrate) in
the top-5 keyphrase candidates (it has the highest frequency and a high value for tf-idf),
but was not assigned as a keyphrase by the annotators. tf-idf extracted the term Vollkorn
(Engl.: wholemeal) as a keyphrase candidate and ranked it in the top-5 keyphrases. This
part of the compound Vollkornkost was also extracted by one of the annotators and we
believe that—like this—many of the high-ranked keyphrase candidates are potentially
valuable keyphrases, but are not annotated as such.
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3.8 Keyphrases in Text Structuring Scenarios
In our extensive analysis, we have seen that results of keyphrase identification approaches
heavily vary depending on the dataset. We used different types of datasets in our experi-
ments to analyze advantages of the approaches in specific scenarios. The datasets vary in
respect to (i) the domain, (ii) the language, (iii) the length of the documents, and (iv) the
style of the keyphrases and documents. We will discuss implications of these characteris-
tics for every scenario we have defined in Section 2.3.

Focused searcher

A focused search is interested in answering questions on a specific topic and will most
likely start with using a search engine. With the exception of the DUC-2001 dataset, all
datasets cover a single domain, which means they are representative for this scenario.
When accessing a closed domain document collection, a first clustering of documents
based on their keyphrases (Gutwin, 1999) is helpful to get an overview of the topics. For
this clustering, multi-label classification approaches to keyphrases are suitable because
they assign a small set of keyphrases (only the most frequent ones) to all documents with
high precision, which can then be used for clustering. However, this requires to already
have manually assigned keyphrases for this collection or from a similar dataset. This is
very often not the case. Without training data, tf-idfweb performs well for both longer
and shorter document collections. This is better suited because it does not need to count
document frequencies in the entire collection, and frequent words in the collection are
not filtered out. The normalization of tf-idf leads to many keyphrases being filtered out,
because they appear throughout the entire collection and thus receive a high document
frequency.

Another aspect is the language dependence. tf-idfweb is language dependent, as it re-
quires background frequencies. Common resources, e.g. Web1T, are available for several
languages, but changing the resource requires additional processing components49 and
additional space for the data.

An extension for German, or other languages with many compounds, is using decom-
pounding as preprocessing. However, this only improves results for document collections
with shorter documents and a high number of compounds. With longer documents, the
classic tf-idf configuration outperforms the decompounding extension.

Recreational news reader

We defined a recreational news reader as a user who starts his search at few entry news
websites and typically reads further news from the same website.50 This news website
can be either in an open domain (e.g. world news such as BBC51), or closed domain (e.g.
highly-specialized news for Apple products on MacRumors52). In open domain websites,
generic keyphrases are required, like they are collected in the peDOCS dataset. peDOCS

49Some of the language processing components are already language dependent, but some language
processing frameworks offer the possibility to exchange language-specific models during processing time
(Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014).

50This phenomenon is described as stickiness by Li et al. (2006).
51http://www.bbc.com/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
52http://www.macrumors.com/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.bbc.com/
http://www.macrumors.com/
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contains generic keyphrases like Deutschland (Engl.: Germany), which allow for cluster-
ing the document collection into clusters. Accordingly, world news can be clustered into
regional news based on the country keyphrases. For using a country keyphrases filter, we
can either use a controlled vocabulary (as described in section 3.7.1) or apply multi-label
classification based on country names as labels. Especially the second option is feasible
for a larger news company which has the human resources to manually create the required
training data.

For closed domain news, classic tf-idf is best suited because general keyphrases such
as Apple or Mac are normalized by their document frequency in the document collection.
With tf-idfweb, keyphrases are normalized with their external frequency, thus, leading to a
much higher ranking of general keyphrases.

Knowledge worker in a company

A knowledge worker in a company is interested in specific information which is very often
covered by a single or only few documents. The documents containing this information
can usually be found in a corporate wiki or an Intranet. Finding these documents is a
tedious tasks, because smaller wikis tend to be less structured (Désilets et al., 2005; Buffa,
2006). Thus, keyphrases need to be highly focused to the domain in which the company
is active and potentially follow a taxonomy, or a controlled vocabulary.

Since the document collection is very often not as large as in the open domain (due to
the restriction to a single company), a high recall for keyphrases is desired. In our exper-
iments, the highest value for recall@5 was obtained with tf-idf with the decompounding
extension on the MedForum dataset. It is possible to compute similarities to enhance the
mapping of keyphrases to a search query (see Section 5.7).

3.9 Chapter Summary
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

Contribution 3.1: We presented approaches to keyphrase extraction and keyphrase
assignment and evaluated these with English and German datasets.

Contribution 3.2: We applied a preprocessing step for splitting compounds and
evaluated keyphrase extraction approaches on a level including compounds.

In this chapter, we analyzed keyphrase identification approaches for three German
and three English datasets. We analyzed the peDOCS dataset in detail and compared it to
the English datasets. peDOCS is the first dataset consisting of German documents with
keyphrases that are manually assigned by professional indexers. Its number of documents
and average number of keyphrases per document is larger than for other datasets.

We presented approaches to keyphrase assignment and analyzed their strengths and
shortcomings. Keyphrase extraction approaches assign many potential keyphrases but are
restricted to keyphrases that appear in the document. Multi-label classification assigns
keyphrases with high precision but is limited to a predefined set of labels. Our experi-
mental results on peDOCS showed that keyphrase extraction assigns keyphrases with low
precision and high recall, while multi-label classification obtains higher precision and
lower recall.
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In addition, we presented a decompounding extension for keyphrase extraction. We
created two further German datasets to analyze these effects and showed that decom-
pounding increases results for keyphrase extraction on one German dataset. We iden-
tified two effects of decompounding relevant for keyphrase extraction: (i) changing the
frequency counts of the compound parts, and (ii) potentially introducing terms into the
document that were not mentioned initially. We find that the first effect slightly increases
results when only updating the term frequencies. The second effect of decompounding is
that new terms are introduced. Our results show that we are able to increase the maximum
recall on all German datasets.

Results for the full approach (combining both effects) show an increase of up to .05
points in terms of precision@5. Besides the effects of more accurate ranking and more
keyphrase candidates, the ranking of keyphrase candidates obtained from decompounding
strongly influences results. Compound parts which do not appear in isolation are ranked
high in case of tf-idfweb because their document frequency (df -value) from the background
corpus is very low. In case of tf-idf this is normalized with a frequency resource contain-
ing compound parts leading to an increase of results for keyphrase extraction.

For future work, we plan to verify our observations in a user study. Our hypothesis is
that keyphrases identified by automatic approaches are comparable to manually assigned
keyphrases and are useful for indexing and clustering of digital libraries, even if they are
not part of the gold standard. We observed low inter-annotator agreement when creating
a gold standard, showing that human ratings are not consistent. Additionally, Huang et al.
(2009b) point out that human annotators perform on par with automatic approaches when
evaluated with existing links in Wikipedia. Thus, humans are not a good model for this
task as they (i) identify keyphrases subjectively, and (ii) two disjoint sets of keyphrases
can still be good representations of the same document. For evaluating keyphrase identi-
fication in the future, we propose to use either pooling53, or ask human annotators to rate
possible keyphrases and weight identified keyphrases with these ratings.

Additionally, incorporating semantic resources such as UBY (Gurevych et al., 2012)
may improve automatic evaluation for keyphrase identification by bridging the gap be-
tween related keyphrases. Considering a document has the gold keyphrase Computer, a
keyphrase identification approach returning PC as keyphrase should receive a higher score
than an approach returning car. Instead of using only correct and incorrect for evaluating
identified keyphrases, a semantic evaluation may weight identified keyphrases using syn-
onymy relations in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Additionally, matches of keyphrases can
be weighted using similarity measures (Bär et al., 2013).

We give a detailed description of the experimental framework used in our experiments
in Section A.1 and we made the framework open-source to foster future research.54

53Pooling (Sparck Jones and van Rijsbergen, 1975) is an evaluation method used for information retrieval.
First a list of keyphrases is collected from multiple approaches and then manually judged as relevant or
irrelevant.

54https://code.google.com/p/dkpro-keyphrases/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

https://code.google.com/p/dkpro-keyphrases/


Chapter 4

Text Structuring through
Table-of-Contents

On two occasions I have been asked, — "Pray, Mr. Babbage, if you put
into the machine wrong figures, will the right answers come out?" In one case
a member of the Upper, and in the other a member of the Lower, House put
this question. I am not able rightly to apprehend the kind of confusion of
ideas that could provoke such a question. Charles Babbage in Passages from
the Life of a Philosopher (Babbage, 1864, ch. 5 Difference Engine No. 1)

In this chapter, we deal with text structuring through a table-of-contents as a way to
provide a reader with further information about the content and the structure of a docu-
ment. Figure 4.1 shows a table-of-contents as one technique for text structuring.

4.1 Introduction
A table-of-contents (TOC) provides an easy way to gain an overview about a document as
a TOC presents the document’s content and structure. At the same time, a TOC captures
the relative importance of document topics by arranging the topic titles in a hierarchical
manner. Thus, TOCs might be used as a short document summary that provides more
information about search results in a search engine. Figure 4.2 provides a sketch of such
a search interface. Instead of a thumbnail1 of the document like most search engines
provide it, or a clustering of search results (Carpineto et al., 2009), we propose to use an
automatically extracted TOC.

The task of automatically generating a table-of-contents can be decomposed in the
subtasks of document segmentation, segment title generation, and hierarchy identifica-
tion. The first step splits the document into topical parts, the second step generates an
informative title for each segment, and the third step decides whether a segment is on a
higher, equal, or lower level than the previous segment. This chapter presents novel ap-
proaches for the third subtask: hierarchy identification. Additionally, it presents a detailed
analysis of results for segment title generation on the presented datasets.

Many documents are already segmented but only few documents already contain an
explicit hierarchical TOC (e.g. Wikipedia articles), while for most documents it needs to

1A thumbnail is much smaller version of the original object, typically a picture or a website. Its size is
reduced to fit literally on a thumbnail.
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Scenarios

Keyphrases

Table-of-Contents

Links
Prototypes

O pen D o m ain
Closed Domain

Figure 4.1: Graphical overview of the contents which are covered in this thesis with text structuring
through table-of-contents highlighted blue.
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Figure 4.2: Mockup of a search user interface showing a table-of-contents along with the search
results.

be automatically identified. For some documents, identification is straight-forward, e.g. if
an HTML document already contains hierarchically structured headlines (<h1>, <h2>,
etc). We focus on the most challenging case, in which only the textual content of the
documents’ segments is available and the hierarchy needs to be inferred using Natural
Language Processing.

We automatically identify the hierarchy of two segments based on semantic and lexical
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Figure 4.3: TOC of the chapter about table-of-contents generation.

features. We perform linguistic preprocessing including named entity recognition (Finkel
et al., 2005), keyphrase extraction (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004a) (see Chapter 3), and noun
chunking (Schmid, 1994) which are then used as features for machine learning.

In this section, we develop new algorithms for segment hierarchy identification, present
new evaluation datasets for all subtasks, and compare our newly developed methods with
the state of the art. To foster future research, we present two new datasets and com-
pare results on these datasets (see Section 4.3) with the one presented by Branavan et al.
(2007) in prior work. We then compare the applicability of approaches with respect to the
selected scenarios in Section 2.3.

4.2 Task Definition and Characteristics

Our system tackles the problem using a supervised classifier predicting the relation be-
tween the segments. Two segments can be on the same, higher, or lower level. Formally,
the difference of a segment with level l0 and a following segment with level l1 is any
integer n ∈ [−∞..∞] for which n = l1 − l0. However, our analysis on the development
data has shown that n typically is in the range of [−2..2] which means that a following
segment is at most 2 levels higher or lower than the previous segment.

Performance is measured in terms of accuracy and is defined as the ratio of correctly
identified relations. A relation is correctly identified if the classifiers output n′ (n′ ∈
[−∞..∞]) equals the true level relation n = l1 − l0. For k segment pairs with a level
relation of lk+1 − lk, the accuracy is defined as

acc. =

∑
k δn,n′

k
(4.1)

where δn,n′ is the Kronecker delta function (returning one only if both indexes are equal,
otherwise zero).
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4.3 Resources
Branavan et al. (2007) extracted a single table-of-contents (TOC) from an algorithms
textbook (Cormen et al., 2001) and split it into a training and a test set. We use the
complete TOC as a test set and refer to it as Cormen. As a single TOC is a shallow basis
for experimental results, we create two additional datasets containing tables-of-contents,
allowing us to evaluate on different domains and styles of hierarchies.

We create the first dataset from a random selection of featured articles2 in Wikipedia.
They have been shown to be of high quality (Stein and Hess, 2007) and are complex
enough to contain hierarchical TOCs. The following example is a shortened version of
the XML representation for the Wikipedia article solar eclipse:3

<section id="1" title="Occurrence and cycles" level="1">
Total solar eclipses are rare events. Although they occur somewhere on

Earth every 18 months on average, it has been estimated that they recur at
any given place only once every 370 years, on average. [...]
<section id="2" title="Frequency per year" level="2">

Solar eclipses can occur 2 to 5 times per calendar year. Since the Grego-
rian calendar was begun in 1582, five solar eclipses occurred in 1693, 1758,
1823, 1805, 1870, 1935. The next occurrence will be 2206. [...]
</section>
<section id="3" title="Final totality" level="2">

Solar eclipses are an extreme rarity within the universe at large. They are
seen on Earth because of a fortuitous combination of circumstances. Even
on Earth, eclipses of the type familiar to people today are a temporary (on a
geological time scale) phenomenon. [...]
</section>
</section>
<section id="4" title="Historical eclipses" level="1">

Historical eclipses are a valuable resource for historians, in that they
allow a few historical events to be dated precisely, from which other dates
and a society’s calendar may be deduced. [...]
</section>

This excerpt contains four segments (sections) surrounded by XML section markup. The
first segment (1st level) is about the occurrence and cycles of solar eclipses and the follow-
ing two subsegments (2nd level) are about their frequency and totality. The last segment
(1st level) is again about the more general topic of historical eclipses. We can construct
three pairs from this subset of the article. For the pair 1–2, the level difference has the
value 1, for pair 2–3 the value 0, and for pair 3–4, it has the value −1.

We use a second dataset consisting of 55 books from the project Gutenberg.4 We
refer to these datasets as Wikipedia and Gutenberg. We annotated these datasets with the
hierarchy level of each segment, ranging from 1 (top-level segment) to the lowest-level
segment found in the datasets.

2Featured articles are specially flagged and considered as articles complying with the highest Wikipedia
quality requirements (Stein and Hess, 2007).

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse (last accessed: 2014-12-02)
4The same collection of books was used by Csomai and Mihalcea (2006) for experiments on back-of-

the-book indexing. They mostly cover the domains humanities, science, and technology.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse
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Dataset doc seg ∅ tok
seg

Cormen 1 607 733

Gutenberg 18 1,312 1927
Wikipedia 277 3,680 399

Table 4.1
Characteristics of evaluation datasets. Showing the total number of documents (doc), segments
(seg) and average number of tokens in each segment (∅ tok

seg ).

Hierarchy level
Dataset 1 2 3 4 5

Cormen .00 .02 .08 .41 .48

Wikipedia .07 .48 .41 .04 .00
Gutenberg .01 .35 .49 .12 .03

Table 4.2
Distribution of segments over levels in the evaluation corpora.

Table 4.1 gives an overview of the datasets regarding the segment structure. Although
the Cormen dataset consists of one book only, it is composed of more segments than an
average document in any other dataset and thus is a valuable evaluation resource. The
Wikipedia dataset contains on average the fewest tokens in each segment. It is the most
fine-grained TOC. The Wikipedia and Gutenberg datasets cover a broad spectrum of top-
ics, while the Cormen dataset is focused on computational algorithms.

4.3.1 Level distribution

Table 4.2 shows the distribution of levels in the datasets. The Cormen dataset has a much
deeper structure compared to the other two datasets. The fraction of segments on the first
level is below 1% because a single document may have only one top-level segment and
this document contains far more than 100 segments. This is a special characteristic of
this book: since it is often used to quickly look up specific topics, the authors provide a
very fine-grained table-of-contents. In Wikipedia, most of the segments are on the second
level. Articles in Wikipedia are rather short. According to the Wikipedia author guidelines
a segment of a Wikipedia article is moved into an independent article if it gets too long.
The Gutenberg dataset is more balanced as it contains documents from different authors.
Similar to the Wikipedia dataset, most segments are on the second and third level.

Pair-wise level distribution

We now focus on the pairwise classification and investigate the pairwise relation of neigh-
boring segments. Two segments on the same level have a hierarchy relation of n = 0, a
segment that is one level higher than the following segment has a hierarchy relation of
n = 1. Table 4.3 shows that for all datasets most of the segment pairs (neighboring seg-
ments) are on the same level. Although there are segments which are two levels higher
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Pairwise hierarchy relation
Name n = 2 n = 1 n = 0 n = −1 n = −2

Cormen .00 .20 .60 .16 .03

Wikipedia .00 .15 .71 .13 .01
Gutenberg .00 .10 .80 .09 .01

Table 4.3
Distribution of pairwise level difference of segments of the evaluation corpora.

or three levels higher than the previous segment, this is the case for no more than 1%
of all segment pairs. The Cormen dataset has the highest deviation of the level relation.
This is due to the fact that its segments have a broad distribution of levels (see Table 4.2).
Segments in the Gutenberg dataset, on the other hand, are in 80% of all cases on the same
level as the previous segment. The case that the next segment is two levels lower, i.e.
n=2, is very unlikely. This is in line with our expectations that a writer does not skip
levels when starting a lower level segment.

4.4 Approaches to Table-of-Contents Generation
For some documents, the hierarchy of segments can be induced using HTML-based fea-
tures. Pembe and Güngör (2010) focus on the DOM tree and on formatting features, but
also use occurrences of manually crafted cue phrases such as back to top. However, most
features are only applicable in very few cases where HTML markup directly provides a
hierarchy. In order to provide a uniform user experience, a TOC also needs to be gener-
ated for documents where HTML-based methods fail or when only the textual content is
available.

Feng et al. (2005) train a classifier to detect semantically coherent areas on a page.
However, they make use of the existing HTML markup and return areas of the document
instead of identifying hierarchical structures for segments. Besides markup and position
features, they use features based on unigrams and bigrams for classifying a segment into
one of 12 categories.5

For segment title generation, we divide related work into the following classes:

Unsupervised approaches make use of only the text in a segment. Therefore, titles are
limited to words appearing in the text. They can be applied in all situations, but will
often create trivial or even wrong titles.

Supervised approaches learn a model of document segments with their titles. They have
a high precision, but require training data and are limited to an a priori determined
set of titles for which the model is trained.

In the following, we organize the few available previous papers on this topic according
to these two classes. The text-based approach by Lopez et al. (2011) uses a position
heuristic. Each noun phrase in a segment is given a score depending on its position and
its tf-idf value.

5These categories are mainly structure categories, e.g. forms, bulletined list, or Heading.
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The supervised approach by Branavan et al. (2007) trains an incremental perceptron
algorithm (Collins and Roark, 2004; Daumé and Marcu, 2005) to predict titles. It uses
rules based on the hierarchical structure of the document6 to re-rank the candidates to-
wards the best global solution. Nguyen et al. (2009) expand the supervised approach by
Branavan et al. (2007) using word clusters as additional features. Both approaches are
trained and tested on the Cormen dataset. The book is split into a set of 39 independent
documents at boundaries of segments of the second level. The newly created documents
are randomly selected for training (80%) and testing (20%). Such an approach is not
suited for our scenario of an end-to-end TOC creation, as we want to generate a TOC for
a whole document and cannot train on parts of it. Besides, this tunes the system towards
special characteristics of the book instead of having a domain-independent system.

Keyphrase extraction methods (Frank et al., 1999; Turney, 2000) may also be used for
segment title generation if a reader prefers shorter headlines. These methods can be either
unsupervised or supervised, as discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

4.5 Experimental Setup
We create a supervised classifier for hierarchy classification, using different groups of
features. We identified the following groups of features that solely make use of the text in
each segment (we refer to these features as in-document features):

N-gram features We identify the top-500 most frequent n-grams7 in the collection and
use them as Boolean features for each segment. The feature value is set to true
if the n-gram appears, false otherwise. These features reflect reoccurring cue
phrases and generic terms for fixed segments like the introduction.

Length-based We compute the number of characters (including whitespaces) for both
segments and use their difference as feature value. We apply the same procedure
for the number of tokens and sentences. A higher-level segment might be shorter
because it provides a summary of the following more detailed segments.

Entity-based We identify all named entities in each segment and return a Boolean feature
if they share at least one entity. This feature is based on the assumption that two
segments having the same entities are related. Two related segments are more likely
on the same level or the second segment is a lower-level segment.

Noun chunk features Noun chunks in both segments are identified using the TreeTagger
(Schmid, 1994), and then the average number of tokens for each of the segments is
computed. The feature value is the difference of the average phrase length. Phrases
in lower-level segments are longer because they are more detailed. In the exam-
ple from Figure 4.2, the term bubble sort algorithm is longer than the frequently
occurring upper level phrase sorting algorithm.

Additionally, the number of chunks that appear in both segments is divided by the
number of chunks that appear in the second segment. If a term like sorting algo-
rithm is the only shared term in both segments and the second segment contains

6An example of such a rule is the condition that neighboring segments must not have the same title.
7With n between 1 and 4.
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in total ten phrases, then the noun chunk overlap is 10%. This feature is based on
the assumption that lower-level segments mostly mention noun chunks that have
already been introduced earlier.

Keyphrase-based We apply the state of the art keyphrase extraction approach TextRank
(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004a) and identify a ranked list of keyphrases in each seg-
ment. We compare the top-k (k ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20]) keyphrases of each segment
pair and return true if at least one keyphrase appears in both segments. These
features also reflect topically related segments.

Frequency We apply another feature set which uses a background corpus in addition to
the text of the segments. We use the Google Web1T corpus (Brants and Franz,
2006) to retrieve the frequency of a term. The average frequency of the top-k
(k ∈ [5, 10]) keyphrases in a segment is calculated and the difference between
two segments is the feature value. We expect lower-level segments to contain
keyphrases that are less frequently used, because they are more specific.

We use WEKA (Hall et al., 2009) to train the classifier and report results obtained
with SVM, which performed best on the development set.8 We evaluate all approaches
by computing the accuracy as the fraction of correctly identified hierarchy relations (see
Section 4.2). As a baseline, we consider all segments to be on the same level. Even the
baseline yields a high accuracy because most consequitive segments are on an equal level
(majority class). This leads to flat documents without any hierarchies.

4.6 Experimental Results and Discussion
We evaluate the performance of our system using 10-fold cross-validation on previously
unseen data using DKPro Lab (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2011) as the experimen-
tal framework for parameter sweeping. Evaluation results are shown in terms of accuracy
as defined in Equation 4.1.

Table 4.4 shows our results on each dataset. Always predicting two segments to be
on the same level is a strong baseline, as this is the case for 60% of cases in the Cormen
and 80% of cases in the Gutenberg dataset. The table shows results for each of the fea-
ture groups defined in Section 4.5 numbered from (1) to (6). N-gram features perform
best on the Cormen dataset while they perform worse than the baseline on the Wikipedia
(WP) dataset. This difference might be due to the topic diversity in the Wikipedia and
Cormen datasets. Wikipedia covers many topics, while Cormen is focused on a single
topic (algorithms) and thus contains reappearing n-grams.

Noun chunk features are the best-performing group of features on the Wikipedia and
Gutenberg and second best on the Cormen dataset. Entity, keyphrase, and frequency
features do not improve the baseline in any of the presented datasets. Apparently, they are
no good indicator for the hierarchical structure of document segments.

Combining all features further improves results on the Cormen dataset. However, the
best results are obtained by combining all besides entity and keyphrase features. On the
other two datasets (Wikipedia and Gutenberg), a combination of all features decreases

8We experimented with Naïve Bayes and J48, but the results were significantly lower.
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Cormen WP Gutenb.

Baseline (always equal) .60 .71 .80

(1) N-gram features .86† .64 .86†

(2) Length features .62 .76† .80
(3) Entity features .60 .71 .80
(4) Noun chunk features .83† .86† .91†
(5) Keyphrase features .60 .71 .80
(6) Frequency features .60 .71 .80

All features .86† .77† .86†

All features w/o (1) .83† .86† .91†
All features w/o (3) & (5) .87† .77† .86†

Table 4.4
Accuracy of approaches for hierarchy identification. Best results of feature groups and combina-
tions are marked bold. Statistic significant improvements over the baseline are marked with a †.
Statistical significance is computed using McNemar’s test with p ≤ .001. Upper bounds are not
given because the gold standard was created by a single annotator. However, a pilot study revealed
that the inter-annotator agreement reaches perfect agreement.

Predicted
2 1 0 −1 −2

A
ct

ua
l

2 0 4 0 - 0
1 0 567 0 0 0
0 0 0 2,585 0 0
−1 0 0 478 0 0
−2 0 0 24 0 0

Table 4.5
Confusion matrix for best system (all features w/o n-gram features) on the Wikipedia dataset.
Correctly identified segments are marked bold.

accuracy compared to a supervised system using only noun chunk features. The highest
accuracy is obtained by using all features besides n-gram features.

Based on our observation that using all features performs worse than a selection of
features, we analyzed the confusion matrix of the corresponding systems. Table 4.5 shows
the confusion matrix for the best performing system from Table 4.4 on the Wikipedia
dataset using selected features (all w/o n-gram features). The system is optimized towards
accuracy and trained on unbalanced training data. This leads to a system returning either
n= 1 (next level is one level lower) or n= 0 (same level). There are no cases where a
lower-level segment is incorrectly classified as a higher-level segment but all cases with
|n| ≥ 2 are incorrectly classified as having a level difference of one.

Table 4.6 shows the confusion matrix for a system using all features on the same
dataset as before (Wikipedia). The system also covers the case n= −1 (next level is one
level higher), thus creating more realistic TOCs. In contrast to the previous system (see
Table 4.5), some higher-level segment relations (n<0) are incorrectly classified as lower-
level segment relations (n>0). Although the system using all features returns a lower
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Predicted
2 1 0 −1 −2

A
ct

ua
l

2 0 4 0 0 0
1 0 539 17 11 0
0 0 14 2,115 455 1
−1 0 1 323 154 0
−2 0 0 12 12 0

Table 4.6
Confusion matrix for a system using all features on the Wikipedia dataset. Correctly identified
segments are marked bold.

Correct TOC Predicted TOC

Figure 4.4: Correct and predicted TOCs of the article about Apollo 8 from the Wikipedia dataset
(see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_8, last accessed: 2014-12-07).

precision than the one using selected features, it better captures the way writers construct
documents (also having segments on a higher level than previous segments).

Overall, results show that automatic hierarchy identification provides a TOC with a
sufficient quality. To support this observation, Figure 4.4 shows the correct and predicted
TOCs for the article about Apollo 8 from the Wikipedia dataset. The correct TOC is on
the left and the predicted TOC is on the right.

Section 1.3 (Mission control) was erroneously identified as being on a higher level

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_8
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than the previous section. The system fails to identify that both segments are about the
crew (backup and mission control crew). The section Planning is correctly identified as
having a higher level than the previous segment but leading to a different numbering (5
instead of 4 due to earlier errors). Not all of the remaining segment relations are correctly
identified but the overall TOC still provides a useful reference of the article’s content. It
allows a reader to quickly decide whether the article about Apollo 8 fulfills her information
need.

4.7 Segment Title Generation
So far, we have shown that our system is able to automatically predict a TOC for docu-
ments with segment boundaries and titles. In order to extend our system to documents that
do not have titles for segments, we add a segment title generation step. News documents
are very often segmented into smaller parts, but usually do not contain segment titles.9

We decided not to reuse existing datasets from summarization or keyphrase extrac-
tion tasks, as they are only focused on one possible style of titles (i.e. summaries or
keyphrases). Instead, we apply our algorithms to the previously presented datasets for
hierarchy identification (see Section 4.3) and analyze their characteristics in respect to
their segment titles. The percentage of titles that actually appear in the corresponding
segments is lowest for the Wikipedia dataset (18%) while it is highest for the Cormen
dataset (27%). For the Gutenberg dataset, 23% of all titles appear in the text. The high
value for the Cormen dataset is due to specific characteristics of textbooks that segment
titles are repeated very often at the beginning of a segment.10

Frequency distribution of titles We further analyze the datasets in terms of segment
counts for each title. Figure 4.5 shows the frequency of titles in the evaluation set on a
logarithmic scale. We choose a random sample of 607 titles, which is the lowest number
of titles in all three corpora, to allow a fair comparison across corpora. Hence, for the
Cormen dataset, we used all 607 segment titles, for the other two (Wikipedia and Guten-
berg) corpora we randomly selected 607 segment titles. For all three datasets, most titles
are used for few segments.11 For the datasets Wikipedia and Cormen, some titles are used
more frequently. In comparison to that, the most frequent title of the Gutenberg dataset
appears twice, only. Thus, we expect the supervised approaches to be most beneficial on
the Wikipedia dataset. Due to the lack of training data, we cannot apply any supervised
approaches on the Cormen dataset.12

4.7.1 Experimental Setup
Text-based approaches As simple baselines, we use the first token and the first noun
phrase occurring in each segment. As a more sophisticated baseline, we rank tokens
according to their tf-idf scores. Additionally, we use TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau,

9For example, cnn.com (last accessed: 2014-12-07) uses story paragraphs.
10For example, the segment Quicksort begins with: Quicksort is a sorting algorithm . . .
11Earlier, we made use of the most frequent keyphrases when applying multi-label classification to the

task of keyphrase identification (see Section 3.7.1).
12Training and testing on 607 instances resulted in overfitting.

cnn.com
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Figure 4.5: Frequency distribution of a random sample of 607 (the number of titles of the smallest
dataset) segment titles on log-log-scale: it follows a power-law distribution.

2004a) to construct a graph representation with all noun phrases in the segment as nodes
and weight edges according to their co-occurrence frequencies. After running PageRank
(Page et al., 1999), the node with the highest score is selected as the segment title.13

As named entities from a segment are often used as titles, we extract them using the
Stanford named entity tagger (Finkel et al., 2005) and take the first one as the segment
title.14

Supervised approaches We train a text classification model, which is based on charac-
ter 6-grams15 as features. In Wikipedia, most articles have sections like See also, Refer-
ences, or External links, while books usually start with a chapter Preface. We restrict the
list of segment title candidates to those appearing at least twice in the training data.

In contrast to previous approaches (Branavan et al., 2007; Nguyen et al., 2009; Jin
and Hauptmann, 2001), we do not train on parts of the same document for which we want
to predict titles, but rather on full documents of the same type (Wikipedia articles and
books). This is an important difference, as in our usage scenario we need to generate full
TOCs for previously unseen documents. On the Cormen dataset, we cannot perform a
training phase, since it consists of a single book.

Evaluation Metrics We evaluated all approaches using two evaluation metrics. We
propose accuracy as the evaluation metric. A generated title is counted as correct only
if it exactly matches the correct title. Hence, methods that generate long titles by adding
many important phrases are penalized.

The Rouge evaluation metric is commonly used for evaluating summarization sys-
tems. It is based on n-gram overlap, where—in our case—the generated title is compared
to the gold title. We use Rouge-L which is based on the longest common subsequence.

13See Section 3.4 for further explanations on keyphrase extraction approaches.
14We also experimented using the most frequent entity but achieved lower results.
15A previous evaluation has shown that 6-grams yield the best results for this task on all development sets.

We used LingPipe (http://alias-i.com/lingpipe, last accessed: 2014-12-07) for classification.

http://alias-i.com/lingpipe
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Wikipedia Gutenberg Cormen
Approach Type Acc. Rouge-L Acc. Rouge-L Acc. Rouge-L

Branavan et al. (2007)
Supervised

- - - - - .249
Nguyen et al. (2009) - - - - - .281

Position (token)
Baselines

.007 .034 .004 .078 .010 .137
Position (NP) .012 .112 .037 .180 .061 .364
tf-idf .017 .057 .042 .094 .020 .206

TextRank Unsupervised .014 .058 .011 .060 .012 .195
Named entity .006 .046 .011 .065 .000 .037

Text classification Supervised .133 .169 .004 .008 * *

Table 4.7
Results for segment title generation. No results for supervised text classification on the Cormen
dataset are shown since no training data is available. The set of segment titles for Cormen is
largely disjoint from the set of segment titles from the other datasets, thus, supervised approaches
cannot assign any titles.

This metric is frequently used in previous work for evaluating supervised approaches to
generating TOCs because it considers near misses. We believe that it is not well suited
for evaluating title generation, however, we use it for the sake of comparison with related
work.

4.7.2 Experiments and Results
Table 4.7 shows the results of title generation approaches on the three datasets. On the
Cormen dataset, we compare our approaches with two state of the art methods. For the
newly created datasets, no previous results are available.

Using the first noun phrase returns the best titles on the Cormen dataset, which is in
agreement with our observation from Section 4.7.1 that many segments repeat their title in
the beginning. This also explains the high performance of the state of the art approaches
which are also taking the position and part-of-speech of candidates into account. Brana-
van et al. (2007) report about a feature for the supervised systems eliminating generic
phrases without giving examples of these phrases.

Supervised text classification approach works quite well in case of the Wikipedia
dataset with its frequently repeated titles. The approach does not work well on the Guten-
berg dataset, as segments such as Preface treat different topics in most Gutenberg books.
Consequently, the text classifier is not able to learn the specific properties of that segment.
In future work, it will be necessary to adapt the classifier in order to focus on features that
better grasp the function of a segment inside a document. For example, the introduction of
a scientific paper always reads “introduction-like”, while the covered topic changes from
paper to paper. This is in line with research concerning topic bias (Mikros and Argiri,
2007; Brooke and Hirst, 2011) in which topic-independent features are applied.

The overall level of performance in terms of accuracy and Rouge seems rather low.
However, accuracy is only a rough estimate of the real performance, as many good titles
might not be represented in the gold standard and Rouge is higher when comparing longer
texts. Besides, a user might be interested in a specialized table-of-contents, such as the
one consisting only of named entities. For example, in a document about US presidential
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elections, a TOC consisting only of the names of presidents might be more informative
than the one consisting of the dates of the four-year periods. A flexible system for gener-
ating segment titles enables the user to decide about which titles are more interesting and
thus increases the user’s experience.

4.8 Table-of-Contents in Text Structuring Scenarios

We used three very distinct datasets in our analysis of table-of-contents. The first dataset is
an open domain dataset obtained from randomly selected featured articles in Wikipedia.
The documents follow a rather fixed structure. The Gutenberg dataset is also an open
domain dataset and comprises complete books. The structure heavily varies depending
on the type16 and the style of writing.

Focused searcher

The focused searcher first tries to get an overview of a topic by browsing through several
documents. Hereby, a table-of-contents is a great improvement because it provides the
opportunity to quickly look into one document and then move to the next one. Not only
the topic, but also the structure is revealed. The Cormen dataset is a good example of
a closed domain dataset with educational content. A student in preparation for an exam
about algorithms can use the hierarchies given by a table-of-contents to structure his/her
learning efforts.

For an automatic generation of such a table-of-contents, the full supervised classifica-
tion for hierarchy identification can be applied, which yields an accuracy of 86%. Using
the first noun phrase in a segment as its title resulted in a Rouge-L score of .364, which is
also the best result across all datasets.

Recreational news reader

A recreational news reader does not need to structure a single document because there is
no specific information especially interesting. However, helping a new reader to decide
what to read is a useful application. Instead of having a flat-structured news website, a
user may cluster the news reports based on their category (e.g. sports or economy) and
create a hierarchical representation from the most general to the most specific ones. So
far we have not investigated this possibility. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no
related work on the hierarchical structuring of multiple documents.17

Knowledge worker in a company

A knowledge worker looks for one specific piece of information, and any hint point-
ing her/him to this information is a support. The hierarchical overview from a table-
of-contents can provide hints where to look for this information. Like in the Wikipedia

16All books are non-fiction, but cover different topics of science and technology, e.g. botany.
17The closest work we found is about multi-document summarization to create an overview page of a

topic for Wikipedia (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009).
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dataset, a corporate wiki or Intranet has a limited set of segment titles. We discussed be-
fore (see Section 3.8) that a supervised classification system yields good results for identi-
fying keyphrases in a corporate setting. The same applies to segment titles. A supervised
system allows for assigning a segment title from a manually created list of possible titles.
This helps to structure company information further, as segments of many documents can
be combined to get an overview across many documents.

4.9 Chapter Summary
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

Contribution 4.1: We presented and evaluated approaches for identifying hierarchy
relations between segments for a table-of-contents.

Contribution 4.2: We investigated characteristics of segment titles in table-of-contents
and analyzed the performance of existing keyphrase identification approaches for
automatically identifying segment titles in a table-of-contents.

We presented the first study on automatically identifying the hierarchical structure of
a table-of-contents for different kinds of text (articles and books from different domains).
The task of segment hierarchy identification is a new task which has not been investi-
gated for non-HTML text. We created two new evaluation datasets for this task, used a
supervised approach based on textual features and a background corpus, and significantly
improved results over a strong baseline.

For documents with missing segment titles, generating segment titles is an interest-
ing use case for keyphrase extraction and text classification techniques. We applied ap-
proaches from both tasks to the existing and two new evaluation datasets. We showed that
the performance of approaches is still quite low. Overall, we have shown that for most
documents a TOC can be generated by detecting the hierarchical relations if the docu-
ments already contain segments with corresponding titles. In other cases, one can use
segment title generation, but additional research based on our newly created datasets will
be necessary to further improve the task performance.

In future work, we plan to develop an interactive system prototype with the user inter-
face and perform user tests. Furthermore, we plan to continue developing better features
for the task of hierarchy identification, and creating methods for post-processing a TOC
in order to generate a coherent table-of-contents.

We made the newly created evaluation datasets and our experimental framework pub-
licly available in order to foster future research on the table-of-contents generation.18

18Available at
http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/table-of-contents-generation/
hierarchy-identification/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/table-of-contents-generation/hierarchy-identification/
http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/table-of-contents-generation/hierarchy-identification/




Chapter 5

Text Structuring through Links

The real problem in speech is not precise language. The problem is clear
language. The desire is to have the idea clearly communicated to the other
person. It is only necessary to be precise when there is some doubt as to the
meaning of a phrase, and then the precision should be put in the place where
the doubt exists. It is really quite impossible to say anything with absolute
precision, unless that thing is so abstracted from the real world as to not
represent any real thing.

Pure mathematics is just such an abstraction from the real world, and
pure mathematics does have a special precise language for dealing with its
own special and technical subjects. But this precise language is not precise
in any sense if you deal with real objects of the world, and it is only pedantic
and quite confusing to use it unless there are some special subtleties which
have to be carefully distinguished.

Richard Feynman

In this section, we focus on text structuring through links. Links create connections
between documents, thus providing the means to look up further information for terms in
linked documents. Being able to look up further information results in clear language, as
ambiguities can be resolved. Figure 5.1 shows links as one technique for text structuring.

5.1 Introduction

The Internet is based on many web pages that are connected by links. Without links, it
would be impossible to quickly navigate from one page to another. Additionally, search
algorithms like HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) or PageRank (Page et al., 1999) utilize links to
determine the relevance of pages, making it easier to find redundant information.

Some regions of the Web already contain a large number of links. For example,
links in Wikipedia are created by a large community of highly motivated contributors
(Nakayama et al., 2007). In other situations, however, (e.g. in corporate Intranets or
wikis) it is more difficult to motivate people to make contributions (Majchrzak et al.,
2006). Users find it especially difficult to add links, as they need to decide what other
pages constitute a valid link target. Even in smaller document collections like a corpo-
rate Intranet, this is a very difficult task, especially if the pages are subject to frequent
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O pen D o m ain
Closed Domain

Figure 5.1: Graphical overview of the contents which are covered in this thesis with text structuring
through links highlighted blue.

changes. In such a situation, approaches for automatically identifying links provide sup-
port for users trying to add new links to a certain document collection. Thereby, a link
identification algorithm usually first selects promising link anchors in a document, and
then retrieves possible target documents for every anchor. The user only has to decide
whether the suggested link should be added to the document.

Current state of the art link identification approaches can be categorized according
to the type of prior knowledge they utilize, e.g. already existing links, meaningful page
titles, or the document text. In this chapter, we argue that previous evaluations of link
identification approaches have always used document collections like Wikipedia in which
a large amount of prior knowledge in form of links and meaningful page titles is avail-
able. This obviously entails a bias towards approaches using the available information
which consequently outperform approaches using no prior information, by a wide mar-
gin. However, in many realistic settings (e.g. in corporate Intranets) one cannot rely on
already existing links or page titles (Buffa, 2006). We show that the common evaluation
setting which uses Wikipedia is a rather special case.

In this chapter, we focus on one special case of link identification: Linking entities,
also known as named entity disambiguation. This task imposes further challenges, in-
cluding the selection of a suitable sense inventory. The purpose of link identification as
presented in this chapter, is to resolve ambiguity in words, thus, making language clearer
for both humans and computer. Resolving ambiguity is the process of deciding in which
sense a word is used, thus transforming words to senses (see Section 2.6.2). Ambiguity
may reside in a word having any part-of-speech. According to WordNet version 3.1, the
word bright has eleven word senses, including a person being smart and a bright sun.
Studies have shown that even for human annotators the distinction between rather fine-
grained senses is very hard (Véronis, 1998).

There is a large body of work on word sense disambiguation (Agirre and Edmonds,
2006), however, we focus on disambiguating named entities. It is the process of linking
named entities to a sense inventory, often referred to as entity linking if Wikipedia is the
target sense inventory. Specifically, it is the task of linking a mention in a text (e.g. Wash-
ington) to the correctly disambiguated representation of the entity in some knowledge
base (e.g. either George Washington or Washington, D.C. depending on what Washington
was referring to in this context). In this chapter, we focus on named entity linking due to
(i) its clear cut senses, and (ii) high information content of entities for finding information.
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d1 „Question Answering“
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Figure 5.2: Linking from text in a source document to target documents.

Clear cut senses Entities are easier to distinguish than different senses of a verb, an
adjective, or an abstract noun. Véronis (1998) has shown that the inter-annotator agree-
ment for assigning senses is actually higher for nouns, than for verbs or for adjectives
(moderate κ agreement of .46 for nouns as opposed to .41 for verbs and adjectives).

High information content In many application scenarios, especially in those scenarios
described in Section 2.3, people are interested in finding information about entities, e.g.
the city of Paris, or the actor George Clooney. It is actually the nouns, especially the
named entities, which define the topic of a document. Barr et al. (2008) found that 40%
of all search queries are proper nouns and over 70% of the search queries analyzed are
nouns.1

5.2 Task Definition and Characteristics
In this section, we will use the following notation in formulas and texts: Each text doc-
ument d in a collection D contains i mentions (or surface strings or anchors) mi with a
context ci. For each mention mi, there exists a set of entities (or targets or senses) Ei,
which are entity candidates for mi. Consider the link in Figure 5.2 that connects the
anchor question answering with the target document d1 that represents e1.

We define a link as a mention in a source document which is connected to another
entity. We then define l(m, e) as the number of links where m is a mention in a source
document and e ∈ E is the entity (e.g. a document) the mention is pointing to.

Depending on the task investigated, different terms are used. In the domain of word
sense disambiguation (Agirre and Edmonds, 2006), senses are identified for words. For
the task of link discovery, e.g. in the context of the INEX Link the Wiki track (Huang
et al., 2007, 2008, 2009a; Trotman et al., 2010), anchors are linked to targets. Finally,
in the domain of named entity disambiguation, mentions of named entities are linked to

1For keyphrase extraction, it has been shown that noun phrases, either the full phrase (Wang and Li,
2010) or their heads (Barker and Cornacchia, 2000), are the best keyphrases.
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entities. These entities need to be included in a sense inventory. In the remainder of
this chapter, we use the term mentions to refer to the strings which should be linked and
entities to refer to the targets for the links.

The standard evaluation measure for disambiguation tasks is accuracy, defined as the
number of correct links compared to the total number of links (Agirre and Edmonds,
2006; McNamee and Dang, 2009). For the task of identifying mentions for links, we
will use precision, recall and F-measure.2 As opposed to evaluating the disambiguation
of mentions, we compare a list of automatically identified mentions with a list of manu-
ally identified mentions (the gold standard). We thus rely on these evaluation measures
from information retrieval, which have previously shown to be adequate in the context of
evaluating keyphrase extraction (see Chapter 3).

5.3 Resources

In this section, we present resources for link identification. We first define and present
sense inventories and then describe the commonly used sense inventory Wikipedia. Later,
we describe the TAC-KBP dataset in detail, which comprises an entity linking dataset
with Wikipedia as the sense inventory.

5.3.1 Sense Inventories

A sense inventory is a list of entities (or senses) representing meanings. Every human
has a unique sense inventory in mind. It depends on the cultural background, experience,
and education. A human’s sense inventory is constantly changing, mainly increasing the
coverage as new entities emerge, but also forgetting infrequently used senses. For comput-
ers, there exist several machine-readable sense inventories.3 These sense inventories in-
clude WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997), VerbNet (Kip-
per et al., 2008), FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010), BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto,
2012), and online community-produced resources such as Wikipedia4 and Wiktionary
(Meyer and Gurevych, 2012b). They differ in the way they are constructed and in relation
to their purposes. Wikipedia and Wiktionary are collaboratively constructed inventories
with descriptions of their entries, which means that basically everyone can edit informa-
tion and add senses. WordNet, VerbNet, FrameNet, and BabelNet are expert built sense
inventories which provide additional information. WordNet (English) and GermaNet
(German) provide semantic relations between their synsets, VerbNet organizes English
verbs according to roles, FrameNet contains semantic frames, and BabelNet is a network
of concepts and semantic relations. Giles (2005) found that the quality of content is actu-
ally comparable in collaboratively constructed resources and expert-build ones.5 This has
been confirmed in later work (Gurevych and Wolf, 2010).

2The F-measure is defined as F1 = 2PR
P+R .

3Not all of them were constructed to be machine-readable.
4https://www.wikipedia.org/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
5In the study, he compares the Encyclopedia Britannica (http://www.britannica.com/, last

accessed: 2014-12-07) with Wikipedia.
6English version from 3rd of July, 2008
7Only pages are counted which are marked as articles.

https://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.britannica.com/
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Sense inventory senses nouns verbs adjectives adverbs

WordNet 3.0 117,659 82,115 70% 13,767 12% 18,156 15% 3,621 3%
GermaNet 8.0 84,584 64,380 76% 11,024 13% 9,180 11% 0 0%
VerbNet 2.0 5,000 0 0% 5,000 100% 0 0% 0 0%
Wikipedia6 2,183,4977 - - - - - - - -

Table 5.1
Number of senses and the distribution of part-of-speech tags for each sense inventory.

One of the main characteristics of a given sense inventory is the distribution of words
with different part-of-speech tags. Table 5.1 shows the number of entries and their part-
of-speech tags. WordNet and GermaNet have a high number of entries (called synsets)
and a high proportion of nouns. Wiktionary, on the other hand, is organized differently.
Entries are organized as articles, which may contain multiple senses with a different part-
of-speech. This results in fewer entries and the sum of the distribution is above 100% as
one article may have more than one part-of-speech. VerbNet contains verbs based on the
classification by Levin (1993). Wikipedia is organized similar to Wiktionary with articles
as entries. It contains by far the most entries and is focused on nouns, but it does not
encode their part-of-speech information in the article.

Wikipedia is best suited for the task of entity linking, since it contains the largest
number of entries from all presented inventories, is organized with one article for every
sense, and contains the highest ratio of nouns, of which many are named entities.

Structure of Wikipedia

Wikipedia is a collaboratively constructed resource, covering entities and events of pub-
lic interest. Due to its collaborative nature, there exist various none-article pages for the
purpose of discussion and organization. Among those are pages to discuss the content in
one article, redirects from one term to another article, disambiguation pages, and category
pages. For all pages, there also exists a history of revisions, which has been subject to
research. Ferschke et al. (2013) analyzed the collaborative writing process, and Daxen-
berger and Gurevych (2013) analyzed edit-turn pairs in the Wikipedia revision history.

For the task of entity linking, the following pages are of special interest: articles, redi-
rect pages, and disambiguation pages. Articles are the senses of Wikipedia in our sense
inventory. Redirects provide alternative names for these senses, e.g. the page Obama
redirects to Barack Obama. Finally, disambiguation pages show a list of possible senses
for a mention and very often give a short summary of the senses’ definition.

Accessing Wikipedia

Wikipedia provides online access via several interfaces. However, as Eckart de Castilho
(2014) points out, web interfaces provide neither reproducibility, nor reliability. We thus
access Wikipedia by using the dumps provided by the Wikimedia Foundation7 and use
JWPL (Zesch et al., 2008a) to retrieve its contents. JWPL allows for filtering any kind of
pages, e.g. retrieving only the senses. It also offers the possibility to extract the article
text without any wiki markup for using it as the sense description.

7http://wikimediafoundation.org/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://wikimediafoundation.org/
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Corpus Type Size
Person Organization GPE Sum

TAC-KBP 2009 Newswire 627 2,710 567 3,904

TAC-KBP 2010
Web data (train) 500 500 500 1,500
Newswire (test) 500 500 500 1,500
Web data (test) 250 250 250 750

Table 5.2
Size of TAC-KBP datasets in terms of number of mentions per entity type.

5.3.2 TAC-KBP datasets

In this section, we describe the TAC-KBP datasets, which we will use in our experiment
for entity linking. The TAC-KBP datasets are a special case of link identification datasets,
as they contain only named entities for linking.

The TAC-KBP stands for the Knowledge Base Population (KBP) task which is held
annually at the Text Analysis Conference (TAC). The Knowledge Base Population is a
shared task at the Text Analysis Conference (McNamee and Dang, 2009; Ji et al., 2010,
2011) has released evaluation datasets since 2009. The datasets comprise a set of docu-
ments, where each document has a document ID, an entity string which occurs at least
once in that document. Additionally, there is a set of queries defined, which contain an
id, the ID of the document it refers to, and the mention (name) and position of the entity
in the document. The following example is about the mention Robinson:

<query id="EL_000304">
<name>Robinson</name>
<docid>APW_ENG_20080416.1425.LDC2009T13</docid>
<beg>565</beg>
<end>572</end>
</query>

The gold standard consists of a list with all query IDs and the corresponding entity IDs
from the knowledge base, which is a subset of the 2008 dump of Wikipedia. Due to the
annual TAC-KBP workshop there exist several datasets, which are used for evaluating the
participating systems’ performances.

Table 5.2 shows an overview of the TAC-KBP datasets from 2009 and 2010. The
TAC-KBP 2010 dataset is divided into several smaller datasets depending on the type
of the source documents. The web data was further divided into a training and test set.
Participants of the TAC-KBP workshops could rely on previous datasets as additional
training data. Each document in the TAC-KBP datasets contains exactly one named entity,
which should be linked to the knowledge base. This is different to related tasks such as
the SemEval all words word sense disambiguation task (Agirre et al., 2010), in which
all words in a document should be disambiguated. With a single entity in a document
already marked, it is possible to evaluate the performance of entity linking with the TAC-
KBP datasets in isolation from the entity recognition task.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of link identification with a division into mention identification and entity
linking.

5.4 Approaches to Link Identification
We described that the task of link identification actually consists of two subtasks: (i)
identifying mentions, and (ii) linking of entities for the identified mentions. Each of these
subtasks can again be divided into a selection and a ranking step. Figure 5.3 gives an
overview of link identification. There are approaches covering both subtasks, or dealing
only with entity linking. This section is organized into these subtasks and steps, giving an
overview of the corresponding approaches.

We will further divide the approaches into the categories text-based, title-based, and
link-based. In the default case (which is also the most difficult one), approaches can only
make use of raw text in a document (text-based) and no other prior knowledge. In some
document collections (including Intranets and wikis), each document has a title that can
be used to facilitate the anchor selection process (title-based). If the collection contains
links between documents, this is another important source of information (link-based).
The latter can be seen as a supervised approach because it requires links as training data.

5.4.1 Mention identification
Mention identification extracts text spans that can be used as a link anchor by first select-
ing a set of candidates and then ranking them. The methods used for this purpose are very
similar to Keyphrase Extraction (see Chapter 3). A notable difference is that keyphrases
should describe the topics in the document, while good mentions provide a starting point
for a link to another related document. For example in a document about Baseball, good
keyphrases are Pitcher and Home run, while famous players is not a good keyphrase.
This mention, however, is a good anchor for linking to a document with a list of famous
baseball players.

Selecting mentions

In this step, a list of candidate mentions (i.e. phrases from the document) is selected. We
categorize the approaches according to the amount of prior knowledge used.

Text-based A widely used approach to mention selection is to select all possible candi-
date mentions that consist of a certain number of tokens (called n-grams) (Manning and
Schütze, 1999). As this approach creates a lot of invalid anchors (e.g. is the yellow is a
valid n-gram with very low probability of being a valid anchor), it heavily relies on the
subsequent mention ranking step to filter such cases. Linguistic preprocessing compo-
nents like noun phrase chunking (Schmid, 1994) or named entity tagging (Finkel et al.,
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2005) can be used to restrict the anchor candidates to a subset that is more likely to contain
valid mentions. For example, if we restrict anchors to noun phrases, is the yellow would
have not been selected as a mention candidate, because it is not a valid noun phrase, while
e.g. yellow submarine is valid and has a higher probability of being a useful mention. A
special case of noun phrases are named entities that correspond to predefined categories
like persons (e.g. George Washington), locations (e.g. New York), or organizations (e.g.
United Nations). Using only named entities further filters the list of selected anchors, as
it also rejects common noun phrases like the beginning. A major disadvantage of linguis-
tically motivated mention selection approaches is that noun phrase chunking or named
entity tagging are not available for all languages and need to be trained for the specific
document collection.

Title-based If the documents in a collection contain titles, they can be used to constrain
the list of selected mention candidates. This has two advantages. First, titles are usually
well formed phrases. Thus, the list of mention candidates can be pruned without the
need to apply linguistic preprocessing tools that might not be available for all languages.
Second, in the subsequent entity linking step, there will always be a document whose
title exactly matches the mention, and that is thus a very likely entity for this mention.
The downside is that titles are not available for all document collections, which limits the
applicability of this approach. Also, it does not cover cases in which mentions are highly
related to page titles, e.g. synonyms. For these cases, we need to apply approaches using
sense similarity (see Section 5.7).

Link-based If a document collection already contains links, the set of corresponding
link anchors constitute a good source of mention candidates. A phrase that has already
been selected by a human as an anchor in one document is probably still a good mention
in another document. This also solves the problem that good mentions are sometimes
unusual phrases. However, it also means that, in order to reliably add links, the document
collection already needs to contain links which turns the task into a “chicken or egg”
dilemma.

Ranking mentions

The output of the mention selection step is a (possibly noisy) list of candidates that needs
to be ranked in order to select the best candidates. Taking the full list of mention can-
didates might result in an over-linked article. However, the optimal number of links per
document depends on the user preferences8 and the domain.9 Thus, we need to rank
the full list of anchor candidates in order to return only a certain number of top-ranked
anchors that are necessary in that context. Like the anchor selection approaches, we cat-
egorize anchor ranking approaches according to the amount of prior knowledge that is
used:

8For keyphrases, which are very similar to link anchors, it has been shown that the favored density of
keywords depends on the user (Tucker and Whittaker, 2009).

9In Wikipedia for example, on average 6% of all words are used in links (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007).
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Text-based There are three commonly-used text-based approaches for mention ranking:
the length of the anchor phrase, the tf-idf score (see Section 3.4.1) of the mention, and
using TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004a).10

Length: The length of a mention candidate can be used as a baseline ranking method.
Longer candidates correspond to longer page titles which are assumed to be more specific
than others (and thus better mentions) (Geva, 2007). For example, the longer candidate
Queen of England is more specific than England, and should be ranked higher. The use-
fulness of this approach strongly depends on the mention selection strategy. Obviously, it
will not work well, if mention candidates are all of equal length (e.g. if only single tokens
are selected), as all candidates will have the same rank. This applies to using n-grams as
keyphrases as well.

tf-idf: The underlying hypothesis of this approach is that more frequently appearing
candidates are more likely to be good mentions (see Section 3.4.1). However, in order to
avoid ranking common words too high, frequency should be combined with the inverse
document frequency (df ), which is high if a candidate only appears in few documents.
For example, if the terms the and United Nations both appear five times in a document,
both would be ranked the same using only the text frequency. However, the probably
occurs in almost every document. Hence, its document frequency (df value) will be very
high, while United Nations only appears in a couple of documents resulting in a lower
document frequency. Overall, United Nations will be ranked much higher than the due to
the higher combined tf-idf score.

TextRank: This method by Mihalcea and Tarau (2004a) creates a graph representa-
tion of a document. In the graph, anchor candidates are used as the nodes, and an edge
is added if two candidates co-occur in a certain context window (e.g. 3 words left or
right of the anchor candidate, or in the same sentence as the anchor candidate) in the
document. The weight of the edge is defined as the number of co-occurrences. A graph
centrality measure like PageRank (Page et al., 1999) is then used to rank the anchor nodes.
TextRank has shown to provide reliable results for the task of keyphrase identification (see
Section 3.7).

Title-based So far, no special methods relying on the page title knowledge have been
proposed for mention ranking.

Link-based The methods in this section make use of the links that are already present
in the document collection. As described in Section 5.2, a link is a mention m pointing to
an entity e and l(m, e) is the number of links from m to e.

Mention probability estimates the probability of a mention m in a document to
be used in a link based on how often it has been previously used as a mention for any
entity (Σe l(m, e)) divided by the total number of documents in which the phrase appeared
(|Dm|). Dm is defined as the subset of all documents containing the mention m.

mention probability(m) =
Σe l(m, e)

|Em|
(5.1)

10For mention ranking, we rely on the approaches from keyphrase extraction as described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.4: Example of anchor phrases partially used as link anchors for multiple target docu-
ments.

Considering the example shown in Figure 5.4(a), the phrase Washington is used three
times in a link and occurs four times in the text. Thus, its mention probability is 3

4
.

Mention probability is also called keyphraseness in the domain of keyphrase extraction
(Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007). Milne and Witten (2008b) use it as an important feature
for their machine learning approach to mention ranking.

Mention strength (Itakura and Clarke, 2007) A disadvantage of mention prob-
ability is that it does not consider whether a mention is ambiguous. For example, if a
mention is used in a link in each document, its mention probability will be 1.0 even if it
points to a different entity every time. A common example is the mention here in sen-
tences like “The documents can be found here.” where the link might point to almost
any entity. Thus, mention strength also incorporates the ambiguity of a mention by only
counting the number of times a link points to its most frequent entity.

mention strength(m) = maxe∈E
l(m, e)

|Dm|
(5.2)

For example in Figure 5.4(b), the mention Washington points twice to the entity e1 George
Washington and only once to the entity e2 Washington, D.C. As the anchor is still used
four times in the collection, the resulting mention strength is 2/4 or 1/2.

5.4.2 Entity linking

Entity linking identifies the best matching entity for a mention. As for mention identifica-
tion, the task consists of a selection and a ranking step. This task is similar to information
retrieval, where relevant entities are retrieved given a query (in this case the mention).
The first step is candidate generation in which for every mention a set of possible entities
is created. These lists of entities are then filtered and ranked. Figure 5.5 gives a list of
different approaches for entity linking. Due to the Knowledge Base Population11 (KBP)
track at the Text Analysis Conference (TAC), there exists a diversity of approaches for
both entity selection and entity ranking.

11http://www.nist.gov/tac/2014/KBP/index.html (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.nist.gov/tac/2014/KBP/index.html
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Selecting entities

For every mention m, there exists a set of possible entries E in a sense inventory. The
best matching entity from this set should be used for linking. A naïve approach is to select
the entire set of senses in the sense inventory, thus resulting in optimum recall but poor
precision.

Text-based Following information retrieval approaches, the target documents are in-
dexed using common search engine libraries like Terrier (Ounis et al., 2006) or Lucene
(McCandless et al., 2010). The resulting index is then queried using the mention. How-
ever, with this approach only exact matches of the mention in the sense inventory can
be found. More relevant target documents could be retrieved using semantic search
(Gurevych et al., 2007b), where highly related terms like synonyms are taken into ac-
count. Another approach is to use query expansion, e.g. by using more context (like
e.g. the first sentence from the source document) (Sunercan and Birturk, 2010). A third
approach is to compute semantic similarity between the mention and the entity (see Sec-
tion 5.7).

Title-based Instead of searching the full document text, we can constrain the search
space to document titles only. Especially for huge collections, this results in a faster
response time which is of great importance in an online system for link identification.
However, only searching in the space of document titles also means that there needs to be
an overlap between the mention and the document title.

Link-based If the document collection already contains links, we can check if there
are already links with a given mention. We can then limit the list of entity candidates to
those that have already been linked from this mention. For example, if the mention this
approach occurs in the collection pointing to the entities Dijkstra Algorithm and Breadth-
First-Search, only these two entities will be considered as entity candidates. Han and
Zhao (2009) first create a dictionary based on Wikipedia using redirects, disambiguation
pages, and link anchors. This kind of dictionary approach is followed by Chang et al.
(2010) and Spitkovsky and Chang (2012).

Chang et al. (2010) collect a Wikipedia-based dictionary that lists all mentions with a
frequency distribution of their entities. It is generated by adding all categories, redirects,
and all links in all Wikipedia articles of one language version. Statistical data slightly
differs depending on the time stamp of the Wikipedia version. Probability may change
over time since Wikipedia articles are under constant revision, e.g. they are added, split,
merged, or removed. Hence, different Wikipedia versions may return different frequency
distributions.

Spitkovsky and Chang (2012) collect information from Google search logs and there-
fore are able to provide statistics from a large crowd of Internet users. It also includes
information about Wikipedia inter-language links, and types (e.g. disambiguation pages)
of the entity page in Wikipedia.

As extension to those approaches, acronym expansion detects mentions like MJ for
Michael Jackson (Zheng et al., 2010). Further approaches are using Did you mean? in
Wikipedia (Zhang et al., 2010), or GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) for entity linking (Han
and Sun, 2011).
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Text-based

Title-based

Link-based

Local Global

Zheng et al. (2010),
Rao et al. (2013)

-

Han and Sun (2011) Han et al. (2011)

Milne and Witten (2008b),
Agirre et al. (2009), Chang

et al. (2010), Spitkovsky
and Chang (2012)

Hoffart et al. (2011)

Figure 5.5: Overview of related work based on disambiguation level (local and global) and re-
quired resources (mention, sense description, link information).

Ranking entities

We organize approaches for ranking the entity candidates as a matrix based on whether
entities are disambiguated on a local or global level. Local disambiguation considers
only one entity at a time, while global disambiguation finds the best disambiguation for
all entities at the same time. Additionally, we divide approaches based on the resources
they require for disambiguating an entity. Figure 5.5 shows an overview of related work
organized in this matrix. Local approaches consider one mention at a time, hence a single
document contains only a single mention m. Global approaches use the context of the
mention and disambiguate the marked mention and all further mentions in the context
collectively, seeking to optimize the relatedness between the entities. For each mention
in the context and the marked mention itself, every possible entity candidate is mapped to
a Wikipedia article. The context is transformed from a list of words to lists of Wikipedia
articles, then typically a graph-based algorithm is used to find optimal links.

Text-based If a search engine is used for entity selection, the resulting list is usually the
full sense inventory with assigned relevance scores. Typically, a search engine indexes
the article text for the entities and returns a ranked list of entities based on the mention as
the query.

Finding the correct entity boils down to word sense disambiguation (Navigli, 2009).
For example, the anchor Bank may match the document titles Bank (river) and Bank
(money).12 We now have to determine which article is meant by measuring the similarity
between the textual content in which the anchor phrase is used and the textual content of
the document.

Text-based approaches can make use of the entity’s and mention’s contexts. A com-
mon approach in word sense disambiguation is to use the context of the mention to iden-
tify the correct entity. For instance, this is done by computing similarity with the Lesk

12Such situations often occur in Wikipedia, as there is a high probability that more than one article exists
for a certain term. For example, there are 8 different articles for Einstein in the English Wikipedia version
of September 8th, 2010.
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George Washington

George Washington (February 22, 1732 – 
December 14, 1799), was one of the Founding 
Fathers of the United States, serving as the 
commander-in-chief of the Continental Army during 
the American Revolutionary War and later as the 
new republic's first President. He also presided over 
the convention that drafted the Constitution.

Washington D.C.

...Named in honor of George Washington, the 
City of Washington was founded in 1791 to 
serve as the new national capital. ...

John Adams

...Adams' revolutionary credentials secured 
him two terms as George Washington's vice 
president and his own election in 1796. ...

Figure 5.6: Constructing a context for the entity George Washington, using text from the Wikipedia
article test and using the contexts of Wikipedia links, which refer to that entity.

algorithm (Lesk, 1986). The words in the context of the mention are compared to words
in the description of each entity given by its Wikipedia article, e.g. by computing the
cosine of a bag-of-word representation (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007; Medelyan et al.,
2008). Han and Sun (2011) weight context words using the frequency in the description,
smoothed by their n-gram frequency (Jelinek and Mercer, 1980), and compare them to
definitions of entity candidates. Using smoothing leads to high-frequent words having a
lower influence than uncommon words, similar to tf-idf weighting (see Section 3.4.1).

As an alternative, one can use the context of the mention of a link pointing to a Wiki-
pedia article, instead of using the description in the corresponding Wikipedia article (Han
and Sun, 2011; Erbs et al., 2012). Figure 5.6 shows an example for George Washing-
ton which is—among many others—linked from the articles Washington D.C. and John
Adams. Either the document text of the article can be used or the context of the link an-
chors pointing to the article for George Washington. Pedersen et al. (2005) proposed this
approach for clustering. A window of 50 words to either side of the mention is used to
define the context of the mention.

A related approach is done by Monahan et al. (2011) who use the Google Normalized
Distance (Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 2007) as a similarity metric to compare link mentions
with the local context. Google Normalized Distance could potentially also be used to
rank entity candidates based on their name.

Title-based Title-based approaches rank entity candidates by the string representation
of the mention and the entity. A similarity-based approach computes the score sim(m, e)
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according to the string similarity between the mention and the title of the candidate entity
(Zheng et al., 2010). This approach is especially useful in case the mention is misspelled,
e.g. the wrongly written name George Waschington is much closer to George Washington
than to Washington D.C. Rao et al. (2013) apply the popularity of the entity title as search
term for filtering irrelevant entities. Entities get discarded if their Wikipedia articles do
not appear in the top-20 Google results.

Link-based One way to incorporate link-based information into entity ranking is to
count how often the selected mention points to that entity (entity strength). Formally, we
define:

entity strength(m, e) =
l(m, e)

Σe′∈E l(m, e′)
(5.3)

Consider the mention Washington in Figure 5.4 with the possible target documents d1
George Washington and d2 Washington, D.C.: The target strength for George Washington
is 2

3
and for Washington, D.C. it is 1

3
. We thus use the frequency information in the

link-based dictionaries. We use frequency information from the dictionary by Chang
et al. (2010), which contains information from Wikipedia links. An alternative dictionary
(Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) also contains information obtained from Google query logs
showing which Wikipedia article has been clicked for which query.

Bunescu (2006) presented the earliest work on entity linking using Wikipedia. They
choose the entity according to the similarity between the context of the mention and the
text of the articles, using tf-idf and cosine similarity. In addition they enriched the term
vector of each article with words from articles in the same category. Varma et al. (2009)
also use a local algorithm. They use the occurrences anchors in Wikipedia to train a su-
pervised classifier per target string according to the context of occurrence of the mention,
and the correct hyperlink as provided by the anchor.

There is a large body of work dealing with global optimization for link-based ap-
proaches (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Strube and Ponzetto, 2006; Milne, 2007;
Milne and Witten, 2008b; Hoffart et al., 2009; Sunercan and Birturk, 2010; Shen et al.,
2012). Milne and Witten (2008b) use a global algorithm, which compares how closely
related two articles are based on the number of incoming links shared between the arti-
cles.13 Cucerzan (2007) uses context vectors consisting of key words and short phrases
extracted from Wikipedia. This system attempts to disambiguate all named entities in
a single context simultaneously, adding the constraint, that all target Wikipedia articles
should be from the same Wikipedia category. Hachey et al. (2011) combine subgraphs of
the article hyperlink graph with the similarity between the context of the target mention
and the article text. Unfortunately they do not report results for the subgraph method on
its own.

Kulkarni et al. (2009) propose a method which collectively resolves the wikifica-
tion task in a document as an optimization problem, using ideas from Milne and Witten
(2008b) and Cucerzan (2007). They disambiguate by applying hill-climbing algorithms
and integer linear programming. They thus use information which includes the text of the
articles, hyperlinks, and the category system.

Lehmann et al. (2010) use a supervised system, which combines features based on
mention and candidate name similarity, as well as context similarity. The information

13They reuse the methods from (Milne and Witten, 2008a).
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they use includes hyperlinks, categories, context similarity and relations from info boxes.
Hoffart et al. (2011) use a hybrid system, which integrates entity-entity coherence,

entity priors, mention-entity similarity and robustness. The authors try several methods
for computing each of the measures but only report results for some of them. The system
uses supervised machine learning on a large number of withheld development documents.

Erbs et al. (2012) apply the Personalized PageRank algorithm (Agirre and Soroa,
2009) to the task of entity linking. They use Wikipedia articles as nodes in the graph
and links as edges.14 This is a link-based approach, based on the PageRank (Page et al.,
1999) algorithm. The PageRank random walk algorithm is a method for ranking nodes in
a graph based on their relative structural importance. First, PageRank constructs a graph
representation G = (N,E), taking entities as nodes N and relations or links as edges
E. Second, a random walker traverses the graph, but at any time jumps to another node
with a teleport probability. The difference between standard PageRank and Personalized
PageRank is the construction of the teleport probability. In standard PageRank, it is a uni-
form probability, i.e. every node receives the same probability. In Personalized PageRank,
every node has an individual teleport probability, specified by a teleport vector. For en-
tity linking, the teleport vector can be given by the target strength (see Equation 5.3).
The final weight of node n ∈ N represents the proportion of time the random particle
spends visiting it after a sufficiently long time, and corresponds to that node’s structural
importance in the graph. Because the resulting vector is the stationary distribution of a
Markov chain, it is unique for a particular walk formulation. As the teleport vector is
non-uniform, the stationary distribution will be biased towards specific parts of the graph.
The final weight of a node is the score of an entity, and the one with the highest score is
selected as the target for a mention.

Supervised Systems at TAC-KBP

The Knowledge Base Population workshop of the Text Analysis Conference provides a
framework for comparing different approaches to entity linking in a controlled setting.
Most of the participating teams in the last years have shifted to using supervised ap-
proaches. The increase of quality of the resulting entity linking systems is partially due
to the increasing amount of training data available from the previous years. There is a
wide variety of supervised approaches, e.g. Zheng et al. (2010) apply ListNet (Cao et al.,
2006) and Ranking Perceptron (Shen and Joshi, 2005) for a supervised ranking of entity
candidates.

5.4.3 Classifying existing approaches to link identification
In this section, we give an overview of state of the art link identification approaches and
classify these according to the information they utilize.

Gevas Page Name Matching (GPNM)

GPNM (Geva, 2007) combines methods which are text, title, and link-based. Every title
from the document collection that can be found in the source document is considered a
mention candidate that is then ranked according to its length. Entities are selected and

14Agirre and Soroa (2009) use synsets and relations from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).
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ranked using a link-based approach, i.e. possible entities are limited to those that have
already been linked using this mention. The score is set according to how often they have
been linked using this mention.

Itakura & Clark Link Mining (ICLM)

This approach (Itakura and Clarke, 2007) completely relies on knowledge derived from
existing links. In the source document, all phrases that have at least once been used in
the document collection in a link are considered as mention candidates. The candidates
are ranked using mention strength. Entity candidates are all documents that have been
previously linked using this mention. The more frequent an entity has been linked by the
mention, the better its rank is in the list of entities.

5.5 Experimental Setup
We evaluate approaches in two experimental settings. First, we evaluate link identifica-
tion in a Wikipedia setting. The Wikipedia link structure is taken as gold standard and
approaches should be evaluated as to whether they can reconstruct Wikipedia links. Sec-
ond, we evaluate entity linking approaches for named entities. In this setting, a single
named entity for every document is marked, which means that no mention identification
needs to be performed. The approaches are evaluated in respect with their performance
for entity linking.

5.5.1 Identifying internal Wikipedia links
Automated evaluation of link identification approaches requires a document collection
that already contains links. Previously, Wikipedia has been used for that purpose, e.g. for
evaluation in the context of the INEX 2009 Link-the-Wiki-Track (Huang et al., 2009a).
We follow this approach, as Wikipedia is publicly available and contains high quality
links that were collaboratively added and verified by a large number of Wikipedia con-
tributors.15

We use a Wikipedia snapshot from October 8th, 2008 containing 2,666,190 articles
and 135,478,255 links (this is the same version that was used for the evaluation at INEX
2009 (Huang et al., 2009a)). The dataset used for testing consists of 2,709 articles (every
1,000th article) containing 140,143 gold standard links. The remaining articles are used
to provide the link and title knowledge.

Mention identification

For mention identification, we propose a text-based approach without using any prior
knowledge about the document collection. Hence, we do not make use of any document
titles or existing links. We experiment with three mention selection methods (tokens, n-
grams, and noun phrases) and three entity ranking methods (mention length, tf-idf, and
TextRank).

15As the Wikipedia community follows specific guidelines when adding links (see http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Linking, last accessed: 2014-12-07),
we can consider Wikipedia as a corpus that is annotated with high quality.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Linking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Linking
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We evaluate the performance of mention identification and entity linking separately.
In order to allow a fair comparison of the different mention identification approaches,
we evaluate them using the same preprocessing and postprocessing steps. We rely on
the software repository DKPro Core (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014), especially
components from Stanford Core NLP (Manning et al., 2014) (e.g. segmentation, tagging,
and lemmatization (Toutanova and Manning, 2000; Toutanova and Klein, 2003)).

We limit the number of suggested anchor candidates per document, as some anchor
selection methods like n-gram create too many candidates. We use a threshold relative to
the document length instead of a fixed threshold, as the document length varies consider-
ably in the test collection. For example, adding only ten links to a long document might
not be sufficient, while adding ten links to a short document might already be too much.
Following (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007), we use a threshold of 6% (i.e. approximately
1 out of 17 tokens is used as a mention for a link) as an upper bound. In our Wikipedia
evaluation dataset, however, we found that the average number of tokens used as links is
only 1.7%. Thus, we decided to also use a threshold of 1% (i.e. 1 out of 100 tokens is
used as a link anchor) as a lower bound.

We use two baselines: (i) selecting all tokens as anchor candidates, and (ii) selecting
all noun phrases. In both cases, we rank the candidates according to their position in
the document (the earlier a candidate appears, the better it is ranked). We compare the
baselines with the state of the art approaches GPNM (title-based) and ICLM (link-based),
as well as a wide range of text-based configurations as explained in the previous section.

We evaluated results in terms of precision16, recall17, and f-measure18 at the two link-
ing threshold levels 1% and 6%.

Entity linking

For entity selection, we perform a full text search in the document collection with the
mention text as the query. We use the target relevance scores returned by the search
engine Terrier (Ounis et al., 2006) for entity ranking.

Entity linking cannot be evaluated fully independently of mention identification, as we
need a list of mentions for which to discover the correct targets. Thus, we select the best
performing mention identification configuration for each approach from the 6% threshold
case, and perform entity linking using the mention candidates output by using the same
type of knowledge.19 Using the best set of mentions for every approach allows for a fair
comparison. As taking into account entity linking for wrong mention candidates would
yield misleading results, we only consider correct mentions. We also filter mentions that
are dates or numbers. This way, we mimic our setting of first selecting a mention, and
then choosing the best matching entity, where a user would only select valid mentions
from the full list of suggested mentions.

As evaluation metric for entity linking, we use a relaxed version of accuracy: We
compute a result set with entity suggestions which is defined to be correct if it contains
the gold entity. This relaxed definition mimics the user’s view on the result set, as we

16# correct anchors retrieved / # total anchors retrieved
17# correct anchors retrieved / # anchors in gold set
18F = 2PR

P+R
19We also tested mention candidates produced by other approaches, but it did only marginally influence

results.
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expect the user to identify the correct entity given a list of suggestions. Obviously, this
is limited to a result set up to a certain length. Hence, we limit the result set to ten entity
suggestions, as this is the number of suggestions returned by common search engines.
The overall accuracy is then calculated as the number of target sets containing the correct
entity divided by the total number of gold entities.

5.5.2 Linking to a knowledge base with Personalized PageRank

For the second evaluation setting, we rely on the TAC-KBP datasets from 2009 and 2010.
The 2009 and 2010 datasets have been used most in the entity linking literature. We used
the 2009 dataset for development and 2010 for testing, as done in previous other works
(Hachey et al., 2012). The knowledge base for the TAC-KBP is taken from the English
Wikipedia version from April, 5th 2008 (KB timestamp).

As before, preprocessing components are taken from the open source project DKPro
Core (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014). We use components for tagging, lemma-
tization (Toutanova and Manning, 2000; Toutanova and Klein, 2003) and named entity
recognition (Finkel et al., 2005) from Stanford Core NLP (Manning et al., 2014).

For evaluation we use accuracy, the ratio between correctly disambiguated mentions
and total number of entities with a link to the Knowledge Base in the dataset. This cor-
responds to non-NIL accuracy at TAC-KBP and Micro precision@1.0 in (Hoffart et al.,
2011). Note that this evaluation ignores cases where the mention has no respective entity
in the inventory (so-called NIL cases), as that is out of the scope of our entity linking
approach.

We define an upper bound and a baseline based on the dictionary obtained from the
respective Wikipedia version. The upper bound is defined by the maximum possible
accuracy with a perfect ranking. The dictionary does not contain the correct entity for all
mentions; for some mentions, no entities are returned or the correct entity is not included
in the list of entity candidates. The baseline is defined as the most frequent sense returned
by the candidate. The most frequent sense baseline is a strong baseline for entity linking
as it yielded good results in previous TAC-KBP tasks (McNamee and Dang, 2009; Ji et al.,
2010, 2011). We use the Wikipedia knowledge base from March, 12th 2008 and apply
the Personalized PageRank algorithm for entity linking.

Entity ranking

In Section 5.4, we presented approaches for entity linking. We propose to use Person-
alized PageRank for weighting entities in a graph. We start from a Wikipedia dump,
retaining article pages and discarding redirect, disambiguation and category pages, and
mining hyperlinks between articles. As a result, we end up with 3, 635, 342 articles and
68, 012, 306 hyperlinks between them. In order to link running text to the articles in the
graph, we also need a dictionary, i.e., an association between string mentions with all pos-
sible articles the mention can refer to. The dictionary is a key component for generating
the candidate articles for a mention. Ideally, a dictionary provides a balance between pre-
cision and recall to capture the correct article for a mention while maintaining a small set
of candidates. It can be constructed by adding the title of the article, the redirect pages,
the disambiguation pages, and the anchor texts from Wikipedia links.
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Anchors are indeed a rich source of information (Hoffart et al., 2011). For instance,
links to the page Monk are created by using textual anchors such as lama or brothers. As
a result, the dictionary entries for those mentions will contain the Monk article. Some
authors include additional information for building the dictionary, such as hat-notes (the
most frequent referent on a disambiguation page), the terms of the article’s first paragraph
(Hachey et al., 2012), or even the anchor texts linking into Wikipedia from non-Wikipedia
Web pages (Lehmann et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2010; Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012).
Yazdani and Popescu-Belis (2013) include titles, redirects and anchor texts for creating
the dictionary. When a string mention does not match the dictionary, they also mapped it
to an article using string similarity techniques.

We use the dictionary from Chang et al. (2010) based on the same Wikipedia dump,
using article titles, redirects, disambiguation pages, and anchor text. Mentions are low-
ercased and all text between parenthesis is removed. If the mention links to a disam-
biguation page, it is associated with all possible articles the disambiguation page points
to. Each association between a mention and an article is scored with the prior probability,
estimated as the number of times that the mention occurs in the anchor text of an arti-
cle divided by the total number of occurrences of the mention (see Equation 5.3). The
dictionary disambiguates a mention by returning the entity with the highest score.

Personalized PageRank for Entity Ranking In our system, we use the same dump
of Wikipedia as a graph. For each mention, the teleport vector is initialized as fol-
lows: let {m1, . . . ,mN} be the possible mentions found in the document, and let A =
{a1, . . . , aM} be all possible candidates for the mentionsm1, . . . ,mN . Note that the query
string is included in the mention set. We initialize the teleport vector by assigning some
value to the vertices ai and zero to the rest.

We normalize the teleport vector so that its elements sum up to one and apply Person-
alized PageRank using the UKB package20. After Personalized PageRank computation,
we output the final ranks of the articles which are the possible entity candidates of the
query string.

The PageRank algorithm needs some parameters to be specified, namely the so-called
damping factor and the convergence threshold (Page et al., 1999). Following usual prac-
tice, we used a damping value of 0.85 and finish the calculations after 30 iterations (Agirre
and Soroa, 2009). We did not tune these parameters.

We considered two alternatives of the Personalized PageRank algorithm as follows.
In the ppr variant, we use all articles when initializing, including the target mention.
In the word by word variant (w2w), we exclude the target mention (Agirre and Soroa,
2009) when initializing, as different meanings are collapsed. For instance, several articles
referred by the term Washington relate to the President and the capital. These articles
reinforce each other, artificially boosting the probabilities of those articles and distorting
the disambiguation results.

5.6 Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, we describe and discuss experimental results for identifying Wikipedia
links and for linking to a knowledge base.

20http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ukb/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ukb/
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Mention Mention 1% 6%
Name selection ranking P R F P R F

Baselines
Tokens Position .11 .03 .05 .11 .09 .10

Noun phrases Position .23 .06 .09 .22 .12 .16

Text-based

Tokens
TextRank

.36 .10 .16 .36 .25 .29
N-grams .28 .08 .12 .30 .23 .26

Noun phrases .27 .07 .11 .26 .14 .18
Tokens

tf-idf
.19 .05 .08 .16 .13 .14

N-grams .16 .04 .07 .16 .13 .15
Noun phrases .25 .06 .10 .23 .13 .17

Tokens
Length

.12 .03 .05 .11 .09 .10
N-grams .13 .03 .05 .13 .10 .11

Noun phrases .23 .06 .09 .22 .12 .16

GPNM Page titles Length .48 .13 .21 .31 .26 .28
ICLM Link anchors Mention strength .58 .16 .26 .38 .31 .34

Table 5.3
Results of mention identification approaches on the Wikipedia test collection. Best results are
marked bold. The text-based approaches are unsupervised approaches because they do not require
any training data. ICLM is a supervised approach because it requires existing links.

5.6.1 Identifying internal Wikipedia links
We will first show our results for the subtask of mention identification and then discuss
results for the subtask of entity linking. We will investigate to what extent link-based and
title-based approaches are influenced by the amount of training data.

Mention Identification Results

We first analyze mention identification results for the position baselines, combinations of
text-based approaches, and state of the art approaches in Table 5.3. The overall precision
of all approaches is rather low. However, it is known that using Wikipedia for evaluation
underestimates the actual precision of unsupervised approaches (Huang et al., 2009b), as
Wikipedia contains many anchors like dates or numbers which are not in the list of candi-
dates for mentions and are thus not captured by text-based approaches.21 Also, we do not
require perfect precision, as the user will select valid link anchors from the highlighted set
of anchor candidates. The best performing text-based approach is a combination of token
candidates with co-occurrence graph-based ranking. The latter generally outperforms the
other ranking approaches length and tf-idf.

For a linking threshold level of 1% (few links per document), the title-based (ICML)
and link-based approach (GPNM) perform much better than any text-based approach.
However, for a linking threshold of 6% (many links per document) the text-based ap-
proach outperforms the title-based approach, and the distance to the link-based approach
is much smaller. Given these large differences between the results at the two threshold

21Dates very often lead to an article with a list of events on this date. From a technical perspective, these
lists are articles, but one could argue that they connect articles which are—besides their date—not related.
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Figure 5.7: Mention identification precision depending on linking threshold (i.e. ratio of docu-
ment’s text that is linked). The threshold 1% and 6% are indicated by vertical lines.

levels, we systematically analyze the influence of the linking threshold on the precision
of the different approaches.

Figure 5.7 shows the precision of the link-based, title-based, and the best text-based
approach for different linking thresholds. It shows that link-based and title-based ap-
proaches perform well when discovering only few links (the smallest threshold is .1%,
i.e. 1 in 1,000 tokens are used as anchor phrases). As the unsupervised text-based ap-
proach is independent of the linking threshold, it performs slightly better than the other
approaches when discovering many links (10% or 1 in 10 tokens).

Available training data As we have seen in Table 5.3, the link-based ICML approach
performs best. However, it heavily depends on the number of existing links in the collec-
tion. The large number of links in Wikipedia is clearly a special case that is due to highly
motivated voluntary editors. We simulate the case of a less linked document collection
by reducing the available training data in Wikipedia, thus controlling the amount of link
knowledge that is used by the ICML system. We randomly remove links until only .001%
of the original links (∼1,000 links) are left in the training data.22

Figure 5.8 shows how precision changes with a decreasing number of links available
for training. In contrast to link-based mention identification, text-based and title-based
approaches are not influenced by the amount of available link data. Thus, they appear
as horizontal lines. The link-based approach performs best, when all the training data
(over 130 million links) is available, but quickly drops below the text-based approach (at
around 50% of training data) and finally also below the title-based approach (at 1% of
training data). As the performance of link-based approaches deteriorates rather quickly,
they cannot be used to reliably predict link anchors in most other document collections,
where less training data is available.

22Randomly removing links is only a rough approximation of the real growth (shrinkage) process of
Wikipedia that can be modeled by preferential attachment (Capocci et al., 2006).
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Figure 5.8: Precision of link-based mention identification, depending on the available training data
at 6% threshold.

Domain transfer As we have seen above, the link-based approach only works well if a
large number of links is available for training, which is hardly the case for most document
collections. An obvious solution would be to use the knowledge about links and docu-
ment titles from Wikipedia to improve anchor detection in other document collections.
However, this turns into an issue of domain transfer, and will not work in many cases.
For example, title-based mention identification uses the list of all articles in a collection
as candidate anchors. Applying the list of all Wikipedia articles to another collection may
not capture domain-specific anchors. For example, Wikipedia does not contain an article
for each university professor. Thus, in a document collection about one specific univer-
sity, the knowledge from Wikipedia will not be useful to select an anchor candidate for a
link to the professors’ personal homepages.

Likewise, by using link-based mention identification it is not possible to capture
domain-specific anchor phrases that do not occur as a link in the training data. For ex-
ample, if the link information from Wikipedia is used to discover anchors in a corporate
environment, names of a company’s products can probably not be discovered, as product
names in Wikipedia are usually not considered worth linking, except for very well known
products.

Entity linking results

Figure 5.9 shows the accuracy of the text-based and link-based approaches depending
on the size of the result set. Note, that the two state of the art approaches GPNM and
ICLM are both treated as link-based approaches, as they use the same steps for target
identification. As we can see in Figure 5.9, the link-based approach outperforms the text-
based approach for larger result sets, but they perform comparably for very small result
sets. If we only consider the single top-ranked target document, the accuracy is rather
low (around 50%), i.e. in only 50% of all cases can the correct target document be found
on the first rank. However, if we return 10 target suggestions (which we expected to be a
good size of the result set), the performance of the text-based approach improves to 70%,
and that of the link-based approach to 80%. Further experiments show that accuracy rises
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Figure 5.9: Accuracy of target identification depending on the size of the result set. An approach
correctly identified a target document if it is contained in the result set.

nearly linear for more than 10 targets, but stays below 90% even for a result set size of
1,000. However, users are not expected to view such a large number of results.

Available training data We further analyzed the influence of the available amount of
link knowledge by randomly reducing the number of links used for training. Figure 5.10
shows the accuracy of target identification approaches depending on the amount of avail-
able training data. The results are very similar to those for mention identification. The
link-based approach outperforms the text-based approach, when all the training data (over
130 million links) is available, but drops below the text-based approach if the amount of
training data is reduced. As a consequence, a large number of links is required to yield
acceptable performance using the link-based approach. This means that adding a few
links does not help, which makes the approach vulnerable to the slow-start or “cold-start”
problem. As the text-based approach is not affected by a low number of links, it can
provide link suggestions even for document collections without existing links.

Domain transfer Knowledge about already existing links in Wikipedia is very useful
for creating new links in Wikipedia. However, it will not help much for other document
collections, as can be shown using a simple example. Inside Wikipedia, it is valuable
knowledge to know that the anchor phrase Java 5 almost always points to the article
about the programming language Java. However, this does not help us to decide in other
document collections, where there might be no such document or in collections where
there are more specific documents. In a document collection about programming lan-
guages, there probably exists one page for every version of Java. This cannot be captured
by using the knowledge derived from Wikipedia.

5.6.2 Linking to a knowledge base (TAC-KBP)
We will first investigate results obtained using Personalized PageRank to rank entities.
We tested our entity linking approach on one of the most used datasets which are freely
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Figure 5.10: Accuracy of target identification depending on the available training data (result set
size = 5).

Algorithm Parameters Accuracy

Upper bound .832

MFS baseline .610

ppr tuned .632
w2w tuned .725

Table 5.4
Further development results for entity linking (TAC-KBP 2009), testing different methods for
using our dictionary and graphs.

available. The Knowledge Base Population shared task at the Text Analysis Conference
(McNamee et al., 2010) has released evaluation datasets since 2009. The datasets com-
prise a set of queries, where each query consists of a document ID, a named entity string
which occurs at least once in that document, and the entity ID of the correct instance in the
knowledge base, which is a subset of the 2008 dump of Wikipedia. The 2009 and 2010
datasets have been used most in the entity linking literature. We use the 2009 dataset for
development and 2010 for testing.

Table 5.4 compares the results of ppr using the best parameters on the development
dataset with the rest of our implementations, including the w2w variant of ppr. We also
include the MFS baseline, which simply returns the highest-scoring article for a mention
according to the dictionary. The results show that the w2w variant yields a large boost,
well above the other methods, and is key to obtain good results with ppr. All differences
in respect to the other algorithms are statistically significant (p < .001) using McNemar’s
test (McNemar, 1947).

Finally, Table 5.5 shows our results on the test datasets (TAC-KBP 2010), confirming
that w2w is key for obtaining good results. All differences of w2w with other algorithms
are statistically significant (p < .001). The results on TAC-KBP 2010 are higher than for
TAC-KBP 2009, due to more mentions being disambiguated to the dominant entity.
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Approach Accuracy

Upper bound .862

MFS baseline .612

Bunescu (2006) .691
Milne and Witten (2008b) .509
Varma et al. (2009) .704
Cucerzan (2007) .784
Hachey et al. (2011) .798†

Lehmann et al. (2010) .806

w2w .796

Table 5.5
Comparison to state of the art on TAC-KBP 2010 as implemented by Hachey et al. (2011). †marks
best results among several variants. Two best results are in bold, excluding those with †.

The bottom row in Table 5.5 shows our results on the test dataset (TAC-KBP 2010)
with the most relevant approaches, including the best published results. Note that Hachey
et al. (2011) report several systems, and we report the best results (the worst system would
score 78.0 on TAC-KBP 2010). Excluding those systems, our algorithm is second best
in TAC-KBP 2010, below Lehmann et al. (2010). All top scoring systems use a complex
mixture of information sources which include supervised machine learning, as we will
show in the following section. All in all, the good results of the method are remarkable,
given the simplicity of the information source and algorithm, and the lack of fine tuning
to the task. No other system relies solely on the hyperlink graph.

5.7 Computing Similarities with Senses
Previously, we have analyzed and evaluated existing approaches to link identification. In
this section, we describe how links can be used for computing similarity of words, respec-
tively senses. This is a special case of entity linking, where two entities share the same
name, e.g. Bass can be either the instrument or the fish. Depending on their meaning,
they have a high, low respectively, similarity to the entity guitar. Being able to com-
pute similarity on a sense-level improves approaches to entity linking, which make use
of similarities. Measuring similarity between words is also a very important task within
NLP applications such as text summarization (Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997), question an-
swering (Lin and Pantel, 2001), and automatic essay grading (Attali and Burstein, 2006).
However, most of the existing approaches compute similarity on the word-level instead of
the sense-level. Consequently, most evaluation datasets have so far been annotated on the
word-level, which is problematic as annotators might not know some infrequent senses
and are biased towards the more probable senses. In this section, we provide evidence
that this fact heavily influences the annotation process. For example, when people are
presented the word pair jaguar–gamepad only few people know that jaguar is also the
name of an Atari game console.23 People know the more common senses of jaguar, i.e.

23The Atari Jaguar was a popular game console in the 1990s.
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Figure 5.11: Similarity between words.
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Figure 5.12: Similarity between senses.

the car brand or the animal. Thus, the word pair receives a low similarity score, while
computational measures are not so easily affected by popular senses. It is thus likely that
existing evaluation datasets give a wrong picture of the true performance of similarity
measures on real-life data.

We analyze similarity measures, in particular, we investigate the difference between
computing similarity on word-level and on sense-level. Thus, we present the means to
convert a state of the art word similarity measure into a sense similarity measure. Being
able to compute similarity on the sense-level is an enabling technology for text structuring.
For text structuring with links, for example, we need to be able to compute how similar
an anchor sense and a target sense are.

In order to evaluate the new measure, we create a special sense similarity dataset
and re-rate an existing word similarity dataset using two different sense inventories from
WordNet and Wikipedia. We discover that word-level measures were not able to dif-
ferentiate between different senses of one word, while sense-level measures actually in-
crease correlation when shifting to sense similarities. Sense-level similarity measures
improve when evaluated with a re-rated sense-aware gold standard, while the correlation
with word-level similarity measures decreases.

Thus, in this section we investigate whether similarity should be measured on the
sense-level. We analyze state of the art methods and describe how the word-based Explicit
Semantic Analysis (ESA) measure (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007) can be trans-
formed into a sense-level measure. We create a sense similarity dataset, where senses
are clearly defined and evaluate similarity measures with this novel dataset. We also re-
annotate an existing word-level dataset on the sense-level in order to study the impact of
sense-level computation of similarity.

5.7.1 Word-level vs. sense-level approaches to computing similarity
Overall, existing measures either compute similarity (i) on the word-level (Finkelstein
et al., 2002; Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007), or (ii) on the sense-level (Lin, 1998;
Milne, 2007). Similarity on the word-level may cover any possible sense of the word,
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whereas on the sense-level only the actual sense is considered. We use Wikipedia Link
Measure (Milne, 2007) and Lin (Lin, 1998) as examples of sense-level similarity mea-
sures24 and ESA as the prototypical word-level measure.25

The Lin measure is a widely used taxonomy-based similarity measure from a family
of similar approaches (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Seco et al., 2004; Banerjee and Ped-
ersen, 2002; Resnik, 1999; Jiang and Conrath, 1997; Grefenstette, 1992). It computes
the similarity between two senses based on the information content26 (IC) of the lowest
common subsumer (lcs) and of both senses (see Formula 5.4).

simlin =
2 IC(lcs)

IC(sense1) + IC(sense2)
(5.4)

Another type of sense-level similarity measure is based on Wikipedia that can also
be considered a sense inventory, similar to WordNet. Milne (2007) uses the link structure
obtained from articles to count the number of shared incoming links of articles. Milne and
Witten (2008b) give a more efficient variation for computing similarity (see Formula 5.5)
based on the number of links for each article, shared links|A ∩B| and the total number of
articles in Wikipedia|W |. We refer to this similarity measure as Wikipedia Link Measure
(WLM).

simWLM =
logmax(|A| ,|B|)− log|A ∩B|

log|W | − logmin(|A| ,|B|)
(5.5)

All sense-level similarity measures can be converted into a word similarity measure
by computing the maximum similarity of all possible sense pairs. Formula 5.6 shows the
heuristic, with Sn being the possible senses for word n, simw the word similarity, and sims

the sense similarity.

simw(w1, w2) = max
s1∈S1,s2∈S2

sims(s1, s2) (5.6)

Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007) is a widely
used word-level similarity measure based on Wikipedia as a background document col-
lection. ESA constructs an n-dimensional space, where n is the number of articles in
Wikipedia. A word is transformed to a vector with the length n. Values of the vector are
determined by the term frequency in the corresponding dimension, i.e. in a certain Wiki-
pedia article. The similarity of two words is then computed as the inner product (usually
the cosine) of the two word vectors.

The work by Schwartz and Gomez (2011) is the closest to our approach in terms of
sense annotated datasets. They compare several sense-level similarity measures based on
the WordNet taxonomy on sense-annotated datasets. For their experiments, annotators
were asked to select senses for every word pair in three similarity datasets. Annotators
were not asked to re-rate the similarity of the word pairs, or the sense pairs, respec-
tively. Instead, similarity judgments from the original datasets are used. Possible senses
are given by WordNet and the authors report an inter-annotator agreement of .93 for the
Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) dataset.

24We selected these measures because they are intuitive, but still among the best performing measures.
25Hassan and Mihalcea (2011) classify these measures as corpus-based and knowledge-based.
26The information content in WordNet is the logarithm of the proportion of entities below the current

entity.
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The authors then compare Spearman’s rank correlation between human judgments and
judgments from WordNet-based similarity measures. They focus on differences between
similarity measures using the sense annotations and the maximum value for all possible
senses. The authors do not report improvements across all measures and datasets. Of ten
measures and three datasets using sense annotations, results improved in nine cases. In 16
cases, results are higher when using the maximum similarity across all possible senses. In
five cases, both measures yield equal correlation. These experiments show that switching
from words to senses has an effect on the performance of similarity measures.

The work by Hassan and Mihalcea (2011) is the closest to our approach in terms of
similarity measures. They introduce Salient Semantic Analysis (SAS), which is a sense-
level measure based on links and disambiguated senses in Wikipedia articles. They create
a word-sense-matrix and compute similarity with a modified cosine metric. However, they
apply additional normalization factors to optimize the evaluation metrics, which makes a
direct comparison of word-level and sense-level similarity measures difficult.

Meyer and Gurevych (2012a) analyze verb similarity using a corpus from Yang and
Powers (2006) and based on the work by Zesch et al. (2008b). They apply variations
of the similarity measure ESA by Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) using Wikipedia,
Wiktionary, and WordNet. Meyer and Gurevych (2012a) report improvements using a dis-
ambiguated version of Wiktionary. They automatically disambiguate links in Wiktionary
articles and thus transform the resource into a sense-based one. In contrast to our work,
they focus on the similarity of verbs (instead of nouns). They also apply disambiguation
to improve the underlying resource. We switch the level, which is processed by the mea-
sure, to senses. We now show how ESA can be successfully adapted to also work on the
sense-level.

5.7.2 DESA
In the standard definition, ESA computes the term frequency based on the number of times
a term—usually a word—appears in a document. In order to apply it on the sense-level,
we will need a large sense-disambiguated corpus. Such a corpus could be obtained by
performing word sense disambiguation on all words (Agirre and Edmonds, 2006; Navigli,
2009). However, this is an error-prone task and requires large computational power for
a big corpus. Thus, we rely on Wikipedia as an already manually disambiguated corpus.
Wikipedia is a highly linked resource and articles can be considered as senses.27 We
extract all links from all articles, with the link target as the term. Figure 5.13 shows an
example of a Wikipedia article with links, e.g. the term Irish links to a page about the
Irish language and zoo links to an article about zoos. This approach is not restricted to
Wikipedia, but can be applied to any resource containing connections between articles,
such as Wiktionary (Meyer and Gurevych, 2012b). Another reason to select Wikipedia as
a corpus is that it will allow us to directly compare similarity values with the Wikipedia
Link Measure (WLM) as described above.

After this more high-level introduction, we now focus on the mathematical foundation
of ESA and disambiguated ESA (called DESA). ESA and DESA count the frequency of
each term (or sense) in each document. Table 5.6 shows the corresponding term-document
matrix for the example in Figure 5.11. The term Jaguar appears in all shown documents,

27Wikipedia also contains pages with a list of possible senses called disambiguation pages, which we
filter out.
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Figure 5.13: The beginning of the Wikipedia article about Dublin Zoo. Obtained from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Zoo (last accessed: 2014-09-10).

Articles Terms
Jaguar Gamepad Zoo

# articles 3,496 30 7,553

Dublin Zoo 1 0 25
Wildlife Park 1 0 3

D-pad 1 0 0
Gamepad 4 1 0

... ... ... ...

Table 5.6
Term-document-matrix for frequencies in a corpus.

but the term Zoo appears in the articles Dublin Zoo and Wildlife Park. A manual analysis
shows that Jaguar appears with different senses in the articles D-pad28 and Dublin Zoo.

By comparing the vectors without any modification, we see that the word pairs Jaguar–
Zoo and Jaguar–Gamepad have vector entries for the same document, thus leading to a
non-zero similarity. Vectors for the terms Gamepad and Zoo do not share any documents,
thus leading to a similarity of zero.

Wikipedia articles are the equivalence of senses, and links between articles are the
frequencies in the term-document-matrix. Shifting from words to senses changes term
frequencies in the term-document-matrix of Table 5.7. The word Jaguar is split into
the senses Atari Jaguar and Jaguar (animal). Overall, the term-document-matrix for the
sense-based similarity has lower frequencies, usually zero or one because in most cases
one article does not link to another article or exactly once. Both senses of Jaguar do
not appear in the same document, hence, their vectors are orthogonal. The vector for the
term Gamepad differs from the vector for the same term in Table 5.6. This is due to two

28A D-pad is a directional pad for playing computer games.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Zoo
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Articles Senses
Atari

Gamepad
Jaguar

Zoo
Jaguar (animal)

# articles 156 86 578 925

Dublin Zoo 0 0 2 1
Wildlife Park 0 0 1 1

D-pad 1 1 0 0
Gamepad 1 0 0 0

... ... ... ... ...

Table 5.7
Sense-document-matrix for frequencies in a corpus.

effects: (i) There is no link from the article Gamepad to itself, but the term is mentioned
in the article, and (ii) there exists a link from the article D-pad to Gamepad, though using
another term.

The term/sense-document-matrices in Table 5.6 and 5.7 show unmodified frequencies
of the terms. When comparing two vectors, both are normalized in a prior step. Values can
be normalized by the inverse logarithm of their document frequency. Sense frequencies
can also be normalized by weighing them with the inverse frequency of links pointing to
an article (documents or articles with many links pointing to them receive lower weights
as documents with only few incoming links.) We normalize vector values with the inverse
logarithm of article frequencies.

Besides comparing two vectors by measuring the angle between them (cosine), we
also experiment with a language model variant. In the language model variant, we calcu-
late for both vectors the ratio of terms they both share.29 The final similarity value is the
average of both vectors. This is somewhat similar to the approach of Wikipedia Link Mea-
sure by Milne (2007). Both rely on Wikipedia links and are based on frequencies of these
links. We show that—although, ESA and Link Measure seem to be very different—they
both share a general idea and are identical with a certain configuration.

Relation to the Wikipedia Link Measure

Link Measure counts the number of incoming links to both articles and the number of
shared links. In the originally presented formula by Milne (2007), the similarity is the
cosine of vectors for incoming or outgoing links from both articles. Incoming links are
also shown in term-document-matrices in Table 5.6 and 5.7, thus providing the same
vector information. In Milne (2007), vector values are weighted by the frequency of
each link normalized by the logarithmic inverse frequency of links pointing to the target.
This is one of the earlier described normalization approaches. Thus, we argue that the
Wikipedia Link Measure is a special case of our more general DESA approach.

29In the language model variant, a word is represented by a list of articles in which a term appears. Two
vectors are compared by computing the overlap.
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5.7.3 Annotation Study I: Rating Sense Similarity
We argue that human judgment of similarity between words is influenced by the most
probable sense. We create a dataset with ambiguous terms and ask two annotators30 to
rank the similarity of senses and evaluate similarity measures with the novel dataset.

Constructing an Ambiguous Dataset

In this section, we discuss how an evaluation dataset should be constructed in order to
correctly asses the similarity of two senses. Typically, evaluation datasets for word simi-
larity are constructed by letting annotators rate the similarity between both words without
specifying any senses for these words. It is common understanding that annotators judge
the similarity of the combination of senses with the highest similarity.

We investigate this hypothesis by manually constructing a new dataset consisting of
105 ambiguous word pairs. Word pairs are constructed by adding one arbitrary word with
two clearly distinct senses and a second word, which is very similar to only one of the
senses. We first ask the annotators to rate the 105 word pairs on a scale from 0 (not similar
at all) to 4 (almost identical). In the second round, we ask the same annotators to rate the
same dataset, but now on a sense-level. The 277 sense31 pairs for these word pairs are
annotated using the same scale.

The final dataset thus consists of two levels: (i) word similarity ratings, and (ii) sense
similarity ratings. The gold ratings are the averaged ratings of both annotators, resulting
in a Krippendorf’s α agreement32 of .510 (Spearman: .476) for word ratings and .792
(Spearman: .784) for sense ratings. A Krippendorf’s α above .8 is considered reliable and
below .667 discarded. Additionally, we report the correlation of the human annotators
in terms of Spearman. Annotations on the sense-level can thus be considered, while
annotations on the word-level seem to be too hard. Spearman rank correlation is a metric
based on the ranks of distributions. Disagreements are due to unknown senses of words
and differences in the magnitude of similarity.

Table 5.8 shows ratings of both annotators for two word pairs and ratings for all
sense combinations. In the given example, the word bass has the senses of the fish, the
instrument, and the sound. Annotators compare the words and senses of the words Fish
and Horn, which appear only in one sense (most frequent sense) in the dataset.

The annotators’ rankings contradict the assumption that the word similarity equals
the similarity of the sense pairs with highest sense similarity. Instead, the highest sense
similarity rating is higher than the word similarity rating. This may be caused—among
others—by two effects: (i) the correct sense is not known or not recalled, or (ii) the
annotators (unconsciously) adjust their ratings to the probability of the sense. Although,
the annotation manual stated that Wikipedia (the source of the senses) could be used to
get informed about senses and that any sense for the words can be selected, we see both
effects in the annotators’ ratings. Both annotators rated the similarity between Bass and
Fish as very low (1 and 2). However, when asked to rate the similarity between the sense
Bass (Fish) and Fish, both annotators rated the similarity as high (4). Accordingly, word

30Annotators are near-native speakers of English and have a university degree in cultural anthropology
and computer science.

31The sense of a word is given in parentheses but annotators have access to Wikipedia to get information
about those senses.

32We report agreement as Krippendorf’s α with a quadratic weight function. (Krippendorff, 2012)
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Annotator1 Annotator2
Word1 Word2 Sense1 Sense1 Words Senses Words Senses

Bass Fish
Bass (Fish)

Fish
(Animal)

1
4

1
4

Bass (Instrument) 1 1
Bass (Sound) 1 1

Bass Horn
Bass (Fish)

Horn
(Instrument)

2
1

1
1

Bass (Instrument) 3 4
Bass (Sound) 3 3

Table 5.8
Examples of ratings for two word pairs and all sense combinations with the highest ratings marked
bold.

Word-level Sense-level
Measure Spearman Pearson Spearman Pearson

Human upper bound34 .476 .471 .784 .793

Word measures
ESA .456 .239 -.001 .017
Lin (WordNet) .298 .275 .038 .016

Sense measures

DESA (Cosine) .292 .272 .642 .348
DESA (Lang. Mod.) .185 .256 .642 .482
WLM (out) .190 .193 .537 .372
WLM (in) .287 .279 .535 .395

Table 5.9
Correlation of similarity measures with a human gold standard on ambiguous word pairs. The
improvement of all sense-level similarity measures over ESA is significant at p ≤ .001.

similarity for the word pair Bass and Horn is low (1), but their sense similarity is higher
(3 and 4).

Results & Discussion

We evaluated similarity measures with the previously created new datasets. Table 5.9
shows correlations of similarity measures with human ratings. We divide the table into
measures computing similarity on word-level and on sense-level. ESA works entirely on
a word-level, Lin (WordNet) uses WordNet as a sense inventory, which means that senses
differ across sense inventories.33 DESA and Wikipedia Link Measure (WLM) compute
similarity on the sense-level, however, similarity on the word-level is computed by taking
the maximum similarity of all possible sense pairs.

Results in Table 5.9 show that word-level measures return the same rating independent
from the sense being used, thus, they perform well when evaluated on the word-level,
but perform poorly on the sense-level. For the word pair Jaguar–Zoo, there exist two
sense pairs Atari Jaguar–Zoo and Jaguar (animal)–Zoo. Word-level measures return the

33Although, there exist sense alignment resources, we did not use any alignment.
34The human upper bound is defined as the respective correlation between both human annotators.
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same similarity, thus leading to a very low correlation. This was expected, as only sense-
based similarity measures can discriminate between different senses of the same word.
Somewhat surprisingly, results for sense-level measures are also good on the word-level,
but increase strongly on the sense-level. Our novel measure DESA provides the best
results. This is expected as the ambiguous dataset contains many infrequently used senses,
which annotators are not always aware of. An interview of the annotators about their
decisions showed that many senses are known to the annotator (e.g. the fish sense of
Bass), however, the annotator did not consider them when annotating the similarity of the
word pair Bass–Fish.

Our analysis shows that the algorithm for comparing two vectors (i.e. cosine and lan-
guage model) only has an influence on the results for DESA when computed on the
word-level. The main difference between both ways to compare vectors is that cosine
comparison considers the frequency of a term, while the language model operates on the
bag-of-words. In case of very sparse term-document-matrices, many ties lead to a lower
Spearman rank correlation. Correlation for the Wikipedia Link Measure (WLM) differs
depending on whether the overlap of incoming or outgoing links35 is computed. In com-
parison to that, articles with few outgoing links (e.g. short articles) have a high similarity
(if they share any of the few links) or a similarity of zero (if they do not share any links).
Milne and Witten (2008b) chose to use incoming links for performance reasons. WLM
on word-level using incoming links performs better, while the difference on sense-level
evaluation is only marginal. This might be due to higher fluctuations of the correlation.
On word-level, 105 word pairs are compared, on the sense-level 277 sense pairs yield a
better empirical basis.

In order to evaluate the significance of correlations, we use the equation proposed by
Press (2007, p. 745). Press says, that Pearson’s correlation “[...] is a rather poor statistic
for deciding whether one observed correlation is statistical significant and/or whether one
observed correlation is significantly stronger than another. The reason is that r is igno-
rant of the individual distributions of x and y, so there is no universal way to compute
its distribution in the case of the null hypothesis.” The same applies for Spearman rank
correlation as it does not include the actual distribution of x and y. However, Press (2007)
presents an equation (see Equation 14.5.10) to compute statistical significance of corre-
lation using the Fisher’s z-transformation (Fisher, 1915, 1921) and the complementary
error function (Greene, 2003).36 All improvements for the sense-level dataset obtained by
sense measures are significant at p ≤ .001.

Overall results show that only sense-level similarity measures can differentiate be-
tween different senses of word pairs and thus compute the similarity of sense pairs. On
the word-level, the ESA word-level measure outperforms all other measures in respect to
Spearman. However, it is relevant to investigate how well a measure can decide which
senses of word pairs have a higher similarity. Especially for entity linking, it needs to be
decided which sense is best for the other (less ambiguous) words from the context.
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Min. Wrong
diff. #pairs measure Correct Reverse Values equal Accuracy

0.5

382 Human upper bound37 334 8 40 .87

420
DESA 296 44 80 .70
WLM (in) 296 62 62 .70
WLM (out) 310 76 34 .74

1.0

382 Human upper bound 334 8 40 .87

390
DESA 286 38 66 .73
WLM (in) 282 52 56 .72
WLM (out) 294 64 32 .75

1.5

338 Human upper bound 309 3 26 .91

360
DESA 264 34 62 .73
WLM (in) 260 48 52 .72
WLM (out) 280 54 26 .78

2.0

338 Human upper bound 309 3 26 .91

308
DESA 232 28 48 .75
WLM (in) 226 36 46 .73
WLM (out) 244 46 18 .79

2.5

241 Human upper bound 224 2 15 .93

280
DESA 216 22 42 .77
WLM (in) 206 32 42 .74
WLM (out) 224 38 18 .80

3.0

241 Human upper bound 224 2 15 .93

174
DESA 134 10 30 .77
WLM (in) 128 20 26 .74
WLM (out) 136 22 16 .78

3.5

49 Human upper bound 48 1 0 .98

68
DESA 56 4 8 .82
WLM (in) 50 6 12 .74
WLM (out) 52 6 10 .76

4.0

49 Human upper bound 48 1 0 .98

12
DESA 10 2 0 .83
WLM (in) 10 2 0 .83
WLM (out) 10 2 0 .83

Table 5.10
Pair-wise comparison of sense pairs for several measures. We count the number of cases where the
sense pair with the higher similarity is correctly identified. This count divided by the total number
of cases is defined as accuracy. We evaluate with a different selection of the ambiguous dataset
considering only those cases, where human annotators rated the similarity of two sense pairs with
a minimal difference. A naïve baseline (selecting the first pair) reaches an accuracy of .5.

Pair-wise Evaluation

35Milne (2007) originally proposed to use weighted outgoing links, but they apply this approach for both
directions in Milne and Witten (2008a).

36An implementation can be found in DKPro Statistics (Meyer et al., 2014).
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In a second experiment, we evaluate how well sense-based measures can decide, which
one of two sense pairs for one word pair has a higher similarity. We thus create for
every word pair all possible sense pairs38 The word pair Bank–Bond will be expanded to
the sense pairs Bank (finance)–Bond (finance) and Bank (geography)–Bond (finance), of
which only the first one is similar. Formally, for every word pair w1–w2, there exist at
least two sense pairs s1,1–s2,1 (s1,1 is the first sense for w1 and s2,1 is the first sense for
w2) and s1,2–s2,1 for which human annotators have rated the similarity of one sense pair
higher than the other. For evaluation, we count the cases a measure correctly identifies the
sense pair with a higher similarity. We further divide pairs into cases in which a measure
identifies the wrong sense pair or identifies both sense pairs as on the same level.

Table 5.10 shows the evaluation results for the accuracy of selecting the sense pair with
the higher similarity. We construct the evaluation dataset by combining all sense pairs for
a word pair with the sense pairs for the same word pair. We evaluate with a selection of all
possible combinations of sense pairs based on a minimal difference of similarity between
two sense pairs. For example, human annotators rated the sense pair Bank (finance)–Bond
(finance) with a similarity of 2.5 and the sense pair Bank (geography)–Bond (finance) with
a similarity of 0. The difference of these sense pairs is thus 2.5 and it will be contained in
all datasets with a minimal difference of 2.5 and below. Column #pairs gives the number
of remaining sense pairs, which decreases for a higher minimal difference. If a measure
classifies two sense pairs wrongly, it may either be because it rated the sense pairs with
an equal similarity or because it reversed the order.

The Results show that the accuracy increases with a higher minimum difference be-
tween sense pairs. Figure 5.14 emphasizes this finding. Overall, accuracy for this task is
high (between .70 and .83), which shows that all measures can discriminate sense pairs
better than the baseline (significant at p ≤ .05 for all differences smaller than 4.0). None
of the measures reaches the upper bound for this task, which raises from .87 to .98 for a
larger difference. However, all measures still outperform a naïve baseline (selecting the
first pair as the one with a higher similarity) of .5. The measure WLM (out) performs best
for most cases with a non-significant difference in accuracy of up to .06.

Although, DESA has the highest correlation with human ratings, it is outperformed
by WLM (out) on the task of discriminating two sense pairs. An error analysis reveals
that this difference is due to many zero-similarity cases returned by WLM (out). WLM
(out) frequently returns a similarity of zero in cases when other measures still return a
non-zero similarity. This harms Spearman’s rank correlation (because of many ties) and
Pearson’s correlation (damping of the curve in the area of lower similarities), while it is
beneficial for deciding which sense pair has a higher score.

When comparing these results to the results from Table 5.9, we see that a high corre-
lation does not imply accurate discrimination of sense pairs; results are not stable across
both evaluation scenarios. A measure performing well with respect to one metric does not
necessarily perform equally well with respect to another metric. This is due to different
characteristics of the evaluation metrics. Spearman and Pearson evaluate by computing

37The human upper bound is calculated by using the human rating from one annotator as the gold standard
and comparing them with ratings from the other annotator. This is done for each annotator and results are
averaged. The number of instances in the evaluation dataset might differ from the evaluation dataset for the
measures because the gold standard is altered.

38For one word pair with two senses for one word, there are two possible sense pairs. Three senses result
in three sense pairs.
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Figure 5.14: Accuracy distribution depending on difference of similarity ratings.

the correlation of the similarity ranks of the measures and the human gold standard. Spear-
man considers the overall ranks, while Pearson considers the absolute values. The major
difference is that all pairs are evaluated at once, while in the evaluation setting as shown
in Table 5.9, only two sense pairs are evaluated at a time. The absolute difference of the
similarity is not considered. Hence, the selection of the evaluation metric depends on the
task. In case absolute values or the ranking of many sense pairs is required, Spearman and
Pearson are better suited. In case the differentiation between two sense pairs is required,
accuracy of two pairs is better suited. We now evaluate similarity not only on pairs of
different senses, but on a standard benchmark dataset.

5.7.4 Annotation Study II: Re-rating of RG65

We performed a second evaluation study where we asked three human annotators39 to rate
the similarity of word-level pairs in the dataset by Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965).
The dataset consists of 65 common noun pairs, e.g. automobile–car or autograph–shore.
In the original dataset, 51 human annotators judged the similarity of word pairs on a scale
of 0 to 4. The human annotators were asked to rate the similarity on the word-level.

We hypothesize that measures working on the sense-level should have a disadvantage
on word-level annotated datasets due to the effects described above, which influence an-
notators towards more frequent senses, thus using some kind of sense weights. In our
annotation studies, our aim is to minimize the effect of sense weights.

In previous annotation studies (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965; Miller and Charles,
1991; Finkelstein et al., 2002), human annotators could take sense weights into account
when judging the similarity of word pairs. Some senses might not be known by annota-

39As before, all three annotators are near-native speakers of English and have a university degree in
physics, engineering, and computer science. One of the annotators from the first study also participated in
this study.
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Figure 5.15: User interface for annotation studies. The example shows the word pair glass–
tumbler with no senses selected. The interface shows WordNet definitions of possible senses in
the text field below the sense selection. The highest similarity is obtained when selecting sense
#4496872 for tumbler, since it is a drinking glass (sense #3438257).

tors and, thus receive a lower rating. We minimize these effects by asking annotators to
first select the best sense for a word based on a short summary of the corresponding sense
and then rate the similarity. To mimic this process, we created an annotation tool (see
Figure 5.15), for which an annotator first selects senses for both words, which have the
highest similarity. Then the annotator ranks the similarity of these sense pairs based on
the complete sense definition.

A single word without any context cannot be disambiguated properly. However, when
word pairs are given, annotators first select senses based on the second word. E.g. if the
word pair is Jaguar and Zoo, an annotator will select the wild animal for Jaguar. After
disambiguating, an annotator assigns a similarity score based on both selected senses. To
facilitate this process, a definition of each possible sense is shown.

As in the previous experiment, similarity is annotated on a five-point-scale from 0 to 4.
We ask three annotators to select senses for word pairs, but we retrieve only one similarity
rating for each word pair, which is the sense combination with the highest similarity. This
assures that we have a similarity rating for every pair, although annotators do not need to
select the same sense for every word. In the following, we describe the annotation when
using different sense inventories in the sense selection process.

No sense inventory We compare our re-ratings with the original dataset from Ruben-
stein and Goodenough (1965), we asked the annotators to rate similarity of word pairs
without any given sense repository, i.e. comparing words directly. The annotators reached
a Krippendorf’s α of .73, which can be considered as a gold standard. The average Pear-
son’s correlation of the three annotators is .82, which is close to the reported correlation of
.8540 in the original dataset (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). The resulting gold stan-

40Average correlation of a group of 15 annotators.
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dard has a high correlation with the original dataset (.923 Spearman and .938 Pearson).
This is in line with our expectations, and previous work showed that similarity ratings are
stable across time (Bär et al., 2011b).

Wikipedia sense inventory We now use the full functionality of our annotation tool
and ask the annotators to first select senses for each word and second, rate the similarity.
Possible senses and definitions for these senses are extracted from Wikipedia.41 The same
three annotators reached a Krippendorf’s α of .66 (this can be considered as a substantial
agreement). Comparing our gold standard obtained from the re-ratings with the original
gold standard by Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965), we get a high correlation of .881
Spearman and .896 Pearson between both. This shows that our re-rating is indeed valid.

WordNet sense inventory Similar to the previous experiment, we list possible senses
for each word. In this experiment, we use WordNet senses, thus, not using any named
entities. The annotators reached a Krippendorf’s α of .73 (this can be considered as a
substantial agreement) and the resulting gold standard has a high correlation (.917 Spear-
man and .928 Pearson) with the original gold standard in RG65.

Comparison of ratings Figure 5.16 shows annotator ratings in comparison to similarity
ratings in the original dataset. We plot the original ratings for word similarity values
against the re-ratings without any sense inventory (solid line), with the Wikipedia sense
inventory (dotted line), and the WordNet sense inventory (dashed line). Every data point is
the average of five word similarity ratings. There is an almost linear relation between the
original ratings and the re-ratings, showing the validity of the re-ratings. We observe that
similarity ratings while using a sense inventory are slightly higher than ratings without
any sense inventory. Annotators first select senses which have the highest similarity and
then rate it. This leads to higher ratings, especially for cases where annotators selected
senses other than the dominant one.

Results & Discussion

We evaluate all mentioned similarity measures using Spearman’s rank correlation and
Pearson’s correlation42 We calculate correlations to four human judgments: (i) from the
original dataset (Orig.) (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965), (ii) from our re-rating study
(Rerat.), (iii) from our study with senses from Wikipedia (WP), and (iv) with senses from
WordNet (WN). Table 5.11 shows the results for all described similarity measures.

ESA43 achieves a Spearman’s rank correlation of .751 and a slightly higher correlation
(.765) on our re-rating gold standard. Correlation then drops when compared to gold
standards with senses from Wikipedia and WordNet. This is expected as the gold standard
becomes more sense-aware.

Lin is based on senses in WordNet and outperforms all other measures on the original
gold standard. Correlation reaches a high value for the gold standard based on WordNet,

41We use the English Wikipedia version from June 15th, 2010.
42As discussed earlier Spearman’s rank correlation compares the ranking of a systems output with the

gold standard ranking and Pearson’s correlation compares their absolute values.
43ESA is used with normalized text frequencies, a constant document frequency, and a cosine comparison

of vectors.
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Figure 5.16: Correlation curve of re-rating studies (using the average of five adjacent data points).

Spearman Pearson
Measure Orig. Rerat. WP WN Orig. Rerat. WP WN

Human upper bound - .802 .770 .829 - .819 .761 .833

ESA .751 .765 .704 .705 .647 .694 .678 .625
Lin .815 .768 .705 .775 .873† .840† .798 .846†
DESA (lang. mod.) .733 .765 .782 .751 .703 .739 .739 .695
DESA (cosine) .775 .810 .826† .795 .694 .712 .736 .699
WLM (in) .716 .745 .754 .733 .708 .712 .740 .707
WLM (out) .583 .607 .652 .599 .548 .583 .613 .568

Table 5.11
Correlation of similarity measures with a human gold standard on the word pairs by Rubenstein
and Goodenough (1965). Best results for each gold standard are marked bold. Significant im-
provements at p ≤ .1 compared to the very strong baseline ESA are marked with a †.

as the same sense inventory for both human annotations and measures is applied. Values
for Pearson’s correlation emphasize this effect: Lin reaches the maximum of .846 on the
WordNet-based gold standard.

Correspondingly, the similarity measures DESA and WLM reach their maximum on
the Wikipedia-based gold standard. As for the ambiguous dataset in Section 5.7.3, DESA
outperforms both WLM variants. Cosine vector comparison again outperforms results
of the language model variant for Spearman’s rank correlation, but provides weaker re-
sults in terms of Pearson’s correlation. Cosine vector comparison is a normalized metric
scoring 1 for identical terms, but is negatively impacted by a sparse space as it tends to
provide low scores for near synonyms (Hassan and Mihalcea, 2011). This reduces results
in terms of Pearson’s correltion but does not harm Spearman’s rank correlation as the
absolute value is not considered. As before, WLM (in) outperforms WLM (out) across
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all datasets and both correlation metrics. An error analysis shows that WLM (in) returns
many zero-similarity cases which impedes better results. DESA provides stable results,
but using cosine normalization leads to a sparse distribution of similarity values. Values
for similarity of near-synonyms using DESA are lower than for any variant of WLM. A
manual error analysis shows that similarity results obtained with DESA are in general low,
even if both terms are near synonyms. This does not affect evaluation with Spearman’s
rank correlation, but harms evaluation results for Pearson’s correlation. Lower values are
due to using the vector product for normalization. To improve results in terms of Pear-
son’s correlation we propose to use an additional normalization factor44 to increase lower
similarity values.

Is word similarity sense-dependent? In general, sense-level similarity measures im-
prove when evaluated with a sense-aware gold standard, while correlation with word-level
similarity measures decreases. A further manual analysis shows that sense-level measures
perform well when rating very similar word pairs because other senses are not considered
(e.g. for the word pair Jaguar–Gamepad only the sense of the game console for Jaguar
is used). This is very useful for applications such as information retrieval, where a user is
only interested in very similar documents.

Our evaluation thus shows that word similarity should not be considered without ac-
counting for the effect of the used sense inventory. The same annotators rate word pairs
differently if they can specify senses explicitly (as seen in Table 5.8). Correspondingly, re-
sults for similarity measures depend on which senses can be selected. Wikipedia contains
many entities, e.g. music bands or actors, while WordNet contains fine-grained senses for
things (e.g. fine-grained senses of glass as shown in Figure 5.15). Using the same sense
inventory as the one, which has been used in the annotation process, leads to a higher
correlation.

In this section, we investigated word-level and sense-level similarity measures and
investigated their strengths and shortcomings. We evaluated how correlations of similarity
measures with a gold standard depend on the sense inventory used by the annotators.

We compared the similarity measures ESA (corpus-based), Lin (WordNet), and Wi-
kipedia Link Measure (Wikipedia), and a sense-enabled version of ESA and evaluated
those with a dataset containing ambiguous terms. Word-level measures were not able to
differentiate between different senses of one word, while sense-level measures could even
increase the correlation when shifting to sense similarities. Sense-level measures obtained
accuracies between .70 and .83 when deciding which of the two sense pairs has a higher
similarity.

We performed re-rating studies with three annotators based on the dataset by Ruben-
stein and Goodenough (1965). Annotators were asked to first annotate senses from Wi-
kipedia and WordNet for word pairs and then judge their similarity based on the selected
senses. We evaluated similarity approaches with these new human gold standards and
found that the correlation depends on the resource used by the similarity measure and the
sense inventory available to a human annotator. The performance of sense-level similarity
measures improves when evaluated with a sense-aware gold standard, while correlation
with the word-level similarity measures decreases. Using the same sense inventory as the
one, which has been used in the annotation process, leads to a higher correlation. This

44Hassan and Mihalcea (2011) apply a normalization and report improvement.
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has implications for creating word similarity datasets and evaluating similarity measures
using different sense inventories: Similarity datasets should be created on a sense-level or
using the same sense inventory as used for the similarity approaches.

5.8 Links in Text Structuring Scenarios

In our evaluation of link identification, we used two datasets. The Wikipedia dataset, e.g.
the edition from October 8th, 2008 containing 2,666,190 articles and 135,478,255 links,
is an example of a densely linked dataset containing many topics. The high number of
links allows for using the internal link structure of the dataset for identifying further links.
The second dataset contains web data and news texts, but also uses Wikipedia (from April
5th, 2008) as the sense inventory. The documents do not contain any links and only one
designated mention should be linked to an entity.

In our evaluation for sense similarity, we used one dataset with ambiguous words and
re-annotated an existing commonly used dataset. Computing the similarity of senses is
a special case of entity linking, where multiple entities with the same name exist and
similarity to the context is computed. This leads to improvements for all scenarios in
which a large knowledge base, including ambiguous terms, exists.

Focused searcher

The focused searcher starts with an overview page of the relevant topic. She/he then uses
links to browse to more specific sites. Automatically creating such links helps a focused
searcher because she/he can quickly collect a list of relevant documents for the topic.

However, one needs to differentiate between links to internal sites (sites from the
same domain) and links to large knowledge bases such as Wikipedia. To identify links
to Wikipedia, approaches which make use of the Wikipedia link structure and Wikipedia
titles yield best results. To identify links in more specialized domains, e.g. on a university
lecture-level, existing links in Wikipedia cannot be used as they use a too general sense
inventory. Using a much smaller number of existing internal links yields worse than using
text-based approaches, as link-based approaches require a huge number of existing links.
Link-based and text-based approaches perform on par with about 1% of all Wikipedia
links, which are still more than 100,000 links.

Recreational news reader

A recreational news reader jumps from one interesting article to another. These jumps are
solely motivated by the reading interests. Having many options for reading further news
is helpful (and also common practice) for news agencies to make readers stick to the news
page. Automatically creating such links reduces the manual effort of asking writers to
create these links.

For the domain of world news, a higher recall of link identification is desired, as linked
documents do not necessarily need to be highly related as readers’ interest can be very
broad.
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Knowledge worker in a company

In corporate environments, document collections tend to be less structured (Buffa, 2006).
To find information without links, one needs to perform a search to get a list of relevant
documents. One can use overview documents with links pointing to more specific doc-
uments, or follow links to information, which is shared by multiple documents and thus
kept in a separate document. Information can thus be divided into multiple documents and
linked if necessary. The links connecting the documents can then be again used for the
ranking process in information retrieval (Page et al., 1999). Thus, automatically identify-
ing links which link from mentions in a document to another document help a knowledge
worker to find information quicker.

In corporate environments, especially the cold-start problem is an issue. Text-based
approaches can help with creating the first links and give support to workers in a company
by suggesting links, which can be automatically added.

5.9 Chapter Summary
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

Contribution 5.1: We presented an overview of link identification approaches and
analyzed the effect of training data on the evaluation results.

Contribution 5.2: We used the Personalized PageRank algorithm for entity linking.
Contribution 5.3: We introduced and enhanced a transformation from word similarity

metrics to sense similarity metrics and compared results to existing similarity
metrics.

In this chapter, we evaluated the performance of link identification approaches and
presented a classification scheme for those with respect to the type of knowledge being
used. We evaluated these on a test collection derived from Wikipedia, and showed that
the link-based approach outperforms all other approaches if it can draw knowledge from
a huge number of already existing links. However, other document collections normally
contain much fewer links, and thus provide less knowledge about good link anchors and
targets. As a consequence, link-based approaches suffer from the cold-start problem, i.e.
in a collection with only a few links they do not provide helpful link suggestions.45 Their
performance only gets acceptable when a large number of links is manually added to
the collection. In contrast, the text-based and title-based approaches are able to provide
linking support, even if no links have been added so far.

Furthermore, we argued that knowledge from Wikipedia which is needed for title-
based and link-based approaches is not necessarily transferable to other domains. Thus,
text-based approaches are the best choice for reliable link identification in arbitrary doc-
ument collections.

We have shown that the Personalized PageRank algorithm yields competitive results
to the state of the art. This is remarkable given the fact that it only uses hyperlinks between
articles, compared to more complex sources of information, including supervised methods
for link identification. We also show that fine-grained optimization of parameters is not an

45The cold-start problem is the opposite of the network effect (Shapiro and Varian, 2013), which infers
that a resource with few links is less likely to receive further links than a fully linked resource.
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issue, as we obtain very similar values with default parameters or parameters optimized
in either task.

To show the usefulness of links, we compared the similarity measures ESA (corpus-
based), Lin (WordNet), and Wikipedia Link Measure (Wikipedia), and a sense-enabled
version of ESA (DESA) and evaluated those with a dataset containing ambiguous word
pairs and the Rubenstein Goodenough (RG65) dataset. With the ambiguous dataset, word-
level measures were not able to differentiate between different senses of one word, while
sense-level measures could even increase the correlation when shifting to sense similar-
ities. We evaluated similarity approaches with the re-annotated RG65 dataset and found
that the correlation heavily depends on the sense inventory used by the similarity measure
and the sense inventory a human annotator had available while annotating similarity. The
performance of sense-level similarity measures improves when evaluated with a sense-
aware gold standard, while correlation with the word-level similarity measures decreases.





Chapter 6

Prototypes for Text Structuring Systems

In the previous chapters we have presented techniques for text structuring based on identi-
fying keyphrases, table-of-contents, and links. A central goal when developing new tech-
nology is to make it available for users in order to support them in their everyday tasks. In
this chapter, we focus on prototypes for text structuring systems as shown in Figure 6.1.
We have developed two prototypes in the course of this thesis: Wikulu and open window.
Wikulu (Bär et al., 2011a) is a wiki extension and mainly targeted for the corporate do-
main and open window is an extension to massive open online courses1 in the educational
domain. The aim of both prototypes—although used in different environments—is to
connect text structuring techniques to user applications.

6.1 Wikulu

Wikis are used as collaborative information management systems (Leuf and Cunningham,
2001) and have been widely adopted in corporate and public settings (Buffa, 2006), but
due to their distributed and collaborative way of construction, they suffer from a number
of shortcomings. As they do not enforce their users to structure pages or add comple-
mentary metadata, wikis often end up as a mass of unmanageable pages with meaningless
page titles and no usable link structure (Buffa, 2006). Over time, this leads to significant
usability limitations which makes it increasingly difficult to add further content (Désilets
et al., 2005).

To solve this issue, we developed the Wikulu system which uses automatic text struc-
turing to support wiki users with their typical tasks of adding, organizing, and finding
content. Support integrated in Wikulu includes text segmentation to segment long pages,
keyphrase extraction, and text summarization to help reading long pages. Wikulu allows
to integrate any NLP component which conforms to the standards of Apache UIMA (Fer-
rucci and Lally, 2004).

Wikulu is designed to integrate seamlessly with any wiki. Our system is implemented
as an HTTP proxy server which intercepts the communication between the web browser
and the underlying wiki engine. No further modifications to the original wiki installation

1Massive open online courses are lecture series organized as online material for
a broader audience. www.nytimes.com/2012/11/04/education/edlife/
massive-open-online-courses-are-multiplying-at-a-rapid-pace.html (last
accessed 2014-09-01)
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Figure 6.1: Graphical overview of the contents which are covered in this thesis with the user
interface highlighted green.

Figure 6.2: Integration of Wikulu with Wikipedia. The augmented toolbar (red box) and the results
of a keyphrase extraction algorithm (yellow text spans) are highlighted.

are necessary. Currently, our system prototype contains adapters for two widely used
wiki engines: MediaWiki2 and TWiki3. Adapters for other wiki engines can be added with
minimal effort.

In Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, we show the integration of Wikulu with Wikipedia and

2http://mediawiki.org (last accessed: 2014-12-07), e.g. used by Wikipedia
3http://twiki.org (last accessed: 2014-12-07), often used for corporate wikis

http://mediawiki.org
http://twiki.org
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Figure 6.3: Automatic discovery of links to other wiki articles. Suitable text phrases to place a
link on are highlighted in green.

TWiki.4 The additional user interface components are integrated into the default toolbar
(highlighted by a red box in the screenshot). In the first example (see Figure 6.2), the
user has requested keyphrase highlighting in order to quickly get an idea about the main
content of the wiki article. Wikulu then invokes the corresponding NLP component, and
highlights the returned keyphrases in the article. In the second example (see Figure 6.3),
the user has requested link suggestion, which first identifies relevant concepts in the article
and then offers the possibility to manually select links which are then automatically added
to the wiki text.

Wikulu builds upon a modular architecture, as depicted in Figure 6.4. It acts as an
HTTP proxy server which intercepts the communication between the web browser and the
target wiki engine, while it allows to run any Apache UIMA-compliant NLP component
using an extensible plugin mechanism.

In the remainder of this section, we introduce each module: (a) the proxy server which
allows to add Wikulu to any target wiki engine, (b) the JavaScript injection that bridges
the gap between the client- and server-side code, (c) the plugin manager which gives
access to any Apache UIMA-based NLP component, and (d) the wiki abstraction layer
which offers a high-level interface to typical wiki operations such as reading and writing
the wiki content.

4As screenshots only provide a limited overview of Wikulu’s capabilities, we refer the reader to a screen-
cast which gives a broader overview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPX_D5fy4Fs (last
accessed 2014-09-01)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPX_D5fy4Fs
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Proxy Server Wikulu is designed to work with any underlying wiki engine such as
MediaWiki or TWiki. Consequently, we implemented it as an HTTP proxy server which
allows it to be enabled at any time by changing the proxy settings of a user’s web browser.
The proxy server intercepts all requests between the user who interacts with her/his web
browser, and the underlying wiki engine. For example, Wikulu passes certain requests to
its language processing components, or augments the default wiki toolbar by additional
commands. We elaborate on the latter in the following paragraph.

JavaScript Injection Wikulu modifies the requests between web browser and target
wiki by injecting custom client-side JavaScript code. Wikulu is thus capable of alter-
ing the default behavior of the wiki engine, e.g. replacing a keyword-based retrieval by
enhanced search methods, adding novel behavior such as additional toolbar buttons or
advanced input fields, or augmenting the originating web page after a certain request has
been processed, e.g. an NLP algorithm has been run.

Plugin Manager Wikulu does not perform language processing itself. It relies on
Apache UIMA-compliant NLP components which use wiki pages (or parts thereof) as
input texts. Wikulu offers a sophisticated plugin manager which takes care of dynami-
cally loading those NLP components. The plugin loader is designed to run plugins either
every time a wiki page loads, or manually by picking them from the augmented wiki
toolbar.

The NLP components are available as server-side Java classes. Via direct web remot-
ing5, those components are made accessible through a JavaScript proxy object. Wikulu
offers a generic language processing plugin which takes the current page contents as in-
put text, runs an NLP component, and writes its output back to the wiki. To run a custom
Apache UIMA-compliant NLP component with Wikulu, one just needs to plug that partic-
ular NLP component into the generic plugin. No further adaptations to the generic plugin
are necessary. However, more advanced users may create fully customized plugins.

Wiki Abstraction Layer Wikulu communicates with the underlying wiki engine via an
abstraction layer. That layer provides a generic interface for accessing and manipulating
the underlying wiki engine. Thereby, Wikulu can both be tightly coupled to a certain wiki
instance such as MediaWiki or TWiki, while being flexible at the same time to adapt to a
changing environment. New adaptors for other target wiki engines such as Confluence6

can be added with minimal effort.
As a summary, Wikulu is an extensible user interface which integrates automatic text

structuring with wikis. Due to its modular and flexible architecture, we envision that
Wikulu can support wiki users in small focused closed domain environments as well as in
large-scale communities such as Wikipedia.

5http://directwebremoting.org (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
6http://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://directwebremoting.org
http://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence
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Figure 6.4: Wikulu acts as a proxy server which intercepts the communication between the web
browser and the underlying wiki engine. Its plugin manager allows to integrate any Apache UIMA-
compliant NLP component.

6.2 open window

In this section we present a user interface capable of structuring texts by enriching it with
links to Wikipedia and DBpedia. Wikipedia7 has become a major source of informa-
tion across many domains (Ladd, 2009). Although some articles may be biased and lack
quality (Ferschke et al., 2013; Flekova et al., 2014), its size and continuously updating
nature makes Wikipedia a useful alternative to encyclopedias (Giles, 2005). DBpedia8

constitutes a structured, machine-readable knowledge base that has been extracted from
the Wikipedia document corpus, with the goal to make the knowledge processable auto-
matically. DBpedia describes metadata about senses contained in the Wikipedia corpus
in a structured way. When linking text snippets to associated DBpedia database, applica-
tions can extract valuable background information from the DBpedia corpus and display
important information in a context-sensitive manner.

Linking the information with the text is extremely important (Bizer et al., 2008), but
it is not possible to do this manually for large corpora. Digital libraries, news articles,
Wikipedia itself, are all examples of collections containing documents that can be linked
to Wikipedia articles, making it easier for the users to find more encyclopedic information
about a topic of interest. This is similar to DBpedia Spotlight by Mendes et al. (2011).

In the course of an industry cooperation with IMC9, a German company for e-learning
technologies, we integrated our approaches to link identification as a central component

7http://www.wikipedia.org
8http://dbpedia.org/About
9http://www.im-c.de (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

http://www.im-c.de
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Figure 6.5: Prototype of the system for mention identification with background information for
the term EtherPad.

of an open, web-based e-learning platform called Social Navigator. Designed as a plat-
form to convey knowledge about Social Web skills in vocational education, the Social
Navigator provides access to expert information that enables teachers to integrate social
media education into the teaching process. It offers training material and useful links
about social web tools to trainees. A large set of these learning objects is provided in the
form of eBooks, published in the standardized ePUB3 format10.

As a proof-of-concept, we integrated our approach into the web-based ePUB library
epub.js11, which is used in the Social Navigator to render eBooks. We modified the library
in a way that, before rendering the content of an eBook page, the text content of the page is
passed to the mention identification system. The latter identifies links towards Wikipedia
resources. The page content is then modified by adding small “info” symbols to the
discovered resources, which indicate that additional information is available.

The user may now click on this info symbol to obtain additional information in an
info bar at the right of the main content (see Figure 6.5). The additional information is
obtained from the DBpedia database. Additional information is automatically extracted
from DBpedia resources. Technically, this is implemented by sending a set of parame-
terized queries—instantiating the DBpedia resource of the entity under consideration—to
the public DBpedia SPARQL endpoint at http://dbpedia.org/sparql (last ac-
cessed: 2014-12-07). Query results are then used to instantiate an HTML5 template,
providing the user with structured information about the resource, including information

10http://idpf.org/epub/30
11http://fchasen.github.io/epub.js/

http://dbpedia.org/sparql
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such as a label, description, image, and links to the Wikipedia pages. The information that
was extracted from DBpedia (cf. Figure 6.5) for the term EtherPad consists of a screen-
shot illustrating the EtherPad software, the category (represented as a link to a survey page
listing collaborative real-time editors), an abstract, as well as a link to the corresponding
Wikipedia page.

As a summary, open window is a user interface for education purposes. It provides a
technique for text structuring by adding links to eBooks and thus helping students to learn
about new topics. In the context of this thesis, it seamlessly integrates techniques of text
structuring for end users, providing evaluation facilities to further analyze the usefulness
of text structuring in the educational setting.

6.3 Chapter Summary
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

Contribution 6.1: In collaboration with other researchers, we created Wikulu, a wiki
proxy for seamlessly integrating natural language processing components into any
wiki-based knowledge management system.

Contribution 6.2: In the context of a Software Campus project, we presented open
window, an online system for automatically linking educational content with
information from Wikipedia and DBpedia.

In the final chapter of the thesis, we presented two prototypes for text structuring
systems. Both prototypes relate text structuring techniques to a user and allow for evalu-
ating the usefulness of approaches to text structuring in user studies. They also serve as a
demonstration system for potential corporate users.

Wikulu is a proxy for wiki engines and especially useful for organizations with an
existing wiki. The existing content is not changed directly, instead Wikulu supports users
to interact with the wiki more efficiently. Showing keyphrases for an article helps readers
to faster understand the content of an article. Adding links to an article in the wiki does
not require knowledge about all other articles, but Wikulu suggests which phrase could
be linked to which other article in the wiki. Wikulu is constructed as a modular system,
which allows for integrating further text structuring techniques.

The second prototype, open window, is an extension to a learning management sys-
tem, which links relevant terms in a document to entities in DBpedia and Wikipedia. This
helps learners to independently organize their learning activities in self-directed learning.
With more and more educational content available online, this offers the possibility to ex-
tend course-specific content with additional information, which is available in Wikipedia.





Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we will summarize the contributions of this thesis and present suggestions
for future research. Figure 7.1 gives an overview of the thesis’ contents, including the
three text structuring techniques.

7.1 Summary

In this thesis, we described and evaluated techniques for automatic text structuring. We
showed the usefulness of text structuring techniques when working with textual data.
Readers are likely to understand structured documents faster than documents lacking any
kind of structure. Keyphrases give insights into the document’s topics, a table-of-contents
helps finding the relevant segments in a document, and links enable users to inspect related
documents.

We conducted a user survey among 88 Internet users. They answered questions related
to the environments and tasks that they solve using the Internet. Almost all (87) of the
participants use the Internet at home and at work but also while traveling, or waiting.
Communication, searching for information, and social media usage are among the most
frequent user tasks. We asked participants to rate techniques according to their usefulness
for text structuring and found that keyphrases, table-of-contents, and links are among the
highest rated techniques.

7.1.1 Scenarios

We defined three common user scenarios based on the highest ranked tasks of Internet
users. These scenarios reflect frequent situations: the focused searcher is interested in
information for a single broader topic, the recreational news reader is interested in news
in a specific or general domain, and the knowledge worker in a company looks for very
specific information, which is typically found in a corporate Intranet.

For some of the text structuring techniques, there already exist approaches. We showed,
however, that these approaches do not work equally well in every scenario. For some sce-
narios, one approach yields better results, while it fails in another. We evaluate approaches
to text structuring with several datasets reflecting the selected scenarios. Additionally, we
developed new approaches to text structuring to improve state of the art results.
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Figure 7.1: Graphical overview of the contents which are covered in this thesis.

7.1.2 Approaches to automatic text structuring

In the following, we give a summary of our findings for each of the investigated tech-
niques.

Keyphrase identification We analyzed approaches to keyphrase extraction and assign-
ment. Extraction approaches can only identify keyphrases appearing in the document text
and assignment approaches are limited to keyphrases from a predefined set. For key-
phrase extraction, we rely on unsupervised approaches. In addition to state of the art
approaches, we evaluate a filtering approach and an extension with decompounding for
German. The filtering approach is based on a list of frequently used keyphrases, which
professional indexers created. It yields a higher precision. Decompounding is the process
of splitting compounds into meaningful parts. Compounds are frequently used in ger-
manic languages and are a challenge for natural language processing. We integrated the
ASV toolbox (Biemann et al., 2008) and compared it to other state of the art approaches.

Our evaluation shows that keyphrase extraction approaches yield stable results for
our datasets. The state of the art approach TextRank is outperformed by at least one of
the tf-idf configurations. Keyphrase assignment and keyphrase filtering yield very good
results if there is a predefined set of keyphrases. Our assignment approach using multi-
label classification yields high precision but limited recall. Selecting a smaller label set
further increases precision while reducing recall. Using a controlled vocabulary for fil-
tering keyphrases, yields higher precision and higher recall. However, this requires a
set of previously collected frequent keyphrases. Such sets might exist in corporate en-
vironments, where companies hire expert annotators to enforce a better knowledge man-
agement. With the German decompounding extension for keyphrase extraction, results
improve for shorter documents as more accurate frequencies can be gathered. Results
for the decompounding extension decrease for the tf-idfweb configuration, because addi-
tional non-word keyphrases are created and ranked high (because of their low document
frequency).

In summary, we have presented a wide range of approaches to keyphrase identifica-
tion, including extraction and assignment approaches. Our results show the strengths and
weaknesses of each approach. We conclude that there is not a single approach suitable
for every scenario but one is sometimes better suited than another. We analyzed these
approach-specific characteristics and described their suitability for the different scenar-
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ios.

Table-of-contents generation A table-of-contents provides a structured overview of a
document’s contents. The task of table-of-contents generation is threefold: (i) segment-
ing the text, (ii) generating titles for segments, and (iii) structuring the segments hierar-
chically. Almost all documents on the Internet are already segmented, thus we presented
solutions for the remaining two subtasks.

For segment title generation, we presented unsupervised and supervised approaches.
The unsupervised approaches perform best on two of the three datasets (best on Gutenberg
and Cormen), while the supervised system using character n-grams yields best results on
the Wikipedia dataset. This is due to many reoccurring titles in Wikipedia articles. In the
other two datasets, titles reoccur less frequently which results in a poor accuracy.

For hierarchy identification, we present a supervised system using n-grams, shared
entities, noun chunk overlap, keyphrases, and word frequency information as features.
Our supervised approaches yield an accuracy of up to 91% on the Gutenberg dataset
(87% and 86% on the other datasets) for classifying whether a segment is higher, lower,
or on the same level as the previous segment. A manual inspection of resulting table-of-
contents has shown that they are similar to the original table-of-contents. A hierarchically
structured table-of-contents helps users in all scenarios to quickly get an overview of the
document’s topics and decide which segment is most promising to read.

Link identification Link identification integrates the tasks of identifying mentions in
a text and identifying entities for the mentions to create links from mentions to entities.
For mention identification, we used a randomly selected subset of Wikipedia articles and
used the existing links in the articles as a gold standard. Link-based (using the existing
Wikipedia link structure) and title-based (using Wikipedia titles) approaches outperform
text-based approaches by a wide margin. When reducing the number of links in the train-
ing data, however, text-based approaches outperform link-based approaches. This is also
true for the entity linking task, for which no title-based approaches exist. Hence, link-
based approaches are best suited for linking to Wikipedia, text-based approaches are better
suited for closed domain environments or to identify links inside a document collection.
We presented results for entity linking with the Personalized PageRank algorithm, which
uses the Wikipedia link structure.

We further investigate the related task of computing the similarity of words, which
makes use of link information. Most measures compute similarity on a word-level, mak-
ing it impossible to differentiate the value of similarity, e.g. to the word bass in only
one of the senses fish or instrument. We propose a sense-level similarity measure, con-
sidering senses from a sense inventory. With this measure, we are able to decide which
sense of an ambiguous word has a higher similarity to another sense with 70% accuracy.
The sense-level similarity measure outperforms existing word similarity measures on a
re-rated version on the Rubenstein Goodenough dataset (Rubenstein and Goodenough,
1965). It performs even better when the annotators are aware of the possible senses in the
sense inventory used by the similarity measure.
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7.1.3 Prototypes for text structuring systems

In addition to the three text structuring techniques (keyphrases, table-of-contents, and
links), we presented prototypes for text structuring systems. These prototypes integrate
the presented text structuring techniques to support users in their tasks. They are also the
base for user studies (Schwarz et al., 2010) and demonstrators for the usefulness of the
implemented approaches.

We presented Wikulu and open window, two prototypes integrating natural language
processing components. With Wikulu, we provide a flexible framework for testing com-
ponents in a wiki scenario, helping users to add, organize, and find information. This is
especially useful in a corporate wiki which often lacks structure (Buffa, 2006). With open
window, we integrated our component for link identification in an e-learning scenario.
The automatic link identification component helps students by adding links to Wikipedia
and DBpedia in eBooks.

The prototypes demonstrate the applicability of automatic approaches and we be-
lieve that the approaches presented in this thesis will be used as part of text structuring
systems—especially in corporate environments—in the future. Additionally, the proto-
types and the developed approaches enable researchers to further improve automatic text
structuring and conduct experiments in related disciplines.

7.2 Future Research Directions
In this thesis, we mainly focused on unsupervised approaches because they do not re-
quire any training data and are thus in principle domain independent. For future work, we
propose to investigate to what extent supervised approaches improve results on our test
datasets (using a cross-validation evaluation setup). We also propose to evaluate if super-
vised approaches improve results when trained on data from another domain. We believe
that results are influenced by topics (e.g. fiction and non-fiction literature) and genres
(e.g. newspaper text and social media). Related work has shown that using domain data
improves results (Ferrucci et al., 2010) but it is still unclear how much domain data is
necessary. Using some domain data to enrich a large portion of domain independent data
has been shown as an alternative to creating language models (Durme and Osborne, 2014)
and can be beneficial for approaches to text structuring.

7.2.1 Approaches to automatic text structuring

We further see future research directions for improving the presented approaches to text
structuring on an algorithmic level. We will now report on possible improvements for
each of the text structuring techniques.

Keyphrase identification Our experiments have shown that results for unsupervised
approaches highly depend on the domain of the document. Even different configurations
of the tf-idf approach do not yield stable results across all datasets. Combining different
configurations in a supervised approach might lead to better results across all datasets.
Improvements of decompounding approaches will further result in an improvement of
keyphrase extraction approaches when compounds can be identified more accurately. This
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also holds for any improvements leading to more accurate counting of word frequencies,
e.g. detecting hyphenation, lemmatization, and acronym expansion. Especially when
processing user-generated data, preprocessing targeted towards possibly ungrammatical
text might improve results for keyphrase identification.

There are further possibilities for improvement by combining extraction and assign-
ment approaches. A linear combination of extraction and assignment approaches has al-
ready shown to improve results (Erbs et al., 2013a) but there is still potential for improve-
ment by considering scores for keyphrases from extraction and assignment approaches.
Our experiments with a controlled vocabulary have shown to improve results but it re-
quires manual effort to create such a controlled vocabulary. For future work, the automatic
population of topic words, which represent good keyphrases, is a potential alternative to
manually creating a controlled vocabulary.

Table-of-contents generation To improve our supervised hierarchy identification sys-
tem, we can extend our feature set with additional features based on similarity metrics. A
high similarity of two document segments can be evidence for the same hierarchy level
as both segments share the same topic. Further features based on topic modeling have a
similar effect. In our evaluation scenario, we evaluated table-of-contents generation by
counting how often the level difference of segment pairs is correctly identified. We pro-
pose to evaluate all table-of-contents in a user setting and use a Turing test (Turing, 1950).
This allows for evaluating a table-of-contents as an ensemble of hierarchies.

For identifying segment titles, we can rely on improvements in keyphrase extraction
and assignment. Especially, creating a controlled vocabulary with potential segment titles
may improve results. We propose to analyze if segment titles follow certain patterns.
Identifying such patterns will help reducing the set of title candidates.

Link identification For link identification, we propose to develop further techniques
for the global linking of entities (all mentions in a document collectively). Identifying
links for a large set of mentions is merely a computational issue. Optimization techniques
can be applied to efficiently compute edge weights between two possible entities. To link
entities to other knowledge bases without any existing link structure, first unsupervised
mention identification and entity link approaches need to be applied. The resulting links
can then be curated manually and further used for supervised link identification. For men-
tion identification, unsupervised keyphrase extraction approaches, and for entity linking,
approaches from information retrieval can be applied.

7.2.2 Future research in related disciplines

In this thesis, we have shown that one needs to carefully select an approach based on
the scenario. Approaches do not perform equally well on every evaluation dataset and in
every scenario. However, many novel algorithms, which are presented nowadays, improve
the state of the art just on standard benchmark datasets. We believe that in many cases, the
reported improvement is due to a better tuning to the dataset and not due to a more general
and better approach. This raises questions about the applicability of approaches to user
problems. Wagstaff (2012) focuses on machine learning research and asks: “What’s it
good for?” In her opinion, “machine learning research has lost its connection to problems
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of importance to the larger world of science and society”. Novel approaches need to show
their impact on society or on scientific disciplines beyond a single benchmark dataset
(Rudin and Wagstaff, 2013).

Measuring the benefit of approaches for users is a very difficult task as it needs to be
isolated from external factors. The design of the user interface, the academic background
of the user, and the task at hand may have an impact on the results. Controlling for all these
external factors in user studies is out of the scope of this thesis. However, we have laid
foundations for future studies of text structuring approaches. To foster future research on
automatic text structuring, we propose a collaboration of computational linguistics with
related disciplines. Figure 7.2 shows the role of related disciplines regarding the usage
of text structuring techniques from the perspective of the user via a prototype. We now
describe possible future research directions for these disciplines.

Psychology We have shown that our approaches for automatic text structuring improve
results on evaluation datasets, but from a psychological point of view, the research ques-
tion is, whether these approaches support users in their tasks. Schwarz (2010) assumes
that automatic text structuring reduces the cognitive load (Sweller, 1988) and thus enables
users to concentrate on the task itself. A learner, who wants to get informed about a topic,
should focus on the information and not on finding articles about terms in the text (which
can be done automatically with link identification).

Psychologists’ expertise is further required to conduct user studies which are con-
trolled for external influences. A user without any computer experience requires a differ-
ent kind of automatic text structuring support than a user with many years of computer
experience. The complexity of a user interface influences how a user interacts with text
structuring techniques. So far, in evaluation settings with humans, it is hard to distinguish
the effect of better approaches and better prototypes to ensure the validity of psychologi-
cal tests (Cronbach, Lee J and Meehl, 1955; Borsboom et al., 2003).

Information science In this thesis, we have defined scenarios in which automatic text
structuring helps users. We have not focused on very specific user groups in isolation.1

In information science, researchers investigate the question how a very specific group of
users search for information, e.g. lawyers (Kuhlthau and Tama, 2001), engineers (Robin-

1We only differentiated between different environments, e.g. at home and at work.
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son, 2010), or librarians (Brown and Ortega, 2005). Any differences of their search be-
havior affects their usage of automatic text structuring techniques and should be further
investigated.

Throughout this thesis, we did not specify different types of information. However, in
information science, Kuhlthau (1993) distinguishes between general background informa-
tion, faceted background information, and specific information. Vakkari (2000) analyzes
in which stage of a writing task students seek for which types of information. We believe
that depending on the type of information desired, some approaches to text structuring
may be better suited than others.

Other disciplines Based on the result of this thesis, there are numerous further research
directions in related disciplines. Different techniques for text structuring enrich a text with
additional information (links mark phrases in a document, while there is only one table-
of-contents for a document). This has implications for the design of the user interface,
which may include different kinds of additional information. A challenge for the design
of the user interface is to include this meta information without overloading the interface
(Norman, 2002).

In business informatics, researchers deal with licensing models of software products
(Harnisch and Knaf, 2014). Using approaches to automatic text structuring in a corporate
environment may lead to a higher productivity and thus is a valuable asset for corpora-
tions. Developers of text structuring systems have multiple distribution channels, includ-
ing offering it as software-as-a-service, or by offering service contracts. It is an open
question, which channel is best suited for text structuring systems.

In cultural studies, researchers investigate the effect of technology on society from
an anthropological perspective (Pfaffenberger, 1992; Avison and Myers, 1995; Hughes,
2004). Text structuring techniques support users by automating tasks, which were pre-
viously performed manually. We assume that users endorse any technological support,
but users may also perceive automatic systems as a threat to their job or a limitation of
their freedom. It would also be interesting to investigate the long-term implications of
using automatic approaches. Are users still able to deal with unstructured text and does it
change the way they search?

7.3 Closing Remarks
The Internet has diversified and raised the sources of information considerably. Not only
are there news agencies but also social media channels like Twitter2 and personal websites.
They all provide very different forms of information. However, a large number of the
documents providing information lacks any kind of structure, which makes it hard for
users to quickly retrieve information. However, the content may still contain valuable
information for a user and automatic text structuring enables users to make better use
of it. Keyphrases, table-of-contents, and links are useful techniques to better understand
the content of documents and thus help users to faster fulfill their information need. The
amount of unstructured information in blogs or forums is further increasing. Therefore,
automatic text structuring, the core of this thesis, is of considerable importance in years
to come.

2https://twitter.com/ (last accessed: 2014-12-18)

https://twitter.com/
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We analyzed approaches to text structuring. However, we have shown that there is
not a single approach suitable in all scenarios. By using training data, we can improve
performance on specific datasets, where training data is not always available. We thus
analyzed characteristics of approaches to automatic text structuring and described the best
approaches for every scenario. We believe that our findings will serve as a foundation for
future text structuring systems, which can be applied both in educational environments
and in corporate environments. It will also serve for future interdisciplinary research
concerning the role of text structuring in a user’s search for information.
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Software Packages

A.1 DKPro Keyphrases

A.1.1 Introduction
Keyphrases are single words or phrases that provide a summary of a text (Tucker and
Whittaker, 2009) and thus might improve searching (Song et al., 2006) in a large col-
lection of texts. As manual extraction of keyphrases is a tedious task, a wide variety of
keyphrase extraction approaches has been proposed. Only few of these are freely avail-
able which makes it hard for researchers to replicate previous results or use keyphrase
extraction in some other application, such as information retrieval (Manning et al., 2008),
or question answering (Kwok et al., 2001).

In this section, we describe DKPro Keyphrases, our framework for keyphrase extrac-
tion. It integrates a wide range of state of the art approaches to keyphrase extraction that
can be directly used with limited knowledge of programming. However, for developers
of new keyphrase extraction approaches, DKPro Keyphrases also offers a programming
framework for developing new extraction algorithms and for evaluation of resulting ef-
fects. DKPro Keyphrases is based on the Unstructured Information Management Archi-
tecture (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004), which provides a rich source of libraries with prepro-
cessing components.

A.1.2 Architecture
The architecture of DKPro Keyphrases models the five fundamental steps of keyphrase
extraction: (i) Reading of input data and enriching it with standard linguistic prepro-
cessing, (ii) selecting phrases as keyphrase candidates based on the preprocessed text,
(iii) filtering selected keyphrases, (iv) ranking remaining keyphrases, and (v) evaluating
ranked keyphrases against a gold standard. This process is visualized in Figure A.1. In
this section, we will describe details of each step, including components already included
in DKPro Keyphrases.

A.1.3 Preprocessing
DKPro Keyphrases relies on UIMA-based preprocessing components developed in the
natural language processing framework DKPro Core (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych,
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Figure A.1: Architecture overview of DKPro Keyphrases.

2014; Gurevych et al., 2007a; Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2009). Thus, a wide
range of linguistic preprocessing components are readily available such as word segmen-
tation, lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, syntactic pars-
ing, or co-reference resolution.

A.1.4 Selecting Keyphrases
In this step, DKPro Keyphrases selects all phrases as keyphrases that match user-specified
criteria. A criterium is typically a linguistic type, e.g. tokens, or more sophisticated types
such as noun phrases. The resulting list of keyphrases should cover all gold keyphrases
and at the same time be as selective as possible. We use the following sentence with the
two gold keyphrases “dog” and “old cat” as a walk-through example:

A [dog] chases an [old cat] in my garden.

Taking all uni- and bi-grams as keyphrases will easily match both gold keyphrases, but it
will also result in many other less useful keyphrases like “in my”.

In the given example, the keyphrase list consists of nine tokens (lemmas, resp.) but
covers only one gold keyphrase (i.e. “dog”). Noun chunks and named entities are alterna-
tive keyphrases, limiting the set of keyphrases further. Experiments where noun chunks
are selected as keyphrases perform best for this example. Named entities are too restric-
tive, but applicable for identifying relevant entities in a text. This is useful for tasks that
are targeted towards entities, e.g. for finding experts (Dörner et al., 2007) in a collection of
domain-dependent texts. The selection of a linguistic type is not limited, as preprocessing
components might introduce further types.

A.1.5 Filtering
Filtering can be used together with over-generating selection approaches like taking all
n-grams to decrease the number of keyphrases before ranking. One possible approach
is based on POS patterns. For example, using the POS patterns, Adjective-Noun,
Adjective, and Noun limits the set of possible keyphrases to “dog”, “old cat”, “cat”,
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and “garden” in the previous example. This step can also performed as part of the selec-
tion step, however, keeping it separated enables researchers to apply filters to keyphrases
of any linguistic type. DKPro Keyphrases provides the possibility to use controlled-
vocabulary keyphrase extraction by filtering out all keyphrases which are not included
in a keyphrase list.

Developers of keyphrase extraction approaches can create their own filter simply
by extending from a base class and adding filter-specific code. Additionally, DKPro
Keyphrases does not impose workflow-specific requirements, such as a fixed number of
filters. This leaves room for keyphrase extraction experiments testing new or extended
filters.

A.1.6 Ranking
In this step, a ranker assigns a score to each remaining keyphrase candidate. DKPro
Keyphrases contains rankers based on the candidate position, frequency, tf-idf, TextRank
(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004b), and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004).

DKPro Keyphrases also contains a special extension of tf-idf, called tf-idfweb, for
which Google Web1T (Brants and Franz, 2006) is used for obtaining df counts from
a large corpus. In case of keyphrase extraction for a single document or for domain-
independent keyphrase extraction, Web1T provides reliable n-gram statistics without hav-
ing any domain-dependence.

A.1.7 Evaluation
DKPro Keyphrases ships with all the metrics that have been traditionally used for eval-
uating keyphrase extraction. Kim et al. (2010) use precision and recall for a different
number of keyphrases (5, 10 and 15 keyphrases). These metrics are widely used for eval-
uation in information retrieval. Precision@5 is the ratio of true positives in the set of
extracted keyphrases when 5 keyphrases are extracted. Recall@5 is the ratio of true pos-
itives in the set of gold keyphrases when 5 keyphrases are extracted. Moreover, DKPro
Keyphrases evaluates with MAP and R-precision. MAP is the mean average precision of
extracted keyphrases from the highest scored keyphrase to the total number of extracted
keyphrases. For each position in the rank, the precision at that position will be computed.
Summing up the precision at each recall point and then taking its average will return the
average precision for the text being evaluated. The mean average precision will be the
mean from the sum of each text’s average precision from the dataset. R-precision is the
ratio of true positives in the set of extracted keyphrases, when the set is limited to the
same size as the set of gold keyphrases (Zesch and Gurevych, 2009).

A.1.8 Experimental framework
In this section, we show how researchers can perform experiments covering many differ-
ent configurations for preprocessing, selection, and ranking. To facilitate the construction
of experiments, the framework contains a module to make its architecture compatible
to the DKPro Lab framework (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2011), thus allowing
to sweep through the parameter space of configurations. The parameter space is the
combination of all possible parameters, e.g. one parameter with two possible values for
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preprocessing and a second parameter with two values for rankers lead to four possible
combinations. We refer to parameter sweeping experiments when running the experiment
with all possible combinations.

DKPro Keyphrases divides the experimental setup in three tasks. Tasks are processing
steps defined in the Lab framework, which – in case of keyphrase extraction – are based
on the steps described in Section A.1.2. In the first task, the input text is fed into a
pipeline and preprocessed. In the second task, the keyphrases are selected and filtered. In
the third and final task, they are ranked and evaluated. The output of the first two tasks
are serialized objects which can be processed further by the following task. The output of
the third task is a report containing all configurations and results in terms of all evaluation
metrics.

The division into three tasks speeds up processing of the entire experiment. Each task
has multiple configuration parameters which influence the forthcoming tasks. Instead of
running the preprocessing tasks for every single possible combination, the intermediate
objects are stored once and then used for every possible configuration in the keyphrase
selection step.

To illustrate the advantages of experimental settings in DKPro Keyphrases, we run
the previously used example sentence through the entire parameter space. Hence, tokens,
lemmas, n-grams, noun chunks, and named entities will be combined with all filters and
all rankers (not yet considering all possible parameters). This results in more than 10,000
configurations. Although the number of configurations is high, the computation time is
low1 as not the entire pipeline needs to run that often. This scales well for longer texts.

The experimental framework runs all possible combinations automatically and col-
lects individual results in a report, such as a spreadsheet or text file. This allows for
comparing results of different rankers, mitigating the influence of different preprocess-
ing and filtering components. This way, the optimal experimental configuration can be
found empirically. It is a great improvement for researchers because a variety of system
configurations can be compared without the effort of reimplementing the entire pipeline.

Code example A.1 shows the main method of an example experiment, selecting all
tokens as possible keyphrases and ranking them with their tf-idf values. Lines 1 to 34
show values for dimensions which span the parameter space. A dimension consists of
an identifier, followed by one or more values. Lines 36 to 40 show the creation of tasks,
and in lines 42 to 48 the tasks and a report are added to one batch task, which is then
executed. Researchers can run multiple configurations by setting multiple values to a di-
mension. Line 25 shows an example of a dimension with two values (using the logarithm
or unchanged text frequency), in this case two configurations2 for the ranker based on
tf-idf scores.

Listing A.1: Example experiment

1 ParameterSpace params = new ParameterSpace(
2 Dimension.create("language", "en"),
3 Dimension.create("frequencies", "web1t"),
4 Dimension.create("tfidfFeaturePath", Token.class"),
5 Dimension.create("dataset", datasetPath),
6 Dimension.create("goldSuffix", ".key"),

1Less than five minutes on a desktop computer with a 3.4 GHz 8-core processor.
2DKPro Keyphrases provides ways to configure experiments using Groovy and JSON.
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7

8 //Selection
9 Dimension.create("segmenter", OpenNlpSegmenter.class),

10 Dimension.create("keyphraseFeaturePath", Token.class),
11 //PosSequence filter
12 Dimension.create("runPosSequenceFilter", true),
13 Dimension.create("posSequence", standard),
14 //Stopword filter
15 Dimension.create("runStopwordFilter", true),
16 Dimension.create("stopwordlists", "stopwords.txt"),
17 // Ranking
18 Dimension.create("rankerClass", TfidfRanking.class),
19 //TfIdf
20 Dimension.create("weightingModeTf", NORMAL, LOG),
21 Dimension.create("weightingModeIdf", LOG),
22 Dimension.create("tfidfAggregate", MAX),
23 //Evaluator
24 Dimension.create("evalMatchingType", MatchingType.Exact),
25 Dimension.create("evalN", 50),
26 Dimension.create("evalLowercase", true),
27 Dimension.create("evalType", EvaluatorType.Lemma),
28 );
29

30 Task preprocessingTask = new PreprocessingTask();
31 Task filteringTask = new KeyphraseFilteringTask();
32 candidateSelectionTask.addImport( preprocessingTask,

PreprocessingTask.OUTPUT, KeyphraseFilteringTask.INPUT);
33 Task keyphraseRankingTask = new KeyphraseRankingTask();
34 keyphraseRankingTask.addImport( filteringTask,

KeyphraseFilteringTask.OUTPUT, KeyphraseRankingTask.INPUT);
35

36 BatchTask batch = new BatchTask();
37 batch.setParameterSpace(params);
38 batch.addTask(preprocessingTask);
39 batch.addTask(candidateSelectionTask);
40 batch.addTask(keyphraseRankingTask);
41 batch.addReport( KeyphraseExtractionReport.class);
42 Lab.getInstance().run(batch);

One possible use case for the experimental framework is the evaluation of new prepro-
cessing components. For example, keyphrase extraction should be evaluated with Twitter
data: One collects a dataset with tweets and their corresponding keyphrases (possibly, the
hash tags). The standard preprocessing will most likely fail as non-canonical language
will be hard to process (e.g. hash tags or emoticons).

The preprocessing components can be set as a parameter and compared directly with-
out changing the remaining parameters for filters and rankers. This allows researchers to
perform extrinsic evaluation of their components in a keyphrase extraction task.
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Figure A.2: Screenshot of web demo in DKPro Keyphrases.

A.1.9 Visualization and wrappers

To foster analysis of keyphrase extraction experiments, we created a web-based visual-
ization framework with Spring3. It allows for running off-the-shelf experiments and man-
ually inspecting results without the need to install any additional software. Figure A.2
shows a visualization of one pre-configured experiment. The web demo is available on-
line.4 Currently, a table overview of extracted keyphrases is implemented, but developers
can change it to highlighting all keyphrases. The latter is recommended for a binary clas-
sification of keyphrases.5 This is the case, if a system only returns keyphrases with a score
above a certain threshold. The table in Figure A.2 shows keyphrases with the assigned
scores, which can be sorted to get a ranking of keyphrases. However, the visualization
framework does not provide any evaluation capabilities.

To help new users of DKPro Keyphrases, it includes a module with two demo exper-
iments using preconfigured parameter sets. This is especially useful for applying key-
phrase extraction in other tasks, e.g. text summarization (Goldstein et al., 2000). Both

3http://projects.spring.io/spring-ws/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
4https://dkpro.ukp.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/DKProKeyphrases (last

accessed: 2014-12-07)
5With binary classification an unranked list of keyphrases is returned.

http://projects.spring.io/spring-ws/
 https://dkpro.ukp.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/DKProKeyphrases
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demo experiments are frequently used keyphrase extraction systems. The first one is
based on TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004b), and the second one is based on the
supervised system KEA (Witten et al., 1999). Both configurations do not require any
additional installation of software packages.

This module offers setters to configure parameters, e.g. the size of co-occurrence
windows in case of the TextRank extractor.

A.1.10 Related work
Most work on keyphrase extraction is not accompanied with free and open software.
These tools listed in this section allow users to combine different configurations in re-
spect to preprocessing, keyphrase selection, filtering, and ranking. In the following, we
give an overview of software tools for keyphrase extraction.

KEA (Witten et al., 1999) provides a Java API, which offers automatic keyphrase
extraction from texts. They provide a supervised approach for keyphrase extraction. For
each keyphrase, KEA computes frequency, position, and semantic relatedness as features.
Thus, for using KEA, the user needs to provide annotated training data. KEA generates
keyphrases from n-grams with length from 1 to 3 tokens. A controlled vocabulary can
be used to filter keyphrases. The configuration for keyphrase selection and filtering is
limited compared to DKPro Keyphrases, which offers capabilities for changing the entire
preprocessing or adding filters.

Maui (Medelyan et al., 2009) enhances KEA by allowing the computation of semantic
relatedness of keyphrases. It uses Wikipedia as a thesaurus and computes the keyphrase-
ness of each keyphrase, which is the number of times a candidate was used as keyphrase
in the training data (Medelyan et al., 2009).

Although Maui provides training data along with their software, this training data is
highly domain-specific. A shortcoming of KEA and Maui is the lack of any evaluation
capabilities or the possibility to run parameter sweeping experiments. DKPro Keyphrases
provides evaluation tools for automatic testing of many parameter settings.

Besides KEA and Mau, which are Java systems, there are several modules in Python,
e.g. topia.termextract6, which offer capabilities for tokenization, part-of-speech tagging
and keyphrase extraction. Keyphrase extraction from topia.termextract is based on noun
phrases and ranks these according to their frequencies.

BibClassify7 is a python module which automatically extracts keywords from a text
based on the occurrence of terms in a thesaurus. The ranker is frequency-based like
topia.termextract. BibClassify and topia.termextract do not provide evaluation capabili-
ties or parameter sweeping experiments.

Besides these software tools, there are web services for keyphrase extraction. Alche-
myAPI8 offers a web service for keyword extraction. It may return keyphrases encoded
in various markup languages. TerMine9 offers a SOAP service for extracting keyphrases
from documents and a web demo. The input must be a String and the extracted terms
will be returned as a String. Although web services can be integrated easily due to their

6https://pypi.python.org/pypi/topia.termextract/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
7http://invenio-demo.cern.ch/help/admin/bibclassify-admin-guide (last ac-

cessed: 2014-12-07)
8http://www.alchemyapi.com/api/keyword-extraction/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)
9http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/termine/ (last accessed: 2014-12-07)

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/topia.termextract/
http://invenio-demo.cern.ch/help/admin/bibclassify-admin-guide
http://www.alchemyapi.com/api/keyword-extraction/
http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/termine/
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protocol stacks, they are not extensible and their replicability cannot be guaranteed over
time.

A.1.11 Summary
In this section we presented DKPro Keyphrases, which is a framework for flexible and
reusable keyphrase extraction experiments. This helps researchers to effectively develop
new keyphrase extraction components without the need to re-implement state of the art
approaches.

The UIMA-based architecture of DKPro Keyphrases allows users to easily evaluate
keyphrase extraction configurations. Researchers can integrate keyphrase extraction with
different existing linguistic preprocessing components offered by the open-source com-
munity, They can evaluate these in terms of all commonly used evaluation metrics.
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